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Introduction 

Objectives and context of the work The present work is devoted to the development of 
an efficient implicit scheme for computing compressible and low-speed flows on unstructured 
meshes. In this introduction, we will first explain why the Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique 
(CEA) is interested in the development of such an efficient flow solver for all-speed flows, which 
tools were available at the start of this thesis and what were their limitations; next we will detail 
the strategy followed to improve over the existing tools and enable the analysis of configurations 
that were previously out of range. 
The global context of this work is the development by the CEA of numerical tools for studying 
by way of simulation the safety of nuclear plants or other energy-producing devices such as 
fuel cells and hydrogen energy. In this latter case for instance, a major issue is precisely to 
guarantee the use of hydrogen will remain safe when this highly energetic and strongly explosive 
gas will be made available to the general public. The European excellence network Hysafe 
(Safety of Hydrogen as an Energy Carrier) precisely aims at analyzing the risks of occurrence 
and possible consequences of a number of hydrogen-related accidental phenomena in order to 
establish hydrogen-technolog credible alternative to conventional sources of energy and 
to gain public acceptance for their daily use. In order to reach these goals, the members of the 
network plan to carry out numerous experimental and numerical studies; among these members, 
the Laboratoire d'Etudes des Transferts et de Mécanique des Fluides (LTMF / Laboratory for 
the study of transfer phenomena and of fluid mechanics), belonging to the CEA center located 
in Saclay, has developed a strong expertise on the study of the hydrogen risk in contained use 
through years of activity in the field of civil nuclear engineering and is now turning this expertise 
towards the field of fuel cells and hydrogen energy. 
Let us now be a little more specific on the concept of hydrogen risk since it is a key factor 
in the development of a flow-solver for all-speed flows. At some stages of accident scenarios 
in nuclear plants, hydrogen may be released or generated inside a nuclear reactor such as the 
current and future REP (Réacteur à Eau Pressurisée) or PWR (Pressurised Water Reactor)1; a 
reactive mixture of air, water steam and hydrogen may then locally form and it is necessary to 
be able to accurately predict the distribution of these different gas species inside the geometry in 
order to correctly simulate the combustion process for hydrogen. Indeed, depending on the local 
concentration of species and on the presence of mitigation devices, hydrogen may burn following 
different modes (flame diffusion, local or global deflagration, accelerated flames, detonation) 
or not burn at all. So-called OD models or Lumped-parameter models have been intensively 
used for years when carrying safety studies and have successively allowed to obtain averaged 
values for temperature, pressure and chemical species concentration. However, these models 

1A similar situation may occur with hydrogen used as an energy carrier, in which case the nuclear reactor 
could be replaced with a common garage; this makes clear the natural application of the CEA expertise within 
the Hysafe network. 
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are unable to provide a detailed information on the local concentration of the gases or on a 
stratification process. Specific CFD tools have thus been developed in order to assess the risks of 
ignitability and detonation of gas mixtures by solving with high-resolution schemes the full 3D 
systems of conservation laws governing the flows under consideration : the LTMF has developed 
in particular the numerical platform CAST3M Fluids [4] as well as the TONUS code [6], in 
collaboration with the IRSN (Institut pour la Radioprotection et la Sûreté Nucléaire / National 
Institute for Radiation and Nuclear Safety). 
The flows encountered when simulating hydrogen release and combustion in the large scale 
geometries typical of nuclear reactors are extremely varied, with a large spectrum of space and 
time characteristic scales and flow regimes : for instance, a stratification process may last for 
hours while a combustion process will be over in a matter of seconds; while the whole volume of a 
REP/PWR is about 50000 m3, with geometrical obstacles measuring several meters, the typical 
length of a breach in the primary circuit will be of a few centimeters, which is also the size of the 
flame fronts that must be accurately computed in order to assess the induced dynamic loads; last, 
as already pointed out, hydrogen combustion may give rise to very weakly compressible flows 
for a slow deflagration or a flame diffusion but also to highly compressible phenomena when a 
denotation takes place. When confronted with such a wide spectrum of flows, two main strategies 
can be considered : the first one aims at developing separately the most appropriate and accurate 
numerical method for each type of flows while the second one is oriented towards the development 
of an "all-purpose" flow solver. Clearly, when developing the CAST3M platform, the necessity 
to be able to compute both (quasi) incompressible and compressible flows has been a major issue 
and the next paragraph of this introduction is entirely devoted to a quick description of the 
state of the art regarding the design of all-speed flow solvers, completed with an overview of the 
existing choices made within the CAST3M tool at the start of this work. 

Development of all-speed flow solvers The "incompressible flows" and "compressible 
flows" scientific communities have long been two separate worlds, as illustrated by the fact 
reference books on the numerical methods specific to each of these flow regimes are usually 
almost exclusively devoted to one or the other (see for instance [27] for techniques specific 
to compressible flow problems such as the Godunov scheme and [24] for methods related to 
incompressible flow problems such as fractional step or projection methods). However, for some 
years now, a continuous effort has been devoted to building bridges between these two "worlds", 
motivated by the fact a number of real-world applications display simultaneously flow regions 
that remain essentially incompressible and others where compressibility effects occur and have 
to be taken into account; examples of interest for the CEA have been given above with the 
various phenomena involved in the hydrogen combustion process and another example related 
to aeronautical issues may be found in [62] with the study of a vertical take-off and landing 
aircraft where the flow over the complete aircraft in landing situation remains low-speed hence 
incompressible while the flow emitted from the manoeuvring jets is highly compressible. 
As recalled in the recent review paper [42], the major difference between the incompressible 
and compressible Euler or Navier-Stokes equations lies in the continuity (or mass conservation) 
equation. Purely incompressible flow solvers rely on pressure-based methods, thus christened 
because the pressure is used as a mapping parameter to satisfy the continuity equation, which 
are usually applied in two steps : the momentum equations are solved in a first step, with a 
pressure gradient computed from the pressure in the previous time step or simply not taken into 
account, so as to yield an auxiliary velocity field; the pressure field is then computed in a second 
step, from a Poisson equation, in such a way the auxiliary velocity maps onto a divergence-free 
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velocity field, thus satisfying exactly the continuity equation. Purely compressible flow solvers 
are density-based, meaning they rely on the solution of the mass, momentum and energy 
equations written as an hyperbolic system of conservation laws for the set of conservative 
variables (p, pV, pE) where p is the density, V the velocity vector and E the specific total 
energy. 
A first strategy to develop an all-speed flow solver could be therefore to implement both 
pressure-based and density based methods within the code. This was precisely done for 
the CAST3M software which provides on one hand a pressure-based solver, for computing 
incompressible or low-speed variable density flows such as encountered in stratification process 
and on the other hand a density-based solver using shock-capturing conservative techniques 
for computing detonation problems. More precisely, the pressure-based method is applied 
to the asymptotic approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations in the limit of small Mach 
numbers, which allows to filter out the acoustic waves; the space discretization is based on 
the Finite-Element method while the time advancement is performed through a semi-implicit 
projection algorithm. When dealing with detonation problems, the effects of viscosity are 
neglected so that the Euler equations remain to be solved using upwind discretization techniques 
within a cell-centered Finite-Volume formulation on general unstructured grids. The upwind 
schemes available in CAST3M are either of the flux vector splitting type (with Van Leer scheme 
[79] for instance), or of the flux difference splitting type, with the Roe scheme [67] or else hybrid 
schemes such as the AUSM+ scheme[46]. The time-integration is performed either explicitly or 
in an implicit way , using a Newton-Krylov approach. 
A first drawback of a tool relying on such ad-hoc numerical techniques is the need to develop 
some a-priori knowledge on the flow of interest so as to be in position to select the proper 
technique. However, the main drawback of such a strategy is that it simply fails when the flows 
under study simultaneously display nearly incompressible and highly compressible flow regions. 
Indeed, asymptotic models are valid only when the Mach number is small enough (typically up 
to M = 0.3) while classical density-based methods fail to correctly compute inviscid flows in 
which the Mach number becomes too low (typically less than M = 0.1). Indeed, when the speed 
of the material wave becomes small with respect to the acoustic speed, the Euler system becomes 
stiff which leads to a very slow convergence rate to steady-state for standard density-based 
methods [75]; moreover, when M —> 0, some components of the numerical dissipation introduced 
by upwinding become excessively high, which yields poorly-accurate or even totally wrong flow 
solutions [28]. 

Turning to the second strategy, i.e. to the development of an all-speed or Mach-independent 
numerical method, requires either to extend the "incompressible" pressure-based methods to 
higher Mach number flows or to extend the "compressible" density-based methods to low Mach 
number flows. The first option has been explored since the beginning of the seventies [29] 
and more or less continuously since then [7], [68]; this line of work has probably culminated 
with the recent work [59]. The second option has been the object of thorough investigations 
since the mid-eighties, with the seminal work of Turkel [75], but finds its roots in one of the 
earliest attempt at drawing connections between incompressible and compressible flow solving 
techniques, namely the artificial compressibility method devised by Chorin [15]; this method 
turns the system of conservation laws governing an incompressible flow into an hyperbolic 
system of conservation laws that can be solved using one of the many schemes developed for the 
compressible Euler or Navier-Stokes equations (such as the Roe scheme for instance, provided 
the eigensystem can be computed). The application of the artificial compressibility method 
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remains limited to purely incompressible flows; however, Chorin's idea was later exploited by 
Turkel [75] who proposed to multiply the time-derivative of the Euler hyperbolic system with 
a so-called low-Mach preconditioning matrix designed to alter the acoustic speed associated 
with this system in such a way all eigenvalues of the flux Jacobian matrix remain of the same 
order when the Mach number goes to zero, thus avoiding the numerical stiffness issue. The 
preconditioning matrix introduced by Turkel was designed by working on a formulation of the 
Euler equations in terms of entropie variables (p, V, S), where p is the pressure and S the 
entropy, so as to decouple the pressure equation from the other evolution equations since only 
the pressure equation is to be affected by the application of preconditioning; simple matrix 
transformations allows then to recover the preconditioned Euler equations expressed in terms 
of conservative variables, to which numerical schemes developed for the fully compressible 
system can be directly applied. Following Turkel, several researchers such as Choi & Merkle 
[14], Weiss & Smith [85], Van Leer [80], Venkateswaran & Merkle [81], have proposed their 
own preconditioning matrix. Although derived from different philosophies and from different 
sets of variables (entropie for Turkel and Van Leer, viscous primitive (p, V, T) for Choi & 
Merkle and Weiss h Smith), all these preconditioners are closely related. For instance, they 
all become singular when M = 0 so they all require a cut-off value for their parameter. As 
already pointed out, preconditioning the system of conservation laws is not without effect on 
the numerical scheme applied to the system : for instance, when applying Roe's flux-difference 
splitting scheme to the preconditioned Euler equations, the matrix-based numerical dissipation 
must be constructed from the new eigensystem associated with this set of equations, fortunately 
available in closed form when the Turkel preconditioning is used (see [83]). Low-Mach number 
preconditioned versions of the AUSM+, Harten-Lax-van Leer or Jameson's CUSP schemes are 
respectively provided in [46] [51] [77]. 

The choice of an all-speed pressure-based solver or an all-speed density-based solver is essentially 
determined by the initial investment of the code developers towards one of this specifically 
targeted technique : in the case of the CAST3M code, the amount of efforts put into the develop
ment of high-resolution upwind schemes for solving compressible flows on general unstructured 
grids has motivated the implementation of Turkel low-Mach number preconditioning so as to 
give an all-speed capability to the solver. The preconditioned upwind schemes (Roe, AUSM+) 
implemented within CAST3M have proved their ability to yield accurate solutions of both 
weakly and highly compressible flows, with a convergence to steady state largely independent 
from the freestream Mach number, all properties precisely expected from the use of a low-Mach 
preconditioning [5]. In practice, it was observed however that schemes including preconditioning 
may display some lack of robustness (i.e. the computation blows up because of the occurrence 
of non-physical states, such as negative values of the pressure, within the flow); this robustness 
issue seems to be related with the use and definition of a cut-off (or limiting) value prescribed 
when computing the parameters appearing in the preconditioning matrix in order to prevent the 
matrix from becoming singular at M = 0, namely for stagnation flow. Although this "cut-off" 
definition is now used in every computation, it is still difficult to optimize its value for complex 
problem. Several definitions of the "cut-off" are available, which depend on the nature of the 
flow (inviscid or viscous, steady or unsteady) and also on the grid used for the computation 
(regular or stretched, which may introduce an aspect ratio in the cut-off definition). Moreover, 
it is possible to use a global "cut-off" for the whole computational domain or a local "cut-off" in 
each control cell (cf. [76] for a large review of such cases). Some authors tried to unify all the 
definitions by distinguishing each case [81]; nevertheless, it appears to be still challenging to get 
a simple but efficient "cut-off" definition. This point will be dealt with in this work but was not 
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the key issue that motivated the present study. In fact, once solved the all-speed flow issue and 
the solver applied to real-life computations involving a very large number of grid points because 
of the need to discretize simultaneously the large-scale geometry of a containment and specific 
regions such as the neighborhood of a breach, it appeared the Newton-Krylov implicit treatment 
used for speeding-up the convergence to steady-state was too memory-consuming. The first 
motivation of this work was therefore to develop, implement and validate within CAST3M an 
alternative implicit treatment which could offer a reduced memory requirements while preserving 
the global efficiency of the code, with the additional and crucial constraint to provide such 
properties for the whole range of Mach numbers, that is including the use of preconditioning. 
The next paragraph will now describe the strategy followed in this work to improve over the 
existing implicit scheme in the specific context of a preconditioned compressible flow solver. 

Low-cost implicit t r ea tments for a l l -speed flows Since the first objective of this work is 
to design a low cost implicit scheme for all-speed flows, where low-cost means both low com
putational cost and low storage, a first step is naturally to examine the existing low or at-least 
reduced cost strategies for compressible flow solvers; the second step will be the adaptation of 
such strategies to preconditioned schemes. Designing a low-cost implicit treatment means solving 
a multi-objective optimization problem in which one looks for the simultaneous minimization of 
the computational time involved in the convergence to steady (physical or dual) state and of 
the associated storage requirement. The minimization of computational cost can be performed 
by considering a two-objective problem since the global computational cost spent to reach a 
steady-state is a combination of intrinsic efficiency (i.e. the number of iterations needed to 
reach this steady-state) and unit cost per iteration. Overall, designing an efficient or low-cost 
implicit scheme means finding a solution of the 3-objective optimization problem summarized 
in Fig. 0.0.1. Usually, the maximization of intrinsic efficiency, that is the minimization of the 

A Cost per point and per iteration 

(to minimize) 

Intrinsic Efficiency 
(to maximize) 

Memory Storage 
(to minimize) 

Figure 0.0.1: Design of an efficient implicit treatment : a multi-objective optimization problem. 
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number of iterations needed to achieve steady-state, and the minimization of the cost per point 
per iteration are conflicting objectives so that there is no unique solution to the multi-objective 
optimization problem but a set of optimal trade-off solutions, known as the Pareto optimal set. 
Thus, the Newton-Krylov method available in CAST3M may be considered as one of these op
timal choices, which minimizes the number of iterations needed to reach steady-state, hence 
provides maximal intrinsic efficiency, at the expense of a rather high unit cost; moreover, the 
Newton-Krylov method is definitely not optimal as far as the storage objective is concerned. 
There exists a number of other optimal choices with respect to the two objectives related with 
the computational cost and we wish to select among those choices the one(s) yielding the lower 
memory requirements. The excessive memory demand introduced by an implicit stage can be 
often related to the use of a block implicit stage, based on flux Jacobian matrices introduced when 
linearizing the numerical fluxes in order to derive the implicit part of the scheme; moreover the 
unit cost of a solution method for a block implicit stage is usually rather high. However, the main 
advantage of using a block implicit stage comes from its high intrinsic efficiency, which explains 
block approaches may still constitute optimal choices as far as computational cost is concerned. 
A way to reduce memory requirement for an implicit method is to develop implicit treatments 
that do not rely on full Jacobian matrices, which means some kind of simplification has to be 
introduced in the explicit stage linearization; in turn, such a simplification is likely to induce a 
loss of intrinsic efficiency which will have to be compensated through a lower unit cost, so as to 
preserve the global efficiency. Following this line of idea, Pulliam et Chaussée proposed in 1981 
a diagonalized implicit treatment applied to alternate direction factorization method [65] : using 
diagonal matrices for each ID implicit stage instead of full matrices allows to reduce both the unit 
cost and memory requirement of the original implicit stage, even though some approximations 
are made when deriving this diagonal implicit stage, which leads to a slightly lower intrinsic effi
ciency with respect to the baseline block treatment. More recently, Buelow et al. have extended 
this diagonal approximate factorization technique to the case of preconditioned schemes within a 
dual-time framework and have successfully computed unsteady low-Mach number flows [10]; this 
same technique has been implemented by Pandya et al. within the NASA code OVERFLOW 
[62]. In the mid-nineties, Corre and Lerat have applied similar diagonalization ideas to line-
relaxation methods of Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel type [21] and, in 2004, Corre and Kloczko have 
derived an extension of these ideas to preconditioned schemes [20]. It was estimated, however, 
that such diagonal or quasi-diagonal treatments, even though they allow a substantial reduction 
of memory requirements with respect to more standard block treatments while preserving an 
equivalent level of global computational cost (loss of intrinsic efficiency balanced by unit cost 
reduction), still remain too-memory consuming for grids containing very large number of grids 
points, likely to be used in the applications targeted at CEA. Moreover, when computing flows 
on structured grids, the diagonalization is successively performed along each grid direction; the 
extension of these ideas to unstructured grids means the diagonalization process will have to be 
successively applied on each face of a control volume, in the direction normal to that face, which 
may become quite expensive. It was therefore decided to opt for even more simplified methods 
such as matrix-free implicit methods. A well-known prototype of such methods is the implicit 
residual smoothing technique initially introduced in [45] for the Lax-Wendroff scheme and made 
popular by Jameson [35] : the basic idea of the residual smoothing technique applied to the 
Lax-Wendroff implicit scheme is to replace the square of the fluxes Jacobian matrices appearing 
in the implicit stage with their respective spectral radius (an operation made possible without 
altering the unconditional linear stability of the scheme thanks to the definite positive character 
of these dissipation matrices). The linear system associated with this simplified implicit stage is 
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no longer a block system but is purely scalar : it can then be solved for a reduced computational 
cost per iteration and with very low memory requirements; naturally, the price to pay for this 
simplification from block to scalar is a loss of intrinsic efficiency. However, it was found in prac
tice that this loss of intrinsic efficiency was usually balanced by a truly low unit cost, resulting 
eventually in a global efficiency as good as that of the original block treatment, with the benefit 
of a reduced memory storage. Shortly after the introduction of this spectral radius simplification 
in [45] Jameson and Baker demonstrated in [35] the same matrix-free implicit stage could be 
successively coupled with the explicit Jameson's scheme [37] based on a centered discretization 
completed with a well-tuned scalar artificial viscosity : in spite of the lack of consistency between 
the explicit and implicit stage, the resulting scheme had good stability properties and was much 
more efficient than a purely explicit scheme for a modest extra-cost due to the very simple form 
of this matrix-free implicit stage. Similar ideas made their way in the context of upwind schemes 
and though it seems difficult to trace back very precisely the origin of matrix-free implicit up
wind schemes, a first contribution can be found in the work of Jameson and Yoon [38] where 
the absolute values of Jacobian matrices appearing in a block implicit stage are replaced with 
their respective spectral radius, taking advantage here again of the definite positive character 
of these dissipation matrices. However, contrary to the case of the Lax-Wendroff scheme where 
this spectral radius simplification is sufficient to make the implicit stage matrix-free, the implicit 
stage associated with (typically) Roe upwind scheme also contains flux Jacobian matrices that 
cannot be simplified since they are not definite positive in general; however, since these flux 
Jacobian matrices appear in the implicit stage as multiplied by time-increments of the conserved 
variables, it is possible to replace such products with time-increments of the flux-vectors and 
to relax these new unknown when solving the resulting matrix-free implicit stage. It seems the 
idea of this approximation, which allows to turn a block implicit upwind scheme into a matrix-
free implicit scheme originates in the work of Sharov and Nakahashi [71]. Using simultaneously 
the spectral radius simplification and the flux-vector increment relaxation, Lôhner et al. have 
successfully developed a matrix-free implicit method for solving the 3D Navier- Stokes equations 
on unstructured grids [48], which has been next further extended to unsteady flows [49] as well 
as to all-speed flows using a preconditioning technique [50]. Let us emphasize once again the 
intrinsic efficiency provided by such a matrix-free implicit stage is rather low : however its ex
tremely low cost per iteration makes it globally as efficient as (or even more efficient than) the 
original block implicit stage; moreover, its modest memory requirements make it truly attractive 
for large scale computations. It was then decided at the start of this thesis to focus our work on 
the development of a matrix-free implicit scheme such as initially introduced in [48] as a low-cost 
alternative to the existing implicit treatment available in CAST3M, with the clear objective of 
making large-scale computations accessible with this improved version. Since the intrinsic effi
ciency of matrix-free methods is quite poor, it is absolutely crucial to make the unit cost of these 
methods as low as possible in order to preserve their global efficiency. A difficulty appears when 
a low-Mach preconditioning matrix is introduced for viscous or unsteady flow computations since 
in that case it is no longer possible to make the implicit stage truly matrix-free; it will be shown 
however in this work that a proper formulation of the implicit stage, which takes advantage of 
properties specific to Turkel preconditioning matrix, allows to preserve an extremely low cost per 
iteration for all-speed viscous unsteady flows, thus making the proposed matrix-free approach a 
viable implicit strategy to be used within CAST3M. 

Research work organizat ion and presentat ion The research work has been organized in 
three main stages, around a numerical tool associated with each stage : 
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• in the first stage the intrinsic efficiency of the proposed matrix-free treatment has been 
studied following a Von Neumann analysis; a code has been developed in order to compute 
the amplification matrix associated with this scheme for the linearized Euler and Navier-
Stokes equations in the steady and unsteady case (this latter being treated within a dual 
time framework) and to compare the matrix-free treatment, from the viewpoint of intrinsic 
efficiency, with block treatments, for compressible as well as low-Mach number flows. Von 
Neumann analysis has also been used to assess the intrinsic performances of various implicit 
treatments (Jacobi relaxation, Lower-Upper Successive Gauss-Seidel) that can be used to 
solve the matrix-free implicit stage. 

• in the second stage, some of the most interesting implicit treatments selected on the basis 
of the previous study have been implemented in a specially-developed structured code in 
order to assess their global performance as well as their associated memory requirements. 
This intermediate step, prior to any implementation within the general-purpose CAST3M 
code, has allowed to evaluate efficiently and with great flexibility the numerous choices that 
have been investigated throughout this work (be it implicit strategies or cut-off choices for 
low-Mach preconditioning for instance). This evaluation has been systematically performed 
on a set of well-chosen test-problems and the most efficient treatments selected on the basis 
of this second stage have been actually implemented within CAST3M. 

—> 

• in the last stage of our work, the matrix-free treatment previously developed in the context 
of finite-difference schemes on structured grids has been extended to a finite-volume for
mulation for unstructured grid computations and implemented within CAST3M. A point-
Jacobi and LU-SGS solution of the matrix-free implicit stage have been developed and 
these new implicit treatments have been compared with the already available block im
plicit stage solved with a Newton-Krylov approach both for weakly compressible and com
pressible, steady and unsteady flows, demonstrating the superior efficiency of the newly 
implemented matrix-free treatment. The preconditioned compressible flow solver has also 
been successfully compared with the existing pressure-based solver applied to an asymptotic 
model. 

"05 
The detailed presentation of our research work in this report follows the above chronology : 

• the first part of the report is devoted to the review and analysis of some standard block-
implicit treatments for the two-dimensional Euler and Navier-Stokes equations with a view 
to identify the best candidate for a fair comparison with the matrix-free treatment in
troduced in the second part of the report. A 2D framework is retained for the sake of 
presentation simplicity only : the 2D analysis extends immediately to 3D problems and 
all the later developments have been carried out in 3D. Chapter 1 described the design 
principles for building a block implicit upwind scheme that can be applied for all regimes 
of inviscid or viscous, steady or unsteady flows, using low-Mach preconditioning and dual-
time stepping. Chapter 2 details various techniques (approximation factorization in its 
basic or modified form, point or line-relaxation) for solving the block linear system as
sociated with the previous scheme. These first two chapters also allow to introduce the 
notations (discretization operators in particular) that will be used throughout this report. 
In chapter 3, the linear stability and intrinsic efficiency of the previously presented implicit 
treatments is studied using a Von Neumann analysis and the hierarchy deduced from this 
analysis allows to select an alternate line-relaxation treatment as the reference efficient (but 
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memory-consuming) treatment to which the proposed matrix-free method will be compared 
to. 

Cost per point 
per iteration 

(to minimize) 

Chapters 1 and 2 
bloc implicit stage 

- exact solver 

approximate solver 
(factorization, relaxation) 
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Figure 0.0.2: Road map for the design of an efficient implicit treatment : cost-analysis of standard 
block-implicit treatments. 
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the second part of the report forms the main original contribution of this research 
work, namely the description and systematic analysis of a matrix-free treatment that 
can be applied to any type of flow (inviscid/viscous, low-Mach/highly compressible, 
s teady/unsteady). Chapter 4 describe the design principles of a matrix-free method for 
solving the steady Euler equations as well as the extensions to perform when solving the 
Navier-Stokes equations and unsteady flows within a dual time-step approach. Taking ad
vantage of the properties of Turkel preconditioning matrix, an optimized implicit treatment 
is introduced, that allows to preserve an extremely low unit cost even when the low-Mach 
preconditioning is active. Chapters 5,6 and 7 are then devoted to the Von Neumann anal
ysis of the matrix-free treatment, when applied respectively to the steady (chapters 5 and 
6) and unsteady (chapter 7) Euler and Navier-Stokes equations, with a particular emphasis 
on low-Mach number flows. The loss of intrinsic efficiency introduced by the matrix-free 
simplifications is thus clearly evidenced, which makes crucial the requirement of an ex
tremely low unit cost to preserve global efficiency - this reduced cost being ensured by the 
proposed matrix-free treatment. The flexibility offered by the Von Neumann analysis also 
allows to analyze the modifications to apply to the standard choice of low-Mach precon
ditioning cut-off when computing viscous or unsteady flows. Finally, chapter 8 presents 
the results obtained for some significant test-cases computed using either a high-intrinsic-
efficiency block-treatment or the proposed low-cost matrix-free treatment. The advantages 
brought by this latter approach, both in terms of global computational time and memory 
requirement, are clearly demonstrated and motivate the implementation of the matrix-free 
treatment within the CAST3M numerical platform, as described in the last part of the 
report. 

the third part of the report deals with the implementation of the proposed matrix-free 
treatment within CAST3M and the demonstration of its advantages over existing tech-
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Figure 0.0.3: Road map for the design of an efficient implicit treatment : cost-analysis of the 
matrix-free treatment. 

niques for computing applications of interest for the CEA. Chapter 9 is thus devoted to 
the extension of the matrix-free approach to a finite-volume formulation on unstructured 
grids. It is shown the high simplicity of the method is preserved without particular diffi
culty. Chapter 10 presents some comparisons between the Newton-Krylov implicit method 
available in CAST3M and the newly implemented approach : a classical 2D inviscid flow 
over a bump is first computed to demonstrate the computational time reduction offered by 
the matrix-free treatment; the same problem is then computed in 3D to make even clearer 
the gain obtained as far as the memory storage is concerned. The l l f / l and last chapter 
displays a comparison between the asymptotic solver available in CAST3M and the newly 
implemented low-Mach matrix-free treatment for the case of laminar, low-Mach number 
steady and unsteady flows in a Tee junction. The results provided by the matrix-free treat
ment confirm its interest for the efficient computation of low-Mach number (single-species) 
flows. 
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Figure 0.0.4: Road map for the design of an efficient implicit treatment : global (cost and memory 
requirement) analysis. 
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Chapter 1 

Classical Implicit Upwind Scheme 

This first chapter provides the basics of the physical modeling and of the numerical methods 
used throughout this study : all the flow problems considered in this work can be described 
using either the Euler or the Navier-Stokes equations written for a perfect gas, which are briefly 
recalled in a first section. These equations are then approximated with an upwind scheme which 
is made implicit in order to increase the scheme's convergence to steady state. In the first part 
of the study, implicit schemes will be analyzed on Cartesian grids so that the general principles 
governing the design of such conventional block implicit schemes are recalled within a finite 
difference framework in section 2. Some usual simplifications when designing implicit stages 
coupled with high order explicit stages for viscous flow problems are also pointed out. Since 
our work is focused on the design of an efficient implicit scheme for all-speed flows, the use 
of a preconditioning strategy when computing low-Mach number problems and its impact on 
the space and time discretization are detailed in section 3. The last section is devoted to a 
brief reminder of the dual-time technique used in the present study for computing low-Mach 
number unsteady flows : this technique is retained because it will allow to take advantage, 
when dealing with unsteady flows, of the developments performed for reaching steady-state at a 
reduced computational cost for steady flows. 

"05 

1.1 Governing Equations 

1.1.1 Navier-Stokes equations for a perfect gas flow 

The Navier-Stokes equations express the conservation of mass, momentum and energy for a com
pressible viscous fluid flow. When written using dimensional quantities, denoted by superscript ~ 
hereafter, the differential conservative form of these conservation laws reads : 

§ + V - ( / ^ ) = 0 , (1.1.1a) 
at 

dpù 

dpË 

V- (pu ù) + Vp = V - f + pg , (1.1.1b) 

-V-(puH) = V-(AVT) + V - ( f -u)+pg-u . (1.1.1c) 

23 
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where p represents the gas density, û is the velocity vector, p is the static pressure, and Ë and 
H are the specific total energy and specific total enthalpy, related by the following equation, 

H = Ë + - . (1.1.2) 
P 

In the right-hand-side (RHS) of (1.1.1b), (1.1.1c), T is the temperature, A the thermal conductiv
ity, g the gravitational acceleration and f denotes the shear stress tensor which, for a Newtonian 
fluid, is given by : 

f = p ( v u + ( V u ) T ) - I p(V-u)I (1.1.3) 

where p is the dynamic viscosity (when the viscous effects are negligible, one can take p = 0 
and one recovers the hyperbolic system of the Euler equations). 

The system is closed by the equation of state for a single-species calorically perfect gas, 

p = pRf = ( 7 - i ) p ( ^ _ I | ^ = ( 7 - l ) p ë (1.1.4) 

where ë is the specific internal energy, R is the specific gas constant and 7 is the ratio of specific 
heats, 7 = £^, equal to 1.4 for air at moderate temperatures. Eventually, the sound speed is 
given by : 

c 2 = 7 i ? f = ^ (1.1.5) 
r 

1.1.2 Non-dimensional form 

The equations (1.1.1a) to (1.1.4) are made non-dimensional by using reference quantities denoted 
by the subscript 00, e.g. free stream conditions, and a length scale L specific to the considered 
flow problem (the channel height for internal flows for instance). Non-dimensional quantities are 
then defined by : 

r = j , p = f- , T=-r , p = f- , \ = T - , eff = | , (1.1.6) 
Li fJoo 100 Moo AQO y 

and this first set of reference values can be used to define next a reference velocity, pressure, time 
and energy as follows : 

ù ù p t ^ Ë TT H 
u= r^^- = — , V= ~ ~2 , £ = -=—- , E = -^- , H = -^- . (1.1.7) 

\fRToo n°o PoonSo L/uoo «So «So 
Inserting these non-dimensional quantities into the original Navier-Stokes equations yields the 
non-dimensional form of the system : 

| ^ + V-(pn) = 0 , (1.1.8a) 

^ + V • (pu u) + Vp = - ^ (V • r) + - L peg , (1.1.8b) 

^^•^H^{l-l)PrRe^-^T) + h^^+h^-^^^ (LL8C) 

file:///fRToo
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where standard non-dimensional numbers such as the Reynolds, Froude and Prandt l numbers 
have been introduced : 

Re = 
Poo^oo^ 1 ul 

gL 
Pr = 

Cp/J,c 

Poo gL Aoo 

The non-dimensional form of the equation of state reads : 

P = PT = (7 " 1)P [E 
1, 

\u\ = ( 7 - l ) p e 

(1.1.9) 

(1.1.10) 

(1.1.11) 

and the dimensionless sound speed is : 

P 
In the remainder of this chapter, only the 2D version of the Navier-Stokes equations without 
the gravity source term will be considered for the sake of presentation simplicity. Note however 
the methods here described in 2D are readily extended to 3D problems : such an extension has 
been actually performed and the chapter devoted to the application of the numerical method 
developed in this work will naturally present some 3D test-cases. The two-dimensional Navier-
Stokes equations in the absence of gravity effects can be put in the following conservative form : 

wt + (fE(w) - fv(w,wx,wy))x + (gE(w) - gv(w,wx,Wy))y = 0 1.1.12 

where t is the time, x and y are the space coordinates, w = w(x, y, t) is the vector of conserved 
variables, fE and gE are the inviscid flux vector functions and fv and gv are the viscous flux 
vector functions : 

w = 

( P \ 
pu 

pv 

\PE J 
( 

( 

fE = 

pu 
,2 

\ 

eV f = — 
J Re 

pu + p 

puv 

\ puH / 

\ 

( pv \ 

gE = 
puv 
,,2 

T~xx — 3 ptl-x 

T~xy = P(Uy 

\pVy 

-Vx) 

V 1 
9 = Re-

\ IJ>TXX + VTXy i pr ex J 

pv + p 

\ pvH J 
0 

"yx 

'yy 

= p(Uy + VX) 

\pVy o^pUx 

\ UT, yx VT, yy 

(1.1.13) 

'y / 

Let us also introduce the Jacobian matrices of the inviscid and viscous flux functions that will 
be needed later on, when deriving an implicit scheme for solving system (1.1.12) : 

ME A„E 

AE(w) = 

A0 (w,wx,Wy) = 

A\{w,Wx,wy) = 

A\{W,WX,Wy) = 

h^< 
df 
gw {W,WX,Wy) , 

df 
dWx(W,Wx,Wy) , 

dfV
( 

BE(w) --

Bo(w,wx,Wy) = 

BY(w,wx,Wy) = 

- ir<«" • 
dgv 

- Qw \W,WX,Wy 

dgv , 
- ^ \UJ, WX, Wy 

dwx 

_ dgv . 

(1.1.14) 

dwq, 
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The (well-known) expressions of these matrices are summarized in Appendix A. 

1.2 S tandard Block Implicit Scheme 

Let us now recall the standard steps to build a block implicit scheme for solving the Navier-Stokes 
equations. Since our interest will be restricted to discretization schemes that treat separately the 
convective and diffusive physical fluxes and since, moreover, the viscous fluxes discretization is 
straightforward because purely centered, we will first consider the derivation of a block implicit 
upwind scheme for the Euler equations before proceeding to the Navier-Stokes case. 

1.2.1 Euler implicit scheme 

The two-dimensional Euler equations written in conservative form read : 

wt + f{w)x + gE(w)y = 0 (1.2.1) 

Let <pij be a mesh function defined on a uniform Cartesian grid (x^ = iôx, yj = jôy), with 
constant steps ôx and 8y and let us introduce the following basic difference and average operators 
acting in each grid direction : 

(M)i+I , j = 4>i+l,j ~ <t>i,j , (̂ 2</>)ij+I = <fii,j+l ~ <t>i,j , 
(1.2.2) 

(pi<j))i+i}j = \{4>i+i,j + M , (p2<P)i,j+i = \{4>i,j+i + 4>i,j) • 

The time step used for time integration will be denoted At and the ratio between this time step 

and the space step in each direction writes : o\ = -7—, 02 = jr-
ox oy 

Explicit stage 

The exact solution of system (1.2.1) can be approximated by an explicit scheme formally written 
as follows : 

-^— l-^ + £(wn) = 0 (1.2.3) 

where wfj denotes the numerical solution at time nAt and mesh point (x = iôx , y = jôy), 
£ is the space operator defining the discretization scheme. In the case of a conservative scheme, 
operator £ can be expressed in the form : 

£(«'"» = ( ¥ + w)l = ïk ^ ~ F-*j) SX + <G«+i " G - i ' '")" (1'2'4) 
where the equivalence between a conservative finite-difference treatment and a finite-volume 
formulation on a Cartesian grid has been emphasized. The quantities F and G are the numerical 
fluxes approximating the inviscid fluxes fE and gE at the faces of the control cell (i,j) (cf. 
figure 1.2.1). In the most simple approach, these numerical fluxes can be simply evaluated 
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Figure 1.2.1: Control cell used to write the scheme 

at each face by using the physical states in the cells located on each side of a given face (cf. 
figure 1.2.2) : 

F»y 

b'J 2 

= F(wLi .,wRi .) 

= G(wL. 1,w
R. 0 

M - 2 I J-2 

with 

with WL. ! 
1,3-2 

= W 

= W 

,3 > 

J - l 

W?+itj=Wi+lJ , 

<3~\ 

(1.2.5) 

w v 

For a large class of schemes, these numerical fluxes can be cast into the form : 

E\n 
F^y = ((ftf) di(wn))t +hi 

(1.2.6) 
G^_1 = ({mgE)n-d2(w

n))u 
%j %j-

where /J-ifE, p2g
E correspond to a simply centered approximations of the inviscid fluxes, while 

d\(wn), d2(w
n) denote the numerical dissipation fluxes. Many choices of numerical dissipation 

are available in the literature but they can be roughly categorized into scalar or matrix dissipation 
[74]. Thus the numerical dissipation fluxes take eventually the form : 

d\(w) = D\(w)5\w , d2(w) = D2(w)Ô2W , (1.2.7) 

where D\(w) and D2(w) are the numerical dissipation (either scalar or matrix) coefficients. In 
the case of the Roe scheme [67], these coefficients are matrices defined by : 

(1.2.Î D1(w) = l
1\A

E\ , D2(w) = \\BE\ , . . 

where A^ (resp. B^) denotes the Roe average of the Jacobian AE (resp. BE). For the Rusanov 
scheme [69], the coefficients Di are scalars : 

Dl(w) = \p(AE) , D2(w) = \p(BE) , (1.2.9) 
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Figure 1.2.2: Classical stencil for a first-order space accurate upwind scheme 

where p{AE) (resp. p(BE)) denotes the spectral radius of the Jacobian AE (resp. BE). 

Implicit stage 

The explicit scheme (1.2.3) is submitted to a restrictive so-called CFL condition on the time-step 
that can be used in the convergence process to a steady-state. An implicit version of the scheme 
can be developed which allows to get rid of any stability restriction on the choice of At (for 
linear problems at least). Making the scheme implicit with respect to time t comes to replace 
the numerical flux Fn (resp. Gn) with its evaluation Fn+l (resp. Gn+l) at the new time-level, 
leading to : 

ra+l W™+1 _wn. 

At 
6iF 52G 

= 0 (1.2.10) 
ôx 5y , hJ 

Introducing the increment Awn = wn+l — wn, the numerical fluxes at time level (n + 1) can be 
expressed as follows : 

Fn+l = (pifE)n+l ~ di{wn+l) 

= liifE(wn + Awn)-di(wn + Awn) , 

(1.2.11) 
Gn+l = (p2g

E)n+l - d2(w
n+l) 

= p2g
E\wn + Awn) - d2{wn + Awn) . 

Using now the Jacobian matrices AE, BE and linearizing the above expressions around time 
level n yields : 

Fn+l « inUE)n + {AE)nmAwn - di(wra) - D^Aw" , 

(1.2.12) 
Gn+l « MgET + {BE)np2Awn - d2(w

n) - D^62Awn . 
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where the dissipation matrices D\ and D2 are "frozen" at time level n. Eventually, the linearized 
numerical fluxes are given by : 

Fn+i ^Fn + (AE)nin&wn - D™5iAwn , 

(1.2.13) 
Gn+l ^ Q n + ^B

E)n^2Awn _ png^n 

Inserting these expressions into the implicit stage (1.2.10) yields : 

H-Awfj = -At-nfj , (1.2.14) 

where the right hand side 1Z™,• and the operator Ti associated with the implicit stage are defined 
by : 

'61F , £2G
N 

(1.2.15) ôx 5V Ju ' 

I H = {id + aMAn'yi + (T2ô2(B
Eyy2 - M i D ^ i - o252D%52) , 

with Id the identity operator. The left hand side of equation (1.2.14) can also be written as 
follows : 

H • A < - = C0Aw?tj + Cf A < _ ! • + C + A < + 1 J + C^Awfj^ + C£~A<-+ 1 . (1.2.16) 

where the coefficients Cjf, Co are given by : 

•1 AE D C; = -<n (±A 

Ct = al{\A
E-^l)i+ho 

I D E , D, 

2'J hi 
n , ,-vn 
• ' 2 " 

C2- = -a2 ( ± 5 * + D , ) ^ = -a2 ( F % _ i (1.2.17) 

c+ = a2 {\BE - D2y;^i = o2 (B- L ,, 1 ) n . 
V - i 2 

>i,3-

.^• + ^(^)^ + l ** (*%•-§ C0 = ld + (n{A+)i+y-(n{A-

Applying the implicit scheme (1.2.14) at each point of the computational domain (without taking 
into account the boundary conditions) yields the following linear system : 

M • [Awn] = [Kn] , (1.2.18) 

with a left-hand-side (LHS) matrix defined by 

M = 

X 
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(1.2.19) 
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where x denotes a non-zero generic coefficient, all the dotted spots corresponding to null coeffi
cients; [Aion] and \TZn] denote respectively the vector of unknown implicit increments and know 
explicit increments : 

[Awn] = 

A < 7 _ ! 

A < - U 

Aw, i+l,j 

A ^ + l 

[Kn] = -At 
IK-i-i,j 

(1.2.20) 

The scheme defined by (1.2.18),(1.2.19), (1.2.20) is referred to as a block implicit scheme because 
all the coefficients of the matrix M are 4 x 4 (respectively 5 x 5 ) matrices for 2D (respectively 3-D) 
problems. Time-advancement using the block implicit scheme requires to solve the linear system 
(1.2.18) at each iteration in order to obtain wn+l from Awn (wn+l = wn + Awn). Hence, the 
efficiency of the block implicit scheme strongly depends on the method used to solve the linear 
system. It is important to point out a direct solution of (1.2.18) is seldom undertaken because of 
its excessive cost both in terms of computational time and memory storage. Alternatively, system 
(1.2.18) is usually solved in a approximate way taking advantage of some factorization of the LHS 
matrix M or resorting to some iterative process. The design of a numerical treatment offering 
a fast solution (in terms of CPU time) while requiring low memory constraints is at the very 
heart of the present work. The next chapter will be devoted to the presentation and discussion of 
some standard implicit treatments such as LU-decomposition, Approximate Factorization, Line 
Relaxation, Krylov Methods . . . The following sections of this chapter deal with the description 
of some extensions of the implicit upwind scheme first presented for the Euler equations : higher-
order extension, viscous case, low-Mach number regime and unsteady flows. As will be shown, 
the basic formulation (1.2.18) remains formally unchanged : introducing viscous effects, physical 
time-derivative and preconditioning into the implicit stage will simply lead to more involved 
expression of the block coefficients (1.2.17). 

R e m a r k 

Even though not every scheme can be put in the assumed form (1.2.6), it is nevertheless not 
difficult to adapt the previous design steps of a block implicit stage to other forms of ex
plicit numerical fluxes. For instance, let us consider the numerical fluxes formally expressed 
as F-, i „• = F(wL, ! ., wR, 1 .) with wL, 1 . = w. 

i+é,j 
= G(wL., !,wR. 

V + 2 *>•?" 

7 V wR i . = Wi+\ 4 for a first-order scheme and 

similarly G- •, i = G(w ., 1, w ., 1 ) with w ., 1 = Wi,-, w ., 1 = Wi 1 + i . To be a little more 

specific, for a scheme of Flux Vector Splitting type (such as Van Leer scheme for instance), the 
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numerical fluxes will read : 

F(wLi .,wRi .) = F+(wLi .) 

V + 2 *'J+2' 
= G+fw* 

v -

F-(W
R.; 

Note that Roe and Rusanov schemes are obtained by taking : 

(w 
R f F ( W

L , .,wR ) = \{fE{wL, ) + fE{wR . ) ) - ( A ) ! + i , ( 

v - %j- %j- %j- %j- %j-

with the dissipation coefficients respectively given by (1.2.8) and (1.2.9). 
The derivation of an implicit stage associated with the explicit scheme based on such expressions 
of the numerical fluxes follows the same steps than the process previously described. Taking the 
numerical fluxes at the new time-level, Fn+l and Gn+1, and linearizing these terms around time 
level n leads to : 

vv 7*+2:»J *+§,r t+à>3 
(J,L) -hi 

,L\n+l G{{w-y:j;h,{w j i J + h 
Ryn+l \ cm 

%3-
(JL 

2 h,j+± 

(AW%h3 

^ W % + , 

(m 
(J,R 

-y 
2 ;»,;+£ 

(A^XèJ 

(AW%+2-

(1.2.21) 

where j[ = dF/dwL, J? = dF/dwR and J2
L = dG/dwL, J^ = dG/dwR are the Jacobian 

matrices of the numerical fluxes F and G. The implicit scheme takes eventually the generic form 
(identical to (1.2.14)) : 

n-Aw?d = -At-n?tj, 
with 

Kn- = 
5iF 52G 
ôx 5y 

v 
{ H • Aw?tj = C0Aw?tj + CïAwÏLu + C + A < + 1 J + C^Aw^^ + C+Aw" i + 1 

where the matrix coefficients CE1, CQ are given by : 

C^ = -al(J( L\n 

C? = a1(J( R\n 
i+U 

C2 = -Ol{Jl )?„• l 
' v -

C+ = a2(J?)?;,i 
'%j-

TL\TI TR\n TL\II TR\n CO = M+viiJ^y - vimty+«i;+j - ^ % w 
It is easy to check the above expressions give back (1.2.17) when the explicit stage is based on 
the Roe or Rusanov scheme. For other numerical flux formulas, alternative expressions will be 
found for the coefficients Cp but, clearly, whatever the numerical flux retained when writing the 
explicit stage, the resulting implicit scheme will require the solution of a block linear system. 
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1.2.2 High-order extens ion 

The upwind scheme presented in the previous section is based on a compact stencil making use 
of three points in each space direction, which leads to a first-order accurate upwind scheme. This 
accuracy order is not sufficient for practical purposes (where the grid resolution is not necessarily 
very high) so that it is customary to increase the space accuracy of an upwind scheme (be it 
of Flux Vector Splitting, Flux Difference Splitting or Hybrid type - AUSM+, CUSP schemes) 
by resorting to the well-known variable reconstruction MUSCL (Monotone Upwind Scheme for 
Conservative Law) approach originally introduced by Van Leer [78]. Using this technique, the 
numerical flux formulas previously introduced and based on a left wL and right wR states remain 
unchanged but these left and right states are now approximated with an increased accuracy 
thanks to an extrapolation using the values of w available on an enlarged stencil {cf. figure 
1.2.3) : 

< i / 2 , , = <o + K 1 - ^ ) ( < ; - < - ! , ; ) + K 1 + « ) « + ! , . w hJ 

Wi+l/2,j ~ Wi+l,j ~ ï ( l + K)(W?+l,j ~ Wi,j ) ~ 4 (1 ~~ K)\Wi+2,j ~ Wi+l,j) 

Wi,j~l/2 = Wli-1 + I (X - K)«,j-l ~ W'i,j-2) + | ( 1 + K)( «>i,j ~ »H,j-l> w; w: 

w 5 - i / 2 w. V (! + «)( w. hj w-,j-l< 
1 - K)«,j+1 w hJ 

(1.2.22) 

where the choice e = 0 gives back the first-order schemes while e = 1 activates the reconstruction 
process. The parameter n allows to control the order of accuracy of the reconstruction as will 
be soon explained. In the case of the Roe or Rusanov schemes for instance, the numerical fluxes 

; ij+2 

faceij-1/2- -ij+1 
n+i/2j 

^i-2,j ^ i - i j 'i+2,j 

"ij-lfl-

ij-1/2-

i j -1 

"̂ — face i+l/2,j 

~U-2 

Figure 1.2.3: Enlarged stencil for 2nd-order space accurate upwind scheme 
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are then evaluated using the previously introduced formulas : 

GK-I>WZ-ÏÎ = \ (5E(<,_i) + 5EK,_i)) -D2(witj_h) («;«._! 

(1.2.23) 

wL. i 
1,3-2 

where w denotes an average state (Roe average for instance) computed at the face using the left 
and right states wL, wR. In the linear case, where fE = AEw, gE = BEw with AE, BE constant 
matrices, it is easy to show formulas (1.2.23) can be developed as : 

Fn
tl .= ( W E ) - |(1 - K ) ( * I W B ) ) " i . - ((1 - e)Dl5lw - £-(l - KWIW)" i t+2'3 v 4 " /*+f, i v 4 " /*+f,i 

(h 

~ M ) i y(^9E) ~ | ( 1 - ^ ) (^25 E ) )™_ 1 . " ((1 " e)D252w - | ( 1 - K)D2S
3
2W) ^ Gn i 

CM " v ' 
d2 

1.2.24 
oo 
CM 

and eventually yield the following explicit residual (approximating the flux balance fE + gE) : 

I nn *!/*!(/% £ / ; / fo (/*)?„• 
0 i J ~ <fa 4 l ' 6x 
> n u S1(D1ô1w)^ e 3^(A^W)^. 

§ " (1 " e)ÔX^W 4(1 " K)ÔX Ox4 

1 te(ff% ^ . ^ ( £ % (1"2"25) 

£y 4 Sy 

- (i - * ) * / — j p 4 d - *)*/ ^ • 

As already pointed out, the choice e = 0 allows to recover the initial first-order formulation 
(1.2.6). If e = 1, the numerical dissipative fluxes d\, d2 become 3rd-order terms so that the 
resulting dissipation in the above expression is based on fourth-derivatives multiplied by some 
positive coefficient (in order to ensure the scheme is truly dissipative); meanwhile, the non-
dissipative fluxes remain in general approximated at second order using simply centered formulas. 
However, in the particular case n = 1/3, the reconstruction process allows to cancel the dispersive 
error of the central average leading to a 4th-order centered approximation of the non-dissipative 
fluxes, completed of course with the third-order dissipation, thus yielding a globally 3rd-order 
accurate upwind scheme : 

_ hVi{Id-\6l)UE)l3 i 3ol(Dlofw)lJ 
lZ/4 = + -ox l'° 5x 6 6x4 

S2fi,2(Id-y%)(gE)?tj + 1 S2(D2S3
2w)?tj 

5y 6 ôy4 

(1.2.26) 
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There is basically two ways to make the above Roe-MUSCL or Rusanov-MUSCL scheme implicit, 
that both lead anyway to an implicit scheme of the form : 

H • Aw™j = -At • (JlluTià , (1.2.27) 

where the notation 1ZIH emphasizes the fact a third-order reconstruction (e = 1, K = 1/3) has 
been used in the explicit stage. For the sake of simplicity in the presentation, let us assume 
scheme (1.2.27) is applied to a linear problem with fE = AEw, gE = BEw, AE and BE being 
constant matrices. Under this assumption, the residual 1Zin reads (when the Roe flux formula 
is used) : 

,III,n ,fi^l(^-^H 1 \AE\6*W? %j 

E62ti2(Id-yZ)w?tj 1 E 6%w?tj 
B a ^ ^ ,. ° "' *>J + —\B 

Sy 12' ' 5y 

or, since the problem is linear, —At(JZIII)™j = —lCIIIw™j with a third-order explicit stage 
discretization operator given by : 

n,o '~ ™ij 

K111 = ÀE6m(Id - bf) + ÈE52^(Id - hi) + ±:\ÀE\5\ + hÊ^Si 
b b 12 12 

where ÀE = j^AE, BE = jjjBE. Using a first-order discretization yields - A t ( ^ / ) ™ i = -^wfj 
with : 

K1 = ÀE6m+ÊE62n2 - \\ÀE\ôl - \\ÈE\ôl 

Starting from a first-order explicit stage, it is natural to derive a first-order upwind implicit 
scheme of the form : 

rf-Awfj = -/CJ<j (1.2.28) 

with H1 = Id+K,1 and this expression corresponds precisely to the linear version of the previously 
derived implicit stage (1.2.15); such a scheme will be referred to as I / I to recall a first-order 
implicit stage is associated to a first-order explicit stage. 
Starting now from a third-order explicit stage, a direct approach would lead to a third-order 
upwind implicit scheme of the form : 

Hin-Aw?j = -]Cinw?tj (1.2.29) 

with HIH = Id + KIU. However, it is easy to check the linear system associated with such an 
implicit stage is much more involved than the one obtained with a simple first-order implicit 
stage since it couples now 5 (instead of 3) unknown time-increments in each grid-direction (in 
other words the bandwidth of the block matrix M defined in (1.2.19) is increased). Even though 
the choice (1.2.29), denoted I I I / I I I from now on to recall a third-order implicit stage is associated 
with a third-order explicit stage, is judicious in terms of intrinsic efficiency - i.e. it provides a 
strong damping of all the error modes at each time iteration (this point will be demonstrated 
using Fourier analysis in chapter 3) -, the necessity to solve a more complex linear system is likely 
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to increase the cost per iteration of this implicit scheme in such a proportion that alternative 
simpler choices eventually become more interesting. Precisely, a strategy followed by many 
authors [64, 12], and also retained in this work, is to associate a simple first-order implicit stage 
to a third-order explicit stage : 

rt-Awfj = -!Cinwftj (1.2.30) 

where the implicit and explicit discretization operators used in this I/III strategy have been 
previously defined. As will be seen using Fourier analysis, such a choice leads naturally to a 
lower intrinsic efficiency but this loss of error damping is more than balanced by the reduced 
cost taken by the solution of a simple first-order implicit stage instead of a more involved third-
order implicit stage. 

Remark 

In the case of the Euler equations, the inviscid fluxes fE and gE are non-linear functions of w, 
so that the choice n = 1/3 cannot ensure a true 3rd-order accuracy (a reconstruction process 
applied on the fluxes would circumvent this problem). Nevertheless, since this simple choice of 
variable reconstruction allows anyway to increase the effective accuracy of an upwind scheme, 
it is commonly retained and will be systematically used for the calculations presented in this 
work. Note also several choices are possible for the vector of variables on which to apply the 
reconstruction process. In practice, the set of primitive variables (p, u, v, p)T is typically used 
rather than the set of conservative variables (p, pu, pv, pE)T. 

1.2.3 E x t e n s i o n t o Nav ie r -S tokes e q u a t i o n s 

Consider now the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations : 

wt + (fE(w) - fv(w,wx,Wy))x + (gE(w) - gv(w,wx,Wy))y = 0 (1.2.31) 

where the notations used for fv and gv emphasize the viscous fluxes depend not only on the 
conservative variables w but also on their gradients. All the schemes considered in the present 
work rely on a separate treatment for the inviscid and viscous fluxes. Namely, the discretization 
of the inviscid fluxes is carried out in the way described in the previous section. The numerical 
approximation of the viscous fluxes is purely centered and second-order accurate; it is obtained 
from the following steps. When discretizing (1.2.31) at point (i,j) of a regular Cartesian grid 
with space steps ôx and 5y (of the same order h), the numerical approximation of fv and gv 

requires to evaluate the vector w and the space derivatives wx and wy on each face of the control 
cell (see Fig. 1.2.4). In other words, the viscous numerical fluxes Fv and Gv can be expressed 
as : 

Fj+y = /*>*+§,;> Mi+y> (%)i+i j ) 

where it remains to evaluate the quantities w-, i -, (wx)-,i -, (wv)-,i • and w• • i, (wx)- • i, 

{wy)i j-i)- This evaluation is performed using simple second-order centered approximation (since 

the isotropy of the diffusion phenomena does not call for any kind of upwinding). Let us consider 
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for instance the face (i + 1/2, j) where the evaluation is carried out as follows : 
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Kw)i+l/2,j - 7, 1" U \ h > 

dw 

' d x i+1 

Wij-Wi+ij 2 

+1/2, j ÔX 
0(hz (1.2.32) 

dw .... , _ _ Wi+l/2,j+l/2 ~ Wi+l/2,j-l/2 n(,2, 
[Wyk+l/2» -dH l+l/2, Ty + °{h ] 

In the last formula, the states needed at nodes (i + 1/2, j + 1/2) and (i + 1/2, j —1/2) to compute 

i+l/2,j+l/2 

Gifj_1/2 - ^ ^ - i+l/2j-l/2 

Figure 1.2.4: Stencil for the discretization of the viscous fluxes. 

the space derivative wy on the face (i + \,j) are obtained by taking the average of the states in 
the four neighboring cells {cf. figure 1.2.4) : 

{w)i+l/2,j+l/2 = 
WiJ +Wi+1j + Wi+1j+1 + Wij+1 2 

+ 0(h ) = (filfJ.2W)i+i/2J+l/2 + 0(h ) 

Thus the vector w and the space derivatives wx and wy evaluated on the face (i + 1/2, j ) read 
finally : 

Mi+i/2,j = (Piw)i+i/2,j + 0(h2) 

Mi+l/2j = (j^)i+l/2,j+0(h2) (1.2.33) 

^ l ) ^ ^ = (8-^^)l+l/2>0 + O(h2) ]y)i+l/2,j 5y 
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The expression of the numerical viscous fluxes Fv and Gv can be summarized as : 

ti+l/2,j - J {mW)i+l/2j, {-^r)i+l/2,j, ( J- )i+l/2,j) 

(1.2.34) 
r,V Vil \ ^ll~lll~l2W. ,S2W. . 
G i J - l /2 - 9 \\ll2W)i,j-l/2, { ^ )i,3-l/2> {-fi-)i,j-l/2) 

Finally, the full numerical fluxes (including the inviscid and viscous contributions) can be written 
as follows : 

7Er„..L „..R \ *V a ^ (àlw)i+l/2,j (^2^l^2U>)i+l/2,j 

ôx ' 8y 
Fi+i/2,j = F (wi+1/2J,wi+1/2J) - f ((/xiw) i+i/2j, 

(1.2.35) 
IÔ1 IllllA 111 ).: A 1 / 1 IÔIW)AA 1/1 

Gi,j-i/2 = G (witj_1/2,witj_1/2)-g ((^2w)ij_1/2, 
iEr„..L „„R ^ „Vrr...»..\ {&±MV±w)i,j-1/2 {&2w)i,j-i/2. 

ôx 8y 

where the exact expression of FE and GE depends on the choice of the inviscid numerical flux 
formula (Roe, Rusanov, AUSM+, ...) 

Implicit treatment 

Deriving an implicit version of the scheme defined by the explicit stage : 

em » ,à-\F OlCr . 

A < ' = - A t ( ^ + ^ k ' 

with F and G given by (1.2.35) supposes to build an approximation of the viscous fluxes Fv, Gv 

at the new time level (n + 1). Performing a Taylor development of these fluxes around (n + l)At 
and making use of the Jacobian matrices A^, A\, A\ and BQ , B\, B\ introduced in the first 
section of this chapter (see (1.1.14)) leads to : 

( F T 1 = (FV)n + ̂  < ^ + At A\ - ^ + At A\ ^ + 0(At2) 

{Gv)n+i = {Gv)n + A i Bv ^ + AtBvdw^ + At Bv dwj, + 0 ( A t 2 ) 

(1.2.36) 

so that a centered approximation of the terms appearing in these developments yields the fol
lowing discrete formulas : 

(FV)^ = (F^+y + (Al)l+y ^ A ^ 

+ {A\)l+y ^ ± ^ + 0 ( A t 2 , / ^ 

^i/xi/x2Aw™ ! 
+ (BY)tj_i j - ^ 

52Awn._l 

+ ( ^ % - i ^ ^ + 0(At2 , / ,2) 

(1.2.37) 
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In order to obtain a viscous contribution to the implicit stage that remains as simple as the first-
order upwind contribution coming from the inviscid numerical fluxes, the following simplified 
development is retained : 

?V\n+l ?V\n V\n 
( 0 ^ % , - (0™+1/2j + (AXl/2 

( ^ A < + i A . 
ÔX 

-iV\n V\n 
(GV)tl\/2*(Gv)7,-l/2 + (Bv

2)7,-1/2 

{52Aw n 
V - l / 2 

(1.2.38) 

8y 

The terms containing the viscous Jacobian matrices A\ and B\ are discarded because they 
enlarge the stencil of the implicit stage with respect to a basic 3-point per direction support; as 
for the terms containing the viscous Jacobian matrices A^, B^ they are not retained because the 
evaluation of these matrices is quite expensive, since it requires to compute components of the 
gradient of w. Finally, the block-implicit upwind scheme used to approximate the Navier-Stokes 
equations remains formally unchanged with respect to the case of the Euler equations : 

n • A < J - = -At • ni,, 

with 

Kn- = 
SiiF1 F V\ 

ÔX 

52(G
E -G 

6y 

V\ 

V 

H=[Id + aM^yyi + (T2ô2(B
E)'y2 - M i (A + ^-Tôx - a2ô2(D2 + ^-)nS2 

ÔX 

The LHS of equation (1.2.39) can also be expanded as follows : 

Bv 
_ 2 
6y 

(1.2.39) 

H • Aw™, = Co Aw™, + CrAw. 
v hj 

n C+Aw^ + C^Aw^ C2 Aw™j+1 , (1.2.40) 

where the matrix coefficients C^, Co now include a viscous contribution : 

i AE C- = -ai (±A ^ + hWU* 

C- = -a2 UB* + D2 + j-yBl ) = -a2 (B+)^._i 

Ct = a, {\A* - A - &AY)ly 

CÏ = o2[\BE-D2-±B 1 R V 

%3-

n 

v'+è 
n 

= (T2(B ) " , , ! 
%3-

Co = Id + a, (A+YLij - <n (A~)l i , + a2 (B+)"i - a2 (B-% , i 

(1.2.41) 

Applying the viscous implicit scheme (1.2.39) at each point of the computational domain, one 
recovers the linear block system (1.2.18) where the coefficients of the matrix M and the residual 
[lZn] take into account the viscous terms as detailed in the above formulas. 
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1.3 Low-Mach Number Flows 

1.3.1 C o n t e x t 

In view of the particular applications the CEA is interested in, namely the simulation of buoy
ant multicomponent reactive flow in nuclear reactor containment, the schemes developed in the 
present work should be versatile enough to deal with flow regimes ranging from nearly incom
pressible to highly compressible. It has been explained in the introduction of this thesis that 
two distinct strategies can be adopted in that case : either the extension of incompressible 
(pressure-based) flow solvers to non-zero Mach number flows or the extension of compressible 
(density-based) flows solvers to low-Mach number. It has been known for more than a decade 
now that a proper preconditioning, so-called low-Mach preconditioning, of the equations govern
ing compressible flows enables the application of the schemes initially developed for compressible 
flows to the simulation of nearly incompressible flow problems and this choice is retained in 
our work for reasons detailed in the introduction (mainly because of the importance of existing 
developments on compressible solvers in CAST3M). 
The implementation of a preconditioning method requires the preliminary choice of a set of 
variables in terms of which the Euler equations will be expressed before introducing a precondi
tioning. In fact, some of the preconditioning strategies proposed in the literature are identical 
but built using different sets of variables. For instance, Turkel [75] developed the first-version 
of his preconditioning starting from the Euler equations expressed in terms of entropie variables 
(p, u, v, S)T whereas the preconditioning strategy proposed by Weiss and Smith [85] is developed 
from the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations written for the primitive variables q = (p, u, v, T) T , 
also called viscous variables since viscous terms can be easily expressed using them, but turns 
out to be exactly the one proposed by Turkel when expressed with the same set of entropie vari
ables. Note that Van Leer [80] developed his own preconditioning technique also using entropie 
variables (p, u, v, S)T whereas Choi and Merkle [14] or Venkateswaran et al. [81] employed 
primitive or viscous variables (p, u, v, T)T. Note however, it is always the conservative form 
of the Euler or Navier-Stokes equations that is solved in order to ensure correct shock-capturing 
properties when the space-discretization is applied. The choice of viscous variables to express a 
preconditioned block-implicit upwind scheme can be convenient for general fluids with equations 
of state written in terms of pressure and temperature and can also be interesting to reduce the 
number of algebraic operations during the computation. Nevertheless, it must be clear that these 
different choices do not affect the convergence performance of the preconditioned scheme. During 
the course of this thesis, the use of either the vector of conservative variables w_ = (p, pu, pv, pE)T 

and its increment Aw or the primitive variables through q and Aq has been thoroughly investi
gated (see the report [40]) in order to determine whether it was worth switching from the current 
w-based formulation in CAST3M to a g-based formulation. The results obtained, not reported 
here for the sake of conciseness, proved that the unit cost reduction offered by the choice of the 
primitive variables was too modest to undertake such heavy developments (such findings are not 
necessarily in agreement with the study [30] for instance but this question is clearly very much 
implementation / code-dependent). Consequently, the description of the preconditioned upwind 
schemes will focus in the present work on a formulation based on the set of conserved variables w. 
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1.3.2 Low-Mach precondit ioning for conservative sys tem 

The low-Mach preconditioning method used in this work is based on the Turkel preconditioner 
[75]. This preconditioner has been originally applied for the Euler equations expressed in terms 
of entropie variables V = (p, u, v, S)T (with S = ln(j)/p7)). In quasi-linear form, this system 
takes the following form : 

Pël -Vt + Ae 

where 

AP = 
dV 

• Vx + Be • Vy = 

/ u pc2 0 

1/p u 0 

0 0 u 

\ o o o 

0 

0 \ 

0 

0 

u J 

(1.3.1) 

BP = 
dgE 

dV 

/ v 0 

0 v 

1/p 0 

\ 0 0 

pc2 

0 

V 

0 

0 \ 
0 

0 

v ) 

with c the speed of sound. As for the preconditioning matrix Pe, it is designed so as to scale the 
pressure equation only : 

Pe = 

( I32 0 0 0 \ 

0 1 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

V o o o i y 

The parameter f32 is chosen such that the eigenvalues of the preconditioned system keep the same 
order of magnitude when the Mach number becomes small. The original definition proposed by 
Turkel [75] is : 

f32 = min(max(M^ M 4 ) , l ) (1.3.2) 

where M^ denotes the reference Mach number (inflow Mach number for external flows or max
imum Mach number within the field for internal flows). This definition ensures the robustness 
of the preconditioned scheme and turns the scheme into its non-preconditioned version when 
M > 1. This choice is often referred to as a "global cut-off" because it does not allow f3 to be 
less than the inflow Mach number. Some local definitions are available in the literature, such as 
the one given in [23], which introduces a dependence on local gradients of pressure : 

[32 = min(max(M2, M2), 1) 

with 

M 2 = ^ p p c2 

Unfortunately, the convergence rate of the preconditioned scheme with such a definition can 
become quite poor. On the other hand, the accuracy increases with the local cut-off since f3 
can be less than the inflow Mach number which allows to scale more properly the numerical 
dissipation (see next sections). However, both local and global definitions fail to ensure a good 
efficiency for viscous or unsteady flows. It is thus necessary to redefine the cut-off in these cases 
so as to preserve efficiency. In [81], Venkateswaran et al have proposed the following definition : 

I32 = mm(max(M2,p2,Pl),l) 
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where /3V and /3U denote some viscous and unsteady cut-off respectively. In chapters 6 and 7, 
the definition of these new parameters will be detailed and their efficiency will be studied. 

In order to build a low-Mach preconditioning for the Euler equations written in terms of 
conservative variables : 

wt + f(w)x + g(w)y = 0 , 

the transformation matrices allowing to switch from entropie variables V to conservative variables 
w = (p, pu, pv, pE)T are needed : 

dw 
~dV 

dV 
dw 

( 1/c2 0 0 -ph \ 
u/c2 p 0 —pu/^ 

v/c2 0 p —pv/^ 

\ H/c2 pu pv —pq2/2j / 

( (7 - l )<? 2 / 2 - « ( 7 - 1 ) - « ( 7 - 1 ) 7 - 1 \ 
-u/p 1/p 0 0 

-v/p 0 1/p 0 
( 7 - l ) g 2 _J 

\ 2p p 
« ( 7 - 1 ) ^ ( 7 - 1 ) ( 7 -1 ) 

P P P J 
where q2 = u2 + v2. Introducing these transformations into equation (1.3.1) yields : 

P: 
0V_ 
dw 

wt + Ae 
dV_ 
dw 

Wx + Be 
0V_ 
dw 

VJy = 0 (1.3.3) 

dw 
and left-multiplying by —— leads to : 

dw dV dw dV dw dV 
TTT7 • Pe • T — • Wt + TTTT • Ae • — • Wx + — - • Be • — • Wy = 0 

dV dw dV dw dV dw 
(1.3.4) 

Therefore, the preconditioning matrix for the Euler equations in conservative variables can be 
defined as : 

p — 
J- in — 

dw 
•Pe-

dv 

dv dw 

while the usual (conservative) Jacobian matrices of the convective fluxes are recovered by : 

1.3.5) 

AE_dfE _A _dw dV df 
•ft- — "~: — -ft'iii — ~TTZ ' ft-e ' ' 

dw dV dw dw 
BE = ^9_ = Bw = ^.Be.^L = ËI (i.3.6) 

dw w dV e dw dw 

Thus, the quasi-linear form of the Euler equations written in terms of conservative variables 
reads : 

Pw
 1 • wt + Aw • wx + Bw • wy = 0 , 

which eventually leads back to the conservative form : 

P-l-wt + fE(w)x + gE(w)y = 0 . 

(1.3.7) 

(1.3.Î 
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Properties of the matrix Pw 

The Turkel low-Mach preconditioner written in terms of entropie variables can also be expressed 
as follows : 

Pe = ld+{I32 -l)Qe with Qe = Diag[l, 0,0,0] (1.3.9) 

where it is worth noticing matrix Qe is idempotent, i.e. Q2, = Qe\ consequently the inverse of 
the preconditioning matrix is simply computed as : 

1 P-l=Id+{^-l)Qe (1.3.10) 

dw dV 
Since the conservative version of the preconditioner is such that Pw = —— • Pe • ——, it follows 

oV ow 
that : 

Pw = Id+(P2 - 1 ) | ^ • Qe • ̂  = Id+ (/32 - l)Q% (1.3.11) 

and simple calculations yield : 

dw dV 7 — 1 
y«i = 7777 ' V e ' 77 = ô 

OV ow cl 

( 1 \ 
u 
V 

-u ; — v ; 1 (1.3.12) 

Obviously, the matrix Qw is also idempotent (Q^ = Qw) so that P~l = Id + (1//32 — 1)QW', 
moreover, the particular form of this matrix Qw enables to compute the matrix-vector product 
Qw • X very easily, as already pointed out in [76] : 

Q, 
x2 

x3 

\xj 

1 l '%rXi - uX2 - vX3 + X4 

/ 1 \ 

u 

V 
(1.3.13) 

These properties will prove soon very useful when optimizing the cost of an implicit Matrix-Free 
treatment for all speed flows in Chapter 4. Note that from now on the simple notations P, Q 
will be used to denote the conservative preconditioner Pw and its associated matrix Qw. 

Preconditioned eigensystem 

Pre-multiplying the time-derivative term of the Euler equations by the matrix P~l leads to a 
new eigensystem since equation (1.3.7) can be re-written as follows : 

Wt + A • wx + B • wv = 0 (1.3.14) 

where the preconditioned Jacobian matrices A = P • A and B = P • B have been introduced. 
In order to compute the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of these preconditioned matrices, it is 
recommended [83, 84] to start from the entropie preconditioned Jacobian matrices Pe • Ae, Pe • Be 

and to use next relation (1.3.5) to recover the conservative matrices. The eigenvalues of the 
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preconditioned Jacobian J = Anx + Bny (with nx and ny the components of the normal vector 
ft) are given by : 

A^1) = unx + vny = Vn 

Â<2> = Vn 

À(3) = \{l + P2)Va + ^ 2 + ^ / 3 2 - 1 ) 2 ^ 2 

À(4) = \{l + /32)F„ " y//32C2 + I ( / 3 2 _ 1 ) 2 K 2 

(1.3.15) 

In what follows, A(nx,ny) denotes the diagonal matrix Diag[A^] containing the preconditioned 
eigenvalues. Note that when f3 is of the same order than the Mach number and this latter is 
small, all the preconditioned eigenvalues are of the same order than the particle velocity Vn. This 
means the system is no longer ill-conditioned for low speed flows. The preconditioned matrix 
Pe • (Aenx + Beny) can be expressed using A as follows : 

Pe • {Âenx + Beny) = Je{nx,ny) =fe(nx,ny) -À(nx,ny) • fe
 l{nx,ny) 

where the eigenvector matrices Te and T~l are given in [84] and reproduced here : 

Te = 

(° 
0 

0 
\ 1 

0 

-ny 

nx 

0 

1 

r nx 

p f32 c2 

r ny 

p f32 c2 

0 

1 \ 

p f32 c 2 

s ny 

p f32 c2 

o ) 

f-i = 

( ° 
0 

s 

2 t 

r 

\ ~~2t 

-n,. 

2 ^2 p j32 c 

2T~ 
pf32c2 

2 t 

0 

nx 

2 ^2 

(1.3.16) 

1 \ 

0 

nx 

na 

p j32 c 

2T" 
pf32c2 

2 t 

ny 0 

n?J 

with 

= Â<3) - Vnp2 , s = Â ^ - Vnp2 
t = 

AW _ Â(3) 

(1.3.17) 

(1.3.18) 

In the same manner, the preconditioned Jacobian expressed in terms of conservative variables 
can also be made diagonal : 

P • (Ânx + Bny) = J(nx,ny) = f(nx,ny) • A(nx, ny)-f
 l (nx,ny) (1.3.19) 

Using the transformation relations between entropie and conservative variables, this Jacobian 
takes also the following form : 

dV e dw dV e dw 
(1.3.20) 

= T = T -l 

All the above expressions will be used in the next section when building the artificial dissipation 
of a preconditioned upwind scheme. 
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1.3.3 Preconditioned upwind scheme 

Guillard and Viozat showed in [83, 84, 28] how to build a version of the Roe scheme adapted 
to the preconditioned system (1.3.8); such a scheme is christened Roe-Turkel scheme in [83] 
by reference to the use of Turkel preconditioning. This section summarizes the derivation of 
the Roe-Turkel scheme introduced in [83] with the notations used in the present work. Our 
starting point is the quasi-linear system (1.3.14), space-discretized using a first-order accurate 
Roe scheme : 

~ ~ Sx ~ 6v ~ 
wt + A • wx + B • wy = — {\A\wx)x + —{\B\wy)y (1.3.21) 

where it must be understood all the space-derivatives are discretized using simple second-order 
accurate centered formulas. Left-multiplying this expression by P~l and going back to a con
servative form for the flux balance yields the following semi-discrete form for the preconditioned 
Roe scheme : 

À rv> 

P~l •wt + fx + gy = -^{P~l\P • A\wx 

8JL(P-Mp.B\m 
yJy (1.3.22) 

Guillard and Viozat [28] proved that, for a low Mach number flow, all the components of the 
above numerical dissipation fluxes remain of the same order of magnitude than the corresponding 
non-dissipative parts of the numerical fluxes, which enables to preserve accuracy for low speed 
flows. In order to evaluate this preconditioned dissipation in a simple manner, the different 
expressions defined in the previous section are now used : 

_i dw Ï-1 dV, 
P~' -\P-Anx + P- Bny\ = ( P _ i • —- • Te) • |A| • (Te

_1 • — ) = T9 • |A| • T 
dV dw' 

(1.3.23) 

Matrices f9 and fd are easily computed from matrices Te, Te
 1, —̂ and P l since 

f9(nx, n„) = P-1 • f = ^ • RT1 • Te I'Xj i ^y J 

dw 

f)V 
Td(nx,ny)=T-i=T-'.— 

(1.3.24) 

and their respective explicit expression reads 

j ' S _ 

1 0 

u n,. 

-n. 

-Vt 

1 
2 I32 c 2 

u + r nx 

2 I32 c 2 

v + r ny 

2f32c2 

H + rVn 

1 
2 I32 c2 

u + s nx 

2 l32 c2 

v + s ny 

2f32c2 

H + S Vn 

2 l32 c2 2 l32 c2 J 

(1.3.25) 
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and 

rpd 

Vt n,. 

sq2^-l) + p2c2Vn 

t 

rq2(j-l)+f32c2Vr 

t 

su(-j 

rn(7 -

-1)+P2c2nx 

t 

- 1) + /32c2nx 

-na 

sv(-j — 1) + /32c2ny 

t 

rv(7 - 1) + (32c2ny 

t 

c2 

0 

s ( 7 -
t 

r ( 7 _ 

1) 

-1) 

(1.3.26) 

where Vt = —un,. Mv2 H = E + £ E = e + q2 with p = (7 — l)pe and r, s, /f = -uny + vnx, qA - 2V„ , ~ ,, - - • pi 
t are functions of the preconditioned Jacobian eigenvalues defined by (1.3.18). Note that taking 
(32 = 1 yields r = c, s = —c and t = — c so that the matrices given by (1.3.25) and (1.3.26) 
reduce to the classical matrices which make the Jacobian (Anx + Bny) diagonal (see for instance 
[31]). 
The fully-discrete version of the Roe-Turkel scheme (1.3.22) reads : 

P~ 
Aw 

v 
,SiF S2G, 

= 0 
At ^ v Sx " Sy >l'° 

with numerical fluxes defined by : 

Fi+htj = ((H,f - \P~l -\P-A\- SlW)i+itj = (tuf - i f» (1 , 0) • |A(1, 0)| • fd(l, 0) • SlW) 

1.3.27) 

l+hi 

G, _• ï = (fi29 ~ \P~l -\P-B\- S2w)t ,_i = {(i2g ~ hT9(0,1) • |Â(0, l) | • f d(0,1) • S2w)A, 1 
hj- >i,3- 1,3- 2 

1.3.28) 

Extending the scheme to higher-order accuracy is done by taking : 

F»k* = ̂ (<è,-) + /(< i j.))-^.-|iV -h<3'Ai+hi\ ^ 1 . ; 

G- . 1 = -(g(wL. !) + ff(w
R !)) - - P . " 1 ! • IP. . 1 • B-, 11 • (wH ! - wL. !) 

2 v 

where the states wR and wL are reconstructed using relations defined in section 1.2.2. 
If the Rusanov scheme is used instead of the Roe scheme, matrices |A(1, 0)|, |A(0,1)| are replaced 
with their respective spectral radius yielding the following numerical fluxes for the preconditioned 
Rusanov scheme : 

F»y 
GiJ-h = ^ 5 ( < , _ l ) + 5 ( < , _ i ) ) - \p(PB)P-1 • («,«_! 

i 1 • U) • i 1 • i 

. wL. i 
3-2 l>3-2* 

since f9-fd = P~l. Note the numerical dissipation of this preconditioned Rusanov scheme is 
no longer purely scalar since it contains now the preconditioning matrix P~l. 
Low-Mach number preconditioned versions of the AUSM+, Harten-Lax-van Leer, Jameson's 

file://-/P-A/-
file://-/P-B/-
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CUSP schemes are respectively provided in [46] [51] [77]. In the present work, low-Mach number 
versions of the Roe, Rusanov and AUSM+ schemes have been used. The Von Neumann analysis 
carried out in the next chapters has focused on the implicit Roe upwind scheme mainly because 
its expression is available for the full non-linear Euler equations as well as for its linearized version 
while, for instance, the derivation of the AUSM+ scheme applied to the linearized form of the 
Euler equations requires some tedious developments and a number of approximations (see [46] 
for more details). 
For the Roe or Rusanov scheme, the preconditioning method affects in a simple way the definition 
of the numerical dissipation. From now on, D\ and D2 will denote the preconditioned numerical 
dissipation coefficients associated with each space direction while the preconditioned numerical 
inviscid fluxes will be denoted FE and GE. Thus, the numerical fluxes of the Roe and Rusanov 
schemes combined with Turkel preconditioning can be unified as : 

FEi . = -{fE{wL, .) + fE{wR
1 .)) - Dl • (wRi . - w L , . 

2 'J " ' 2 'J " ' 2 > 

GE. 1=-(gE(wL. 1)+gE(wR. 0 ) - D2 • (wR. 1 - wL. / 

(1.3.29) 

with 

À = \P~l\PA\ = i f» ( l , 0 ) - |A( l ,0 ) | - f d ( l , 0 ) 

D2 = \P~l\PB\ = if»(0,1) • |A(0, l) | • fd(0,1) 

for the preconditioned Roe scheme or the Roe-Turkel scheme and 

' À = \p{P A)P~l 

t)2 = \p{P B)P~l 

(1.3.30) 

(1.3.31) 

for the preconditioned Rusanov scheme. This formulation is extended to the Navier-Stokes 
system in a straightforward way since the purely centered discretization of the viscous fluxes 
remains unaffected by the preconditioning of the equations. In other words, the preconditioned 
Navier-Stoke equations : 

P~l-wt + (fE(w)-fv(w,wx,wy))x + (gE(w)-gv(w,wx,wy))y = 0 (1.3.32) 

are approximated by the conservative scheme 

-ly» A w " , , 51(F
E-FV) , 52(G

E 

h'j At Ox {P-l)lrriâL+ u ' J + " K
S . J = 0 (1-3.33) 

where the preconditioned inviscid numerical fluxes are given above and the viscous fluxes keep 
their expression (1.2.34). 

Implicit stage 

The low-Mach preconditioning technique applied to the Roe or Rusanov scheme modifies the 
time derivative term and the numerical dissipation with respect to the standard version of these 
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schemes but introduces no technical difficulty in the process of making scheme (1.3.27) or (1.3.33) 
implicit; in fact, the form of the implicit preconditioned scheme for the Navier-Stokes equations 
remains unchanged : 

H • A < , = - A t • K?i 

with 

(1.3.34) 
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E)n^2-alôl(Dl 

Av Bv 

1^)n6l-a262(D2 + -^)n62 
ox oy 

(1.3.35) 

The LHS of equation (1.3.34) can be also expanded as : 

H • Aw?j = C0Aw?j + C{Awti,j + C + A < + 1 J + C^ Awn
ià_x + CfAw?J+1 , (1.3.36) 

where the coefficients C^ take now into account the modification of the numerical dissipation 
terms by the low-Mach preconditioning and Co includes the preconditioning matrix : 

Cr = -*i (hAE + Di + j-AXT. , . = -^i (A+)ly 

Ct = <n (\AE - D l - i-xAX)., , , = *i (A-y^ij 

Cô = -(72 ( \BE + D2 

C2 = o2 ( \BE - t)2 

1 T3V 

V>J 2 

(1.3.37) 

1 nV 
TyB2 = (T2(B ) " , , ! 

V " %3-

. Co = (P-% + a i (A+)n
l+hj - a i (A~)ty + o2 ( F % + i - a2 (B-Kj_i 

When the preconditioned implicit upwind scheme (1.3.34) is applied at each point of the compu
tational domain, the linear block system (1.2.18) is recovered and must be solved in an efficient 
way. 

1.4 Unsteady Flows 

1.4.1 D u a l - t i m e f r a m e w o r k 

Unsteady fluid dynamic processes are frequently encountered in engineering problems and are 
now commonly computed by the CFD practitioner. An immediate way to obtain a time-accurate 
solution of the (unsteady) Navier-Stokes equations, 

dw 

~dt 
, V \ -*r + (r-r)x + (<f-9v)<. = o 
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would be to apply the following scheme : 

< ^ - < i , (hF , 52G\- = Q ( 1 A 1 ) 

i,3 
At \ ôx ôy 

with a unique global time step At in each cell of the computational domain. However, such 
an explicit scheme is only first-order time-accurate which is not sufficient for computing aero
dynamic problems, unless very small time-step are used which leads in turn to high CPU time 
consumption. Furthermore, in the case of low Mach number flow problems, stability criteria 
would impose further limitations on the time-step size which would impair anyway the useful
ness of such an algorithm. Consequently, in order to increase both the accuracy and the efficiency 
of the time-integration process, it is usual to retain the following implicit scheme : 

3w?+l - 4wfd + wn
%-1 fSlF , 62G^n+1 

. . • . = 0 1.4.2 

An immediate Taylor-development around the new time-level (n + 1) shows that scheme (1.4.2) 
provides a second-order accurate approximation of the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations; more
over, the implicit character of the scheme allows to use large time-steps when advancing in time 
without encountering stability problems (in practice, the time-step is limited by accuracy issues : 
too large a time-step prevents from correctly representing the time-evolution of the flow prob
lem). Naturally, it remains to explain how equation (1.4.2) is solved at each time-step in order 
to yield a new physical state. 

A p p r o x i m a t e - N e w t o n m e t h o d 

A first way to solve this scheme is to use an iterative approximate-Newton method. State wn+l 

is replaced by a provisional state wn'k+l and the fluxes are linearized around the iterative level 
(n, k) which leads to the following iterative implicit scheme : 

H • Aw.;• = - A i • Hi'j , 

with 

A n,k ri,fc+l n,k 

nn,k=3<f-A<3+<71 , (Si? , hG^* 
l'° 2Ai V Sx ôy , t>J 

o AV BV \™. f c 

-Id + <7i5i(AE)/x1 + a2ô2(B
E)fx2 - <TI5I(D1 + ~j±)Si- o2b2{D2 + -j-)b2J . 

(1.4.3) 

At the first sub-iteration, wn'° is set equal to wn and once the sub-iterative process has converged 
(i.e. Awn'°° = 0), the unsteady equations are clearly satisfied. The solution at the time level 
(n + 1) is then given by wn+1 = wn'°°. 
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Dual-time stepping scheme 

An alternative approach for the solution of the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations is the dual-time 
method which has been commonly used for incompressible flows for a long time now [63] but was 
first applied to compressible flow computations by Jameson [34]. At each physical time-step, state 
wn+l is computed as a steady-state with respect to a pseudo-time r (or dual-time). In practice, 
an artificial (or dual) time-derivative is introduced in addition to the physical time-derivative 
leading to the following discretization : 

< f + 1 - ^ , 3 < f + 1 - 4 ^ . + < - 1 f6lF , 52G^n'm+l 

AT 2At \ ôx 8y 
= 0 (1.4.4) 

v 

where AT is the pseudo-time step and wn'm+1 denotes the state at pseudo-time (m + 1)Ar in 
the convergence process from the physical state at time (nAt) to the one at time (n + l)Ai. 
Linearizing the numerical fluxes around the pseudo-time level (n, m) yields : 

H-Awl;m = -AT-nl'P , (1.4.5) 

with 

A n,m n,m-\-l n,m 
Wi,j =Wi,j ~Wi,j ' 

nn,m = 3 < f - 4 < i + < 7 1 (ôiF W 
l'j 2At [ox 5y , v 

H=[(l + -\)Id + < T I < M V + a262B
E/i2 - alôl{Dl + - ^ ) ^ - a262{D2 + -2-)52 \ 2 ox oy 

(1.4.6) 

where the parameter A = -^ has been introduced and the quantity o\ (resp. a2) denotes now 
the ratio between the pseudo-time step and the space step in the x (resp. y) space-direction : 
,-r _ A T ^ _ A r 
0\ - ^ 7 - , 02 - ^ 7 " . 

As in the approximate-Newton scheme, the first pseudo-state wm+1'° is set equal to wn, and, 
when the pseudo-convergence process is achieved, i.e. Awn'°° = 0, the LHS of equation (1.4.5) 
vanishes. The unsteady equations are therefore satisfied (with second-order accuracy in time 
and a space-accuracy depending on the choice of the numerical fluxes formulas) and the solution 
at physical-time level (n + 1) is given by wn+l = wn'°°. One can notice that taking Ar = 00 
makes the dual-time stepping scheme identical to the approximate-Newton one. In fact, the 
approximate-Newton method can be seen as a particular case of the dual-time stepping approach. 
The decisive interest of the dual-time stepping scheme is that it allows a direct re-use of the 
convergence speedup strategies ordinarily applied for steady flow calculations. Indeed, the LHS 
of equation (1.4.5) can also be expressed as follows : 

/T/ A n,m s~i A n,m . s~i— A n,m . /~»+ A n,m . s~i— A n,m . /~»+ A n,m i* A r,\ 

H • Aw.;. = C0Aw.;. + Cl AWiLXj + C+Aw^ + C2 Aw.;.^ + C+Aw.;.+1 , (1.4.7) 

where the coefficients Ci are formally unchanged with respect to the steady case (but note the 
definition of ap is now based on the dual time-step) and Co is slightly modified since it includes 
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now the ratio A between the physical and dual time-steps : 

( ri- (I A E I n i 1 AV\n'm ( A + \n,m 

Cx = - a i (2A* + D1 + IÏAI) ± = - a i (A+) 1 ,3 x 7 *-f ,J 

C+ = ai ( ^ - A - i ^ r m , = ai ( > l - W n,m 
1 
2> 

n,m 
C2~ = -o2 ±B» + A + j-B*\. . i = - a 2 ( B + ) r \ (1.4.Î 

i j - f M ~ 2 

C- = o2{\B^-D2-i-yBl)^^_ =a2(B-y;:-h 
n,m 

Co = (1 + § A)/d+ai (^+)»>7,. - ai (A-ri, + *2 (s+);'::i - ^ (B . . 1 . — (71 1 vA I ^ _ ^ , , ^ 

Applying the time-accurate implicit upwind scheme (1.4.5) at each point of the computational 
domain, one obtains a linear block system similar to the one expressed in (1.2.18). Hence, one 
can use the same treatments employed for steady cases in order to solve the time-dependent 
system. 

1.4.2 Uns teady low-Mach number flows 

The dual-time stepping formulation makes the implementation of the low Mach preconditioning 
very easy. Indeed, applying the preconditioning matrix to the pseudo-time derivative enables to 
preserve the time-consistency while the convergence rate of the dual-process is improved and the 
accuracy of the computation is ensured by the preconditioned numerical dissipation. Thus the 
form of the time-accurate implicit scheme remains the same : 

U • A < f = -AT • ft?f , (1.4.9) 

with 

A n,m n,m-\-l n,m 
Wi,j =Wi,j ~Wi,j ' 

, „ , m _ 3 < f - 4 ^ . + < - 1 (5l(F
E-Fv) , 62(G

E-Gv)Y'm 

iJ ~ 2At ' \ Sx ' Sy 
hj 

1 i 3 \ r , v i „.x. AE... , _ r o S „ _ _ w n . , Al u . —x_ z'fS_ i B 
H=[p-i + -Md + aAA^m + a2S2B*^2 - alSl(Dl + - ^ - a2S2(D2 + -±.)52 \ 2 Sx Sy 

(1.4.10) 

where we recall that F and G are the preconditioned convective fluxes (from the Roe-Turkel 
scheme for instance) while D\ and D2 are the preconditioned numerical dissipation terms. 
As mentioned earlier in the section dedicated to low Mach preconditioning, the efficiency and 
the robustness of the preconditioning method for the unsteady equations rely on the value of the 
"cut-off" used in the definition of the f3 parameter. Venkateswaran et al. showed in [81] that it 
is necessary to modify the definition of the "cut-off" when going from steady to unsteady flow 
problems. Using Von Neumann analysis, they proved that steady preconditioning is particularly 
inefficient for computing unsteady flows. In the chapter dedicated to the Von Neumann analysis, 
we will resume their work in the case of the implicit Matrix-Free method. 
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1.5 Conclusions 

This introductory chapter has recalled the design principles for building a block implicit upwind 
scheme, successively for the steady compressible Euler and Navier-Stokes equations, then their 
low-Mach number (preconditioned) version and finally in the unsteady low-Mach number case 
treated using a dual time-step technique. Going from the steady compressible Euler equations 
to the unsteady low-Mach number Navier-Stokes equations does not modify formally the linear 
block system that must be solved at each iteration in order to obtain a new value for the vector 
increment of conserved variables Aw. If we restrict ourselves to a three-point per direction first-
order linearization of the inviscid numerical fluxes, the block implicit scheme reads in all the 
cases : 

with an implicit operator of the form 

/T/ A n,m s~i A n,m . s~i— A n,m , /~»+ A n,m . s~i— A n,m , /~»+ A n,m 

H • Aw.;. = C0Aw.;. + Cl AWiLXj + C+Aw^ + C2 Aw.;.^ + C+Aw.;.+1 , 

where Ĉ % Co are 4 x 4 (in 2D) block matrices built from the inviscid and viscous Jacobian 
matrices plus the preconditioning matrix for low-Mach number flows and the A parameter for 
dual-time computation. It will be shown in chapter 3 that the intrinsic efficiency of such a block 
implicit stage is quite high; however, solving directly (with a Gauss-inversion) the linear system 
associated with the implicit stage would become much too expensive as soon as the grid size 
increases. In practice, this linear system is approximately solved and different solution methods 
can be considered to this end. The next chapter describes two main classes of standard solution 
methods : approximate factorization techniques and relaxation techniques, with a view to select 
the one providing the best efficiency. 
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Chapter 2 

Implicit Treatments 

The block implicit stages described in the previous chapter can be ideally solved as such, meaning 
the linear system associated with the implicit stage can be exactly solved (using some Gauss-type 
inversion method for instance) but this is very rarely done in practice because such a direct solver 
would be much too computational time and memory consuming ! In what follows however, the 
direct solution of a given implicit stage will be considered as a reference as far as the intrinsic 
efficiency is concerned since such a direct solution does provide the lowest number of iterations 
to reach a steady-state (though, once again, at the expense of an unacceptably large unit cost). 
There exists an ongoing quest for efficient approximate solutions of implicit stages, as proved 
for instance by a recent contribution of Jameson and Caughey [36] : the basic motivation of 
this quest has first been to find techniques that would simply allow to approximately solve the 
implicit stage for a reasonable unit cost and the main achievement in that respect has been 
the development of approximate factorization methods, with decisive contributions in the field 
of Computational Fluid Dynamics by Beam and Warming [3] and Briley and MacDonald [8]; 
approximate factorization methods, in spite of some limitations that will be recalled in the next 
chapter when studying the amplification factor of various implicit treatments, are still much in 
favor in some heavily used flow solvers (see [62] for instance where an approximate factoriza
tion technique is used within the OVERFLOW code; note that in this specific case the implicit 
stage is made diagonal per direction, taking advantage of the specific form of approximate fac
torization, which makes the approach attractive for its reduced unit cost and lowered memory 
requirement). Next, with the development of iterative techniques, the focus has switched on find
ing an approximate (iterative) solution method allowing to achieve an intrinsic efficiency similar 
to that provided by the direct solver for the lowest possible unit cost. Following the pioneering 
work of MacCormack [52] [57], numerous applications of relaxation techniques have been success
fully applied to implicit upwind schemes. For several years, researchers and engineers working 
on the development of efficient implicit schemes have divided themselves between those favoring 
the approximate factorization methods and the ones promoting the use of relaxation techniques. 
However, with the development of iterative approximation methods, (re)introduced in the late 
nineties in particular by MacCormack [54] [55] [56], MacCormack, Pulliam et Venkateswaran 
[64], it turned out such a division was largely artificial : line-relaxation and approximate factor
ization techniques are now viewed as belonging to the same family of iterative solution methods, 
with the standard ADI or modified ADI technique a particular case where a single iteration 
is performed [9], [22]. For the sake of clarity, the presentation of these various techniques in 
the present chapter will be progressive, starting with the basic factorization approach, followed 

53 
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by its more recent iterative version and ending up with point or line-relaxation approach; the 
connection between factorization and relaxation techniques will be underlined throughout this 
chapter as well as in the next one, devoted to the Von Neumann analysis of the implicit solution 
methods here reviewed. 

2.1 Approximate Factorization Methods 

As previously mentioned, approximate factorization methods were the first successful implicit 
methods used in CFD. Before the mid-1980s and the development of upwind implicit schemes, 
the use of central difference schemes implied a lack of diagonal dominance of the matrix M of 
the linear system (1.2.18) which made the standard relaxation techniques unstable. That is why 
factorization techniques met a great success until recent years. In this section, two widely-used 
approximate factorization methods are presented: the alternate direction implicit method (ADI) 
and the modified approximate factorization method (MAF) [54] also sometimes referred to as 
Dominant Diagonal ADI or DDADI [64]. 

2.1.1 Alternating Direction Implicit Method 

The alternating direction implicit method (ADI), also called approximate factorization method 
(AF), was successfully used in CFD for the first time by Beam and Warming [3] and Briley and 
MacDonald [8]. For standard compressible flows, the matrix M of the linear system (1.2.18) is 
approached by the product of two tri-diagonal matrices, but applying this method to low-Mach 
number flows requires an additional diagonal matrix so that the factorization is carried out as 
follows : 

M 

with 

M i = 

Mi -D 

X X 

X X 

• X 

- 1 . 

X 

X 

C{ 

M2 

X 

C? 
X 

cl 
X 

(2.1.1) 

x 

M2 = 

Of • rf • rf • • 
IAJ IAJ IAJ 

ri— r~iO r-i+ 

°2 ' °2 ' °2 
. . of • Of • Of 

IAJ IAJ IAJ 

, (2.1.2) 

and 

D = (2.1.3) 
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where the diagonal coefficients C^, Ci> and CQ are defined by 

Q ' ^ + ^ A t + lH) -^At-IH) , 

C° = P - 1 + (72 ( ± 5 B + À 

c0° = p - 1 

v -
< 7 2 ( i B E - Â 

v -

One can notice that for compressible flows the preconditioning matrix P becomes equal to the 
identity matrix so that one recovers the standard ADI factorization. Once the factorization 
performed, the linear system can be solved in three steps as follows : 

Mi • [Aw*] = [Kn] , 

[Aw**] = D • [Aw*] 

M2 • [Awn] = [Aw**] 

(2.1.4) 

where Aw* and Aw** are provisional values stored respectively after the first and the second step. 
For carrying out the first and third steps, all is needed is the inversion of a tri-diagonal matrix, 
which can be easily - viz. at a reduced cost - achieved using a LU factorization. Nevertheless, 
the ADI method produces a factorization error which can limit the stability of the method in 
some cases and most of all adversely affects the intrinsic efficiency of this method. The stability 
and convergence properties of the ADI technique are now well established and understood (see 
for instance [64]); in the next chapter, we will summarize, through a Von Neumann analysis, the 
main weakness of this approach, namely its lack of intrinsic efficiency. Let us recall however the 
ADI treatment applied to a block implicit stage can be made diagonal per direction [65] which 
allows to significantly reduce its unit cost. 

2.1.2 Modified Approximate Factorization M e t h o d 

The standard ADI method can be modified in order to reduce the factorization error and thus 
improve its intrinsic efficiency properties, in particular when large time-steps or CFL numbers 
are used [56]. This can be achieved by approximating the matrix M associated with the implicit 
stage as follows : 

M « M[- D~l • M'2 (2.1.5) 
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with 

M[ = 
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X X 

Co 
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, M'2 = 
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X 

(2.1.6) 

D = 
x 
• Co • 

X 

Thanks to this modified factorization, non-zero coefficients of the matrix M are left unchanged, 
while initially zero coefficients can still be modified which means a factorization error is still 
introduced - it is however much reduced with respect to the baseline ADI approach, in particular 
when large time-steps are used. The modified approximate factorization (MAF) is performed in 
three steps : 

M[ • [Aw*] = [Kn] 

[Aw**] = D • [Aw*] 

M'2 • [Awn] = [Aw*' 

(2.1.7) 

The MAF method is also called DDADI method to emphasize the fact that the matrices involved 
in the factorization process are diagonal dominant [12]. The Von Neumann analysis presented 
in the next chapter will demonstrate the MAF approach provides a better convergence rate than 
the basic AF or ADI approach, though still far from the intrinsic efficiency associated with a 
direct solution of the implicit stage. 

2.1.3 Iterative correction of factorization error 

ADI and MAF methods introduce a factorization error which can be expressed as follows : 

Mi • D~l • M2 = M + PADi , 

M[-D~l -M'2 = M + PMAF • 

In other terms, the actual system solved when using a factorization method is the following one : 

M • [Awn] + P • [Awn] = [Kn] . 
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In order to eliminate this factorization error, a sub-iterative process can be employed : 

[Aw{0)] = 0 

l = 0,p 

M • [Aw{l+1)] + P • [Aw{l+1)] = [TZn] + P • [Aw{l)] (2.1.8) 

[Awn] = [Aw{p)] 

where Aw"' = w"' — wn. When the method has converged, i.e. when w"+l' = w"\ the factor
ization error vanishes and the exact solution of the linear system (1.2.18) is obtained. In practice, 
the previous algorithm is written in a different way, so as to avoid the expensive evaluation of 
the factorization error P; for instance the iterative MAF algorithm is rather expressed as : 

[Aw{0)] = 0 

l = 0,p 

M[ • D~l • M'2 • [w{l+1) - w{l)] = [TZn] - M • [w{l) - wn] (2.1.9) 

[Awn] = [w{p) - wn] 

or even more explicitly : 

[Affi(°)] = 0 

l = 0,p 

M[ • [w* - w{l)] = [Kn] - M • [w{l) - wn] 

[w** - w*} = D • [w* - w{l)] (2.1.10) 

M'2 • [w{l+l) - w{l)] = [w** - w*} 

[Awn] = [w{p) - wn] 

The iterative MAF method requires the same tri-diagonal matrix inversions than the standard 
MAF technique. Moreover these inversions can be done just once at the beginning of the sub-
iterative process. The over-cost of the iterative method is only due to the computation of the RHS 
at each sub-iteration, which remains very cheap. The convergence rate improvement provided 
by MAF will be assessed through a Von Neumann analysis in the next chapter. 

2.2 Relaxation Methods 

In the mid-eighties, MacCormack proposed to use relaxation techniques in order to increase the 
efficiency of implicit treatments [52, 53]. Prior to that period, the implicit LHS operator was 
generally inverted using the previously presented AF or ADI factorization method. The use of 
relaxation methods was promoted by the simultaneous development of implicit upwind schemes 
which ensured the diagonal dominance of the system - even though some studies have proved 
block-implicit centered schemes of Lax-Wendroff type could also be efficiently solved using those 
same line-relaxation techniques [19] [16]. Since that time, many studies have been dedicated to 
these methods, and, more recently, Venkateswaran et al. [12] carried out a wide study to analyze 
the performance capabilities of implicit upwind schemes solved by these techniques [9] [22]. 
In this section we introduce the principles of the relaxation methods and then we deal with the 
most popular of them. 
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2.2.1 Principles and properties 

As always, our starting point is the linear system associated with the implicit upwind scheme 
described in the previous chapter : 

M • [Awn] = [Kn] , 

A generic relaxation technique may be expressed by the following step : 

M' • [Aw{l+1)] = [TZn] - ( M - M') • [Aw®] , (2.2.1) 

where Aw"' = w® — wn and M' derives from a particular splitting of the matrix M; more 
precisely, M' is chosen so as to ensure the above linear system will be easier to solve than the 
initial one : typically, M' is chosen as a tridiagonal matrix since a tridiagonal system can be 
solved for a reduced cost using a particular LU factorization known as Thomas algorithm [31] 
[47]. In order to increase the intrinsic efficiency of relaxation methods, it is customary to split 
M in different ways, corresponding for instance to alternate line or / and symmetric sweeps; for 
instance, a relaxation technique making use of two sweeps would read : 

M[ • [Aw*] = [Kn] - (M - M[) • [Aw®] , 

M'2 • [Aw{l+1)] = [TZn] - ( M - M'2) • [Aw*] , (2-2-2) 

where Aw* is a provisional value after the first relaxation sweep. Setting M" = M[ + M2 — M, 
these two steps can be combined and written as : 

M[ • M"~l • M'2 • [w{l+1) - w®] = [TZn] - M • [w® - wn] , (2.2.3) 

which is an iterative approximate factorization version of the linear system. Expression (2.2.3) 
makes clear the close connection between relaxation methods and iterative approximate factor
ization techniques, as shown in [12]. In equation (2.2.3), I represents a "sub" iteration counter 
which corresponds to multiple sweeps of the linear system, while n denotes the non-linear counter 
of the time-marching procedure. In practice, w^0' is initialized as w^0' = wn and p sub-iterations 
are carried out. When the method has converged, w"+l> = w® and the RHS of equation (2.2.3) 
is satisfied; wn+l is then set equal to w^p' and the solution is advanced to the next time step. 
The efficiency of the relaxation method relies on the number of the sub-iterations that are nec
essary to approach the exact solution of the linear system. If p is too small, the method would 
be fast - i.e. the unit cost would be low - but a great number of non-linear iterations would be 
necessary to reach the steady state, whereas if p is taken too large, the unit cost method would 
be higher but it would take fewer non-linear iterations to converge to steady-state. Thus the 
choice of p is crucial for determining the intrinsic efficiency of the relaxation method. However, 
this choice may turn to be case-dependent as will be seen in the following chapters, so that it 
may be difficult to know a priori the optimum value of p. 
Let us now review some of the most popular relaxation techniques. Each of them corresponds 
to a specific choice of matrices M[ and M2 in (2.2.2) with corresponding specific properties of 
stability and efficiency. Before describing in detail these methods, let us introduce some matrices 
that will be helpful in the rest of the section; the matrix M associated with the implicit stage 
may be decomposed as follows : 

M = D + Ll + Ul+L2 + U2 
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where the lower and upper matrices associated with each space direction are given by : 

U = • cr 

Lo = Co" 

, u1 = 

, u2 = 

x 

• ct 

(2.2.4) 

Co1 

2.2.2 Alternate-Line Jacobi relaxation procedure 

This well-known relaxation method relies on the following splitting matrices : 

M[ = U + D + Ui , 

M'=L2 + D + U2 , (2.2.5) 

which correspond respectively to the relaxation of extra-diagonal unknown increments Aw in 
the y direction when a system is solved with M[ as LHS matrix and to the relaxation of extra-
diagonal unknown increments Aw in the x direction when the system is solved with M'2. The 
alternate-line Jacobi algorithm, denote hereafter ALJ(p), is expressed as follows : 

[Aw(0)] = 0 

l = 0,p 

M[ • [Aw*] = [Kn] - (L2 + U2) • [Aw®] 

M'2 • [Aw{l+l)] = [Kn] - (^ + Ui) • [Aw*] (2-2-6) 

[Awn] = [Aw{p)] 

The first step corresponds to a line-implicit ir-sweep, while the second step corresponds to a 
line-implicit y-sweep. The cost per sub-iteration of this method is not so expensive since one 
simply needs to invert a simple tridiagonal block system in each space direction, which can be 
easily achieved by the use of Thomas algorithm and has to performed only once per non-linear 
iteration : as in the case of iterative error correction for approximate factorization, only the RHS 
of (2.2.6) have to be recomputed at each I sub-iteration. However, the global cost of the method 
will remain low only if the total number p of sub-iterations is not too large. This point will be 
carefully analyzed in chapter 3. It can already be stated that ALJ(p) is generally not optimal 
in terms of global efficiency : relaxation methods of Gauss-Seidel type, that make use of the 
states already evaluated within a sweep, are in general more efficient, as will be shown in the 
next chapter through the Von Neumann analysis of the amplification factor. 
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2.2.3 Alternate-Line Gauss-Seidel relaxation procedure 

The alternate-line Gauss-Seidel method performs symmetric ir-sweeps followed by symmetric y-
sweeps. During each sweep, the states which have already been evaluated and whose new values 
are available are used to compute the next states. This leads to the alternate-line Gauss-Seidel 
algorithm (ALGS(p)) of the form : 

[Aw{0)] = 0 

l = 0,p 

(M[ + L2) • [Aw*] = [Kn] - U2 • [Aw®] 

(M[ + U2) • [Aw**] = [TZn] - L2 • [Aw*] 

{M'2 + Li) • [Aw***] = [Kn] - Ui • [Aw**] (2-2.7) 

{M'2 + Ui) • [Aw{l+l)] = [Kn] - Lx • [Aw***] 

[Awn] = [AwW] 

As will be shown in the next chapter, this ALGS algorithm provides a better convergence rate 
than the ALJ algorithm. However, as already observed in [12], it will also be shown that the 
above procedure is only conditionally stable - which may seem rather surprising since ALGS(p) 
is a widely-used line-relaxation procedure but we will comment on this point later on. The 
ALGS(p) method allows to recover the level of intrinsic efficiency provided by a direct solution 
of the implicit stage for a very small number p of sub-iterations; the price to pay for such a 
high intrinsic efficiency is the need to invert 4 tridiagonal systems in (2.2.7) at each non-linear 
iteration. An alternative strategy would be to use a relaxation method that does not require 
any system inversion, at the expense of a probably much lower intrinsic efficiency, even for large 
values of p. The balance between this poor intrinsic efficiency and the particularly low unit cost 
of the approach may lead to a globally efficient strategy. 

2.2.4 Point Jacobi relaxation procedure 

The Point Jacobi or PJ relaxation method is precisely the simplest conceivable relaxation tech
nique since it retains only diagonal terms at the new level (l + l) in the LHS; the following choice 
for matrix M' : 

M' = D , (2.2.8) 

leads to the point Jacobi algorithm (PJ(p)) : 

[Aw{0)] = 0 

l = 0,p 

D • [Aw{l+1)] = [TZn] - (L2 + Li + E/i + U2) • [Aw®] (2.2.9) 

[Awn] = [Aw{p)] 

Naturally, the point Jacobi algorithm is expected to have a much poorer convergence rate than 
ALGS(p) : the quantification of this intrinsic efficiency loss will be performed in the next chapter 
through Fourier analysis. Moreover, Von Neumann analysis will reveal that PJ{p) is in fact 
unstable when it is used in conjunction with a block implicit scheme. Nevertheless, this algorithm 
will prove to be a very cheap method to solve the matrix-free implicit scheme. 
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2.2.5 Symmetric Point Gauss-Seidel relaxation procedure 

The Point Jacobi algorithm can also be improved using a Gauss-Seidel type procedure : states 
evaluated during a sweep are immediately used to compute the next ones; moreover a reverse 
sweep is performed to increase the efficiency of the method. Consequently, the choice of the 
matrices associated with such a procedure is the following one : 

M[=L2 + Ll+D , 

M'2 = D + \JX + \J2 , (2-2.10) 

which leads to the symmetric point Gauss-Seidel algorithm (SGS(p)) : 

[Affi(°)] = 0 

l = 0,p 

M[ • [Aw*] = [Kn] - (Ui + U2) • [Aw(i)] 

M'2 • [A«j(i+1)] = [Kn] - (Li + L2) • [Aw*] (2.2.11) 

[Awn] = [Aw{p)] 

It must be well understood that the above algorithm does not introduce any actual inversion of 
tridiagonal systems ! It could also be written as : 

[Aw(0)] = 0 

l = 0,p 

D • [Aw*] = [Kn] - (^ + L2) • [Aw*] - (Ux + U2) • [Aw®] 

D • [Aw{l+l)] = [Kn] - (Ui + U2) • [Aw{l+l)] - (Li + L2) • [Aw*] (2.2.12) 

[Awn] = [Aw{p)] 

in order to make clearer the fact that the quantity (L\ + L2) • [Aw*] in the first sweep can 
be computed using the new states Aw* by simply taking advantage of immediate actualization 
within the sweep; the same comment holds concerning the quantity {Ux + U2) • [Aw(~l+1^] in the 
second sweep. 
Since the first matrix used in 2.2.11 is a lower triangular matrix and the second one is an upper 
triangular matrix, this algorithm is sometimes referred to as LU-SGS. Using expression (2.2.3), 
the above SGS relaxation procedure also reads : 

M[ • D~l • M'2 • [w{l+1) - w{l)] = [TZn] - M • [w® - wn] 

with an associated algorithm that can be expressed as : 

[Aw(0)] = 0 

l = 0,p 

M[ • [w* - w{l)] = [Kn] - M • [w® -

[w** -w*]=D- [w* - w{l)] 

M'2 • [w^+V - w®] = K * - w*} 

-wn] 

(2.2.13) 

w®] = K * - w*} 

[Awn] = [w{p) - wn] 
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Clearly, when a single sub-iteration is performed, the well-known LU approximate factorization 
method is recovered. This remarks is aimed at pointing out once again the strong link between 
factorization methods and relaxation procedures. As will be shown in the next chapter on 
the basis of a Von Neumann analysis, the SGS algorithm allows to dramatically improve the 
convergence rate with respect to the basic PJ method. 

2.3 Conclusions 

Several implicit treatments have been reviewed, that can be used to approximate at each time-
step the solution of the block implicit scheme presented in the first chapter of this thesis. Dividing 
them between factorization and relaxation techniques would be rather artificial since standard 
factorization techniques are nothing but iterative factorization technique applied with a single 
iteration; it seems more interesting to distinguish between those treatments that make use of 
tridiagonal systems inversions (AF(p), MAF(p), ALJ(p), ALGS(p)) and those that do not require 
any system inversion (PJ(p), LU-SGS(p)). The latter treatments are bound to provide a rather 
poor intrinsic efficiency but are nonetheless interesting for their low unit cost whereas the former 
treatments are naturally more time-consuming but offer a much better convergence rate. Such 
qualitative comments are naturally not sufficient to allow the selection of the best globally efficient 
block implicit treatment hence the quantitative Von Neumann analysis performed in the next 
chapter. 



Chapter 3 

Intrinsic Efficiency of Implicit Block 
Schemes 

CD 
O 
O 

3.1 Introduction and objectives 
03 

Most of the analytical tools used to study the convergence performance of numerical schemes are 
limited to linear problems. However, performing a stability analysis is not easy even with such 
a simplification. Among the various methods available to carry out this task, Von Neumann 
analysis is certainly the most valuable. It is based on the Fourier transform of the numerical 
scheme and it allows to know whether the numerical errors introduced in the solution by the 

CD 

discretization are amplified (instability) or damped (stability) [31] [47]. Besides, Von Neumann 
analysis can be used to estimate how fast the error will be damped (or amplified), providing a 
quantitative information to rank a variety of implicit treatments on the basis of their convergence 
rate. Of course, the results obtained by such a method have to be commented carefully. Indeed, as 
mention upper, Von Neumann theory requires a linear problem which means that the coefficients 
of the equations are constant; moreover, periodic boundary conditions are assumed in order to 
allow the use of Fourier series. In spite of these limitations, many researchers, such as Merkle's 
co-workers in the USA [14, 11, 81] and Lerat's team in France [39, 43, 44], have employed this 
technique to study the stability and efficiency properties of numerical schemes not only applied 
to linear scalar equations but also when used to solve the full (linearized) Euler or Navier-Stokes. 
The stability (and efficiency) results obtained in this latter case are in general - and in spite 
of the above-mentioned restrictions on the scope of Von Neumann analysis - meaningful for 
practical computations. Therefore, this chapter will be focused on the Von Neumann analysis of 
the implicit treatments presented in chapter 2, when used to solve the block-implicit stage of the 
Roe upwind scheme presented in the first chapter of the thesis in the case of the linearized Euler 
equations. The goal of this preliminary study is to identify the numerical treatment providing 
the best global efficiency for all-speed flows, regardless of memory-storage issue for the time 
being. The select block-implicit treatment will stand as a reference point for the matrix-free 
implicit treatment introduced in the next chapter. In the present chapter, the principles of the 
Von Neumann analysis are first briefly outlined; this analysis is then applied to the block-implicit 
Roe-type upwind scheme and global and local stability / efficiency results are presented both for 
the reference direct solver and the iterative methods introduced in the previous chapter. 
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3.2 Linearization of the implicit upwind scheme 

Let us consider the implicit upwind scheme for low-Mach unsteady flows (1.4.9) that was de
scribed at the end of the first chapter. All other cases (steady inviscid flows and so on), also 
described in chapter 1, can be derived from this scheme after different simplifications. This 
scheme reads, using the notations introduced in chapter 1 : 

/T / A n , m A T > « - , « 
n - A w i , j = - A T - 7 Z i , j 

with 

A ii,m n,m-\-l n,m 

W: • = W: • — W: 

n,m 

'Hi ~ < 

H=[P-

where 

hj 

o n,m A 

3w • j - Aw 

hj 

v w 
n—l 
i,i 

2At 

,Ô1(F
E -Fv) 

ôx 

52(G
E -G v\ 

5y 
hj 

-XId + aiôi AEm + a252B
E^2 - M i ( A 

AV Bv 

AT AT AT 
^ = irr > °i = T - > °i = -T— • 

At ôx 5y 

In order to apply Von Neumann analysis, we have to linearize this system. This is done by 
"freezing" at a constant state the Jacobian matrices of the inviscid and viscous fluxes as well as 
the dissipation matrices, so that all these matrices do not depend on space nor time anymore. 
In such the physical inviscid fluxes simply read : 

/ rE\n,m AE _ n,m 

{gE)n'm = BE • wn'm 
(3.2.1) 

Considering higher-order extension, the numerical inviscid fluxes are linearized as follows : 

S2(G 

E\n,m 

>i,i 

E\n,m 

'i,i 

A* [ 5 m - - ( 1 - K ) < ^ I J + A [(1 - e)5( - - ( 1 - K)5t 

BE [ô2li2 -£-{l- K)S3
2IIV) + À ((1 - e)52

2 - | ( 1 - n)6i 

while the numerical viscous fluxes read : 

#1 Ô2/J,llJ,2 
Si(F V\n,m 

W y ) ; > 

Av si ,_ AV 
1 5x^A2 5y w v 

B 
v S2ôi^i2^i v b\ 

Y Do w V 

w. hJ 

• w. hJ 

(3.2.2) 

(3.2.3) 

ôx ôy 

Using these expressions, the linearized system can be written under the following form : 

/T/ A n,m p~ n,m , a/^ n A n—l (3.2.4) 
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with 

!C = ICIH = l\Id + ÀE(ôlfn - | ( 1 - K)6lfjii) - ((1 - e)Dl + ÀY)ôf - A | ( 1 - «)# 

+BE(62^ - | ( 1 - K ) < ^ 2 ) - ((1 - e ) 4 + i?2y)̂ 22 " 4 | ( 1 - «)$ 

— SVÔlfllÔ2H2 

k W = P"1 + |A/d + iE^i/xi + ÊEÔ2ii2 - (À + A M - A + P2
/)^ 

(3.2.5) 

where the following notations were used : 

Av Av 

A = o\A , Al = cn-7— , A2 = ĉ i-r— , 

R ^ R ^ 
ÊE = a2B

E, B\ = 02^, È 2 = ^ , 

sv = ÀX + ÈX . 

If the first-order upwind scheme is used, the linearized explicit operator K, takes the simple form : 

K = K1 = l\Id + ÀEôun + ÊEÔ2ii2 - ( À + À\)5l - {b2 + È%)5l - Svô1ii1Ô2ii2 

In the remainder of this chapter, we will mainly focus on the third-order explicit stage /C/jj since 
it is the one used in practice; however, the implicit operator H. will be the one deduced from the 
first-order upwind scheme (see 3.2.5), for cost reason as explained in chapter 1. A few words will 
be said about the impact of this choice, with reference to the case where the implicit stage is 
consistent with a first-order explicit stage defined by Kill. 

3.3 Fourier Transform 

In order to perform a Von Neumann analysis of the general linear scheme (3.2.4), it must be 
transformed into the Fourier space. The appendix B at the end of the thesis provides more 
details on the Fourier transform for the interested reader. The present section goes straight to 
the point of giving the Fourier transform of the general scheme (3.2.4)-(3.2.5) that will be used 
hereafter in the Von Neumann analysis. An angle of phase or reduced wavenumber is associated 
with each geometric direction : 

i = — -5x, rj = — -6y, (3.3.1) 
Ax Ay 

where \ x and \y denote the wavelengths in each direction. When applied to the space difference 
operators, the Fourier transformation leads to : 
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where 

si = sin(£) , s2 = sin(ry) , zx = (1 - cos(£)) , 22 = (1 - cos(ry)) . 

Since constant functions are not represented in the Fourier space, the contribution of states 
wn and wn~l, which remain constant during the convergence of the dual-time stepping scheme, 
vanish. By transforming each side of equation (3.2.4) we eventually obtain : 

H • Awi,j = ~ K • Wi,j ' ( 3 - 3 - 2 ) 

where H, K and wn'm denote the transformed functions of 7i, K. and wn'm respectively. In the 
present case of the dual-time implicit scheme, operators H and K read : 

K = ^Xld + 2 ( ( l - e ) A + A\)zi + 2([l-e)b2 + B\) z2 

+ e (1 - K)DI Z\ + e (1 - K)D2 Z\ - Svsis2 

+ i ( i E
 Sl ( l + | (1 - K) zi) + BE s2 ( l + | (1 - K) Z 2 ) ) 

H = P~l+ ^Xld + 2 ( À + i ^ ) zi + 2 ^ 2 + 5 ^ ) z2 + i ( i B s i + 5 B s 2 

(3.3.3) 

If the first-order upwind scheme is used, the Fourier transform of the explicit operator K1 is 
given by : 

K = ̂ Xld + 2 ( A + ÀY) zx+2 (D2 + B\) Z2 - SvslS2 + 1 (ÀE
Sl + ÈEs2) 

3.4 Amplification factor 

In order to study the stability properties of the implicit upwind scheme, we have to define the 
amplification factor. For any pseudo-time level (n,m), the following relation between wn'm+1 

and wn'm can be written : 

wn'm+l (£, 77) = G(£, r?) • wn'm{^ rj) (3.4.1) 

where G denotes the amplification matrix which depends on wavenumbers £, r\ as well as on the 
Jacobian matrices and dissipation matrices. The linear stability of the scheme is known from the 
amplification factor which is the spectral radius (){G) of this amplification matrix G : namely, 
if (){G) < 1 the errors in the system are damped whereas if (){G) > 1 the errors are amplified 
leading to instability. More importantly, the magnitude of the amplification factor allows to 
estimate the convergence rate of the numerical scheme. Indeed, if (){G) —> 0, a fast damping of 
all the error modes can be expected and consequently a fast convergence, while if (){G) —> 1, 
a poor damping and hence a poor convergence rate is bound to be obtained. In practice, to 
analyze the performances of the scheme, a finite number of values for the wave numbers is fixed 
(in other words the wave numbers plane is discretized with a given level of refinement) then 
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the amplification factor is computed for each combination of these values. This computation is 
not performed analytically when dealing with a linearized system of equation but using our own 
Fourier analysis code. In this chapter, our attention will be restricted to the case of the linearized 
(preconditioned) Euler equations because our studies have shown that the conclusions drawn in 
that case regarding the most efficient implicit treatment could be extended with confidence to 
the case of viscous and unsteady flows. 

3.5 Analysis of the Direct scheme 

The first method to be analyzed is the one for which the system associated with the implicit stage 
is solved directly, i. e. without approximation. This so-called direct solver does not introduce any 
error (contrarily to approximate factorization method for instance), so it is expected to provide 
the best amplification factor. Hence, it will stand as our point of reference, as far as convergence 
rate or intrinsic efficiency is concerned, in the remainder of the chapter. The amplification matrix 
associated to this scheme reads : 

G* = Id-H~l -K (3.5.1) 

For a given implicit and explicit stage, the amplification factor of the direct solver (or any 
other implicit treatment besides) applied to the linearized Euler equations depends on a limited 
number of parameters, through the definition of H and K : the wave-numbers of course, the 
ratio <7i, (72, the Jacobian matrices AE and BE and the dissipation matrices corresponding to 
the Roe upwind scheme, that is given by (1.2.8) for compressible flows and by (1.3.30) in the 
low-Mach number preconditioned case. For the linearized Euler equations, AE, BE, D\ and Di 
are constant matrices that essentially depend on the Mach number M and the flow direction 
v/u (the speed of sound c and the density p can be kept constant at a reference value without 
loss of generality while the ratio of specific heats 7 is such that 7 = 1.4; for the non-dimensional 
Euler equations the choice p = 1, c = 1 is retained). Moreover, through the ratio o\ and <72, H 
and K also depend on the aspect ratio AR = ôy/ôx and on the CFL number introduced in the 
definition of the time-step : 

At = CFL . m i n ( ^ , - ^ p ) (3.5.2) 

where Xf and A^ denote the spectral radii of AE and BE (\f = \u\ + c and A^ = \v\ + c). When 
preconditioning is applied, the time step is defined using the spectral radius of the preconditioned 
Jacobians PAE and PBE. Using this time step definition, the parameters o\ and 02 can be 
computed : 

AE = ^AE = CFL • m in ( ip , ^ | ) • AE(v/u, M) 
OX Ai A9 

(3.5.3) 
Ba = —Ba = CFL • m i n ( ^ ^ , -r) • B*(v/u, M) 

dy XJ XJ 

Since p(AE), p{BE) (or their preconditioned equivalents) depend themselves on v/u and M, the 
quantities A and B depend eventually on the Mach number M, flow direction v/u, CFL 
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number and aspect ratio ôy/ôx; the dissipation matrices are also functions of these same param
eters. In the preconditioned case, P, D\ = o\D\ and D2 = 02D2 can also be expressed in terms 
of these parameters since the preconditioning parameter /?, expressed using the global definition 
(1.3.2) depends exclusively on the (fixed) Mach number. Summing things up, it is thus possible 
to write : 

G*(f, 77; M, CFL, v/u, AR) = Id- H~l (f, 77; M, CFL, v/u, AR) • K(£, 77; M, CFL, v/u, AR) 

Preliminary studies have shown that the most influential parameters in the case of the linearized 
Euler equations are the Mach number for the physics and the CFL number for the numerics. 
In the remainder of this chapter, it will therefore be assumed that the aspect ratio is equal to 
1 (which is a reasonable assumption for the grids used in inviscid flow computations) and the 
flow direction is diagonal with respect to the Cartesian grid (v/u = 1 which makes the flow truly 
2D). Several types of analysis can be performed on the amplification factor : 

• local stability and efficiency analysis : 
for a given set of physical (M, v/u) and numerical (CFL, AR) parameters, the spectral 
radius p(G*)(^,rj) is computed with a sweep on the wave-numbers £ G [0,7r], 77 G [0,-K] ; if 
there exists at least a value of (£,77) for which p(G*) > 1 the scheme is unstable for the 
fixed values of the physical and numerical parameters considered. Apart from the couple 
(£,77) = (0,0) for which p(G*) = 1 for consistency reason, achieving the smallest possible 
value of p(G*) for all (£, 77) / (0, 0) ensures a fast damping (or a high intrinsic efficiency) 
of the scheme under study. 

• global stability analysis : 
the quantity p^ax(M,CFL) = max ê[0)7r]yVe[o,Tr](p(G*(£,, 77; M, CFL))) is computed with a 
sweep on the physical parameter M and the numerical parameter CFL. If the scheme 
is stable for a given (M, CFL) couple, this maximal value is equal to 1 (obtained for 
£ = 77 = 0). So that, if a scheme is globally stable for the whole range of Mach and CFL 
numbers considered in the study, p™ax(M, CFL) = 1VM, yCFL. If the scheme is unstable 
for some (M,CFL) couples, values larger than 1 for p™ax(M,CFL) appear in the study. 

• global efficiency analysis : 
the quantity p*(M, CFL) is the mean value of p(G*(£, 77; M, CFL)) computed when £ and 
77 vary between 0 and -K. It is computed with a sweep on the physical parameter M and 
the numerical parameter CFL. This mean value may of course be lower than 1 even 
though the scheme is unstable and exhibits p(G(^,i])) > 1 for some values of (£,77); so the 
quantity p*(M, CFL) does not provide any information on the scheme stability. However, 
it completes very usefully the previous global stability analysis based on p™ax (M, CFL). 
Indeed, if the scheme is stable for a given (M,CFL) couple (p™ax(M,CFL) < 1), the 
mean value provides a quantitative information on the damping or intrinsic efficiency of 
the scheme : the slower the value of p*(M, CFL), the better the damping offered by the 
numerical treatment for this couple of Mach and CFL numbers. 

Naturally, the local or global analysis carried out for the direct solver can be also performed, 
with the same interpretation for the approximate solution methods considered in the present 
work. Let us start with a study of the direct solver amplification factor p(G*) when M and CFL 
are free parameters (while v/u = 1 and AR = 1). 
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3.5.1 Effects of inconsistency be tween implicit and explicit stages 
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CM 

The effect on efficiency of coupling a simple first-order implicit operator TL1 = I + K,1 with a 
third-order explicit operator KHI has already been analyzed in the literature (for instance by 
Pulliam et al. in [64]). Since this simple non-consistent choice is retained throughout this work, 
it seems interesting to summarize the consequences of such a choice for the whole range of Mach 
number. First of all, both III/III and I /III schemes are found to be unconditionally stable 
when exactly solved, be it in their non-preconditioned or low-Mach preconditioned version. The 
efficiency of both schemes in the non-preconditioned case is analyzed through the plots of p 
function of M and CFL displayed in figure 3.5.1 : 

m 

when large CFL numbers are used, the consistent choice III/III provides an excellent 
damping as long as the Mach number does not become too low. When M —> 0, the error 
damping goes to 1 (almost no damping at all hence a very low convergence rate) whatever 
the value of the CFL number. This well-known behavior is typical of the low-Mach number 
issue with upwind compressible flow solvers. 

the non-consistent choice I /III displays the same weakness for low values of the Mach 
number. Moreover, for large values of the CFL number, the mean value of the amplification 
factor does not tend to zero any longer but to a finite value (typically above 0.5 for the 
whole range of Mach number) : this loss of efficiency is a direct consequence of the fact 

n1 = / + /c7 ^I + K,111. 
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Figure 3.5.1: Average amplification factor for the Direct scheme. Left : consistent scheme III / I I I . 
Right : Inconsistent scheme I /III . 

Considering the behavior of the average value of the amplification factor, it can seem unnecessary 
to use high CFL numbers for the inconsistent scheme I /III . In order to investigate this point, 
a local study, that is a study of the amplification factor versus the wavenumbers £ and r\ for a 
specific Mach number and for two different CFL numbers, is performed. A subsonic case (M = 
0.5) is selected (to avoid any interference with low-Mach effects that will be dealt with below) 
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and a comparison is made between the amplification factor of the Direct Scheme obtained with 
CFL = 100 and CFL = 106. The results are presented in figure 3.5.2. As expected, the global 
shape of the amplification factor is quite the same for CFL = 100 and CFL = 106. Nevertheless, 
in the low-frequency region, that is for wave-numbers close to zero, there is a non-negligible gain 
of efficiency achieved by using a very high CFL. In appendix B, we explain why the efficiency of 
a method in the low-frequency zone is in fact essential for the convergence performance. Thus, 
in spite of an average value p* almost independent of CFL once this parameter is large enough, 
there is still a benefit to run at infinite CFL numbers. 

£ / 7 U £ / 7 U 

Figure 3.5.2: Amplification factor for the Direct Scheme at M = 0.5. Left : CFL = 100. Right : 
CFL = 106. 

3.5.2 Low Mach number effects 

It has been noted on figure 3.5.1 that the average amplification factor of the Direct Scheme goes 
to unity when the Mach number goes to zero, leading to a poor damping of the errors. This 
problem motivated to use of low-Mach preconditioning methods in order to improve the efficiency 
of the compressible solver in this regime. The Direct I/III scheme using Turkel preconditioner 
recovers a very good efficiency for small Mach numbers (cf. figure 3.5.3) and remains stable for 
all CFL numbers. Note the results obtained for the Direct III/III scheme demonstrate that 
low-Mach preconditioning is essential to provide truly excellent damping and fast convergence 
for the whole range of Mach number when large CFL numbers are used (but, alas, the consistent 
III/III scheme is clearly too expensive both in terms of unit computational cost and memory 
storage). In the manner of the previous section, a local analysis can be carried out in order to 
analyze more closely the gain of efficiency obtained with the preconditioned Direct I/III Scheme 
with respect to the non-preconditioned version. A low-Mach case (M = 10~3) is now selected 
and a high CFL number (CFL = 106) is retained since it has been previously shown that such a 
choice enables to increase the damping over the low-frequency part of the spectrum. The results 
are presented in figure 3.5.4 : 

• for the non-preconditioned scheme, there is still a good damping in the high-wavenumber 
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regions but the amplification factor in the low wavenumber area becomes very close to 
unity, leading therefore to poor damping and convergence (low intrinsic efficiency). 

• on the other hand, the preconditioned Direct Scheme provides a very good damping over the 
entire wavenumber domain. Indeed, the results are very close to the original scheme under 
standard "compressible flow" conditions given in figure 3.5.2. Similar analyzes are made 
by Merkle and Venkateswaran in [81] and the reader can refer to this work for instance 
for further studies about preconditioning techniques (viscous flow, high-aspect ratio or 
unsteady flow for instance). 

Since the Direct Solver efficiency properties represent an ideal to achieve at the lowest possible 
cost using an approximate iterative solution technique, only the preconditioned implicit stage 
will be considered in the remainder of this chapter. 

Figure 3.5.3: Mean value of the amplification factor for the Direct scheme using the Turkel 
preconditioner. Left xonsistent scheme III / I I I . Right : Inconsistent scheme I/III . 
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Figure 3.5.4: Amplification factor for the Direct Scheme at M = 10 3 with CFL = 106. Top 
No Preconditioning. Bottom : Turkel Preconditioning. 
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3.6 Analysis of approximate iterative implicit treatment 

In chapter 2, several approximate inversion methods have been described to solve the linear 
system (1.2.18). The presentation of these methods has been precisely based on a linear system 
viewpoint, introducing matrices M[, M'2 and D to split the large-banded matrix M associated 
with (1.2.18) as well as lower and upper matrices L\, L2, U\ and U2. The present section is 
devoted to the presentation of a unifying viewpoint on all these methods that will make easier 
the Fourier analysis of these various implicit treatments. This unifying formulation is based on a 
difference operator viewpoint rather than a linear system viewpoint (though both are equivalent). 
Let us thus first consider the implicit scheme for low-Mach number unsteady flows (1.4.9) and 
let us focus on the implicit operator Ti, which can be split into : 

H = D0 + 7i + T2 

where DQ, T\ and T2 are difference operators given by : 

(3.6.1) 
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A> = P~l + -Xld , 

Ti=ai U A V - M Â 
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ôx ) * 

T2 = aa [ô2B
Eix2 - Ô2(D2 + -^_)fc 

Assuming constant coefficients, that is considering a linear problem, the operators Tp become : 

T1 = ÀEôm-(è1 + ÀY)ôl 

_ r2 = eEo2ti2 - {b2 + B\)b\. 

Alternately, the implicit operator H. can be also split as follows : 

H = D + Si+S2 (3.6.2) 

where D, S\ and £2 are defined as : 

' D = C° , 

n,m 
+1J 

r» A 11.111 s~i-\- A ii.ri' 
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hj 
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For a linear problem, the operators S and the coefficient D can be simplified into : 

D = P~l + l\Id + 2(Dl + À\) + 2(D2 + BY) , 

Si = À~£+ - À+£{ , 

. S2 = B~£+ - B+£^ , 

where the operators £p are shift operators over one grid cell such that : 

£f • Awitj = Awi±itj , 

£f • Awitj = Awi}j±i . 

The two splittings (3.6.1) and (3.6.2) will be useful to characterize approximate factorization and 
relaxation treatments once all these treatments put under the form of a general iterative scheme, 
as explained below. The Fourier transform H of the implicit operator Ti has been defined in 
(3.3.3); alternatively, if Ti, T2 denote the Fourier transforms of 7i and %,-, and similarly, S\ and 
S2 are the Fourier transforms of S\ and S2, the symbol H can also be expressed as : 

H = D0 + T + T2 = D + S1 + S2 (3.6.3) 

Making use in particular of the Fourier transformation of the difference operators £^ : 

E± = e ^ V 

leads to the following definition of the symbols Tp and Sp : 

Tl=2(Dl+AY))zl+iÀEsl , 

T2 = 2 (b2 + BY))z2 + iBEs2 , 

Si = -(D1 + AY)) cos(e) + i ÀEsx , 

^ S2 = -{b2 + BY)) cos(ri) + iBEs2 . 

with 

zx = (1 - cos(O) , z2 = (1- cos(ry)) , «i = sin(£) , s2 = sin(ry) . 

Keeping in mind these various definitions for future use, we are now going to introduce a gen
eral form for the iterative schemes under study. A general iterative scheme whose form covers 
both iterative relaxation methods (such as ALJ(p), ALGS(p), PJ{p) or SGS(p)) and iterative 
factorization methods (such as AF(p), MAF(p)) reads : 

Ha • Aw£+1) = -ATKI'P -(H- na) • Awg (3.6.4) 

where Aw^l+l> = w^l+l> — wn'm and TLa is a difference operator that depends on the choice of 
the iterative method. In fact, as pointed out in chapter 2, the operator Tia is not necessarily 
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the same at each stage of the sub-iteration process, so that a more general form of the iterative 
scheme is : 

a = 1, N 

Ha • Awltj = -AT • K^ 

The full algorithm is then given by : 

(H-Ha)-Aw, (IN+a-l) 
i,3 

(3.6.5) 

Au^ = 0 

1 = 0, p-1 

a = 1, N 

n, A (IN+a) A sr,n,m 
Ha • Aw\tj = -AT • Tl^'j 

(3.6.6) 

(ri-ria)-Awlf+a-l) 

A w T = Awyp-
1,3 1,3 

(pN) 

(3.6.7) 

The expression of operators ria for the different iterative methods previously introduced will be 
detailed in the next paragraphs. First, the Fourier transform is applied to this general iterative 
algorithm in order to obtain a closed-form expression for the associated amplification factor : 

' AT • nn'm = K • wn'm 

AffiC) = 0 

1 = 0, p-1 

a = 1, N 

Ha • Aw{lN+a) = -K • wn'm -{H- Ha) • Aw{lN+a~1) 

A{Sn,m = AQ(PN) 

At each step of the sub-iterative process, a provisional amplification matrix can be defined : 

Vi G [|0 , pN\] w® = d • w™'™ 

Obviously, the choice Aw' 0 ' = 0 yields Go = Id and the amplification matrix resulting from the 
global algorithm is : 

G = GPN 

We want to express this matrix as a function of the Fourier symbols H, K and Ha. We will now 
recall the analysis presented in [39], [19]. Let us write the iterative scheme using the provisional 
matrix G; : 

H a (GlN-\ Id) = -K-(H- Ha) (Gijv+a-i - Id) 

Now let us introduce in this expression the amplification matrix of the Direct Scheme 
G* = Id — H~l • K\ immediate calculations yield : 

G IN+a = G, IN+a-l H a H GiN+a-l + H H G* 
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Subtracting G* from the LHS and RHS leads to : 

(GlN+a — G*) = (M — H~ H) (GiN+a-l — G*) 

When a varies from 1 to N, we obtain : 

N 

(G(i+i)N - G*) = [[(Id- H~l H) (GiN - G*) 
a=l 

Eventually, when the sub-iterative process is completed after p iterations, we have : 

(GPN — G*) — 
N 

\[(Id-H~l H) 
p 

(Id - G* 
_a=l 

The amplification matrix of the general iterative scheme is therefore defined by : 

G = G* + Vp (Id - G*) 

N (3.6.8) 
V=\[(Id-H~l H) 

This formula enables us to quantify the impact on intrinsic efficiency of the two levels which 
drive the efficiency of an iterative method : firstly, the exact implicit scheme should provide the 
best damping, that is the best amplification matrix G*; secondly, the iterative method should 
converge as fast as possible to this exact solver. According to formula (3.6.8), for a given exact 
implicit stage (such as the block one studied in the previous section), the convergence rate of an 
approximate solver depends on the coefficient V which is itself a function of the exact implicit 
stage Fourier transform H and of the Fourier transform(s) Ha specific to the chosen approximate 
treatment. This coefficient V should be as small as possible so as to provide the best damping 
for a reduced number of sub-iterations. If Ha = H then V = 0 and the amplification factor 
of the Direct Scheme which provides the best damping is naturally recovered. In the following 
sections, formula (3.6.8) will be used to analyze the amplification factor of the iterative implicit 
treatments described in chapter 2. 

3.7 Alternate Direction Implicit Method 

The ADI or AF method improved by a sub-iterative process aimed at canceling the factorization 
error can be clearly cast into the general form (3.6.6) using the single implicit operator 7ia 

(a = l): 

HADI = {DQ + %)- DÛ1 • (Do + T2) (3.7.1) 

that is 

UADI = H + 7Ï • Do1 • T2 (3.7.2) 

The amplification matrix associated with this method is immediately deduced from (3.6.6) : 

G ADI = G* + VADI (Id — G*) 
(3.7.3) 

VADI = (Id - R-ADl H) 
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with 

HADI = (D0 + Ti) • Dû1 • (Do + T2)=H + Tl- D^1 • T2 (3.7.4) 

One can notice that when a single sub-iteration is performed (p = 1), the original ADI scheme is 
recovered with the corresponding amplification factor GADI = Id — H~^DI • K. Let us now study 
the properties of the ADI(p) or AF(p) method using Von Neumann analysis. 

3.7.1 Global analysis 

Figure 3.7.1: Average (left) and maximum (right) amplification factor of the non-iterative ADI 
scheme. 

The average PADI and maximum (f^jfj amplification factor for the non-iterative ADI scheme 
are plotted in figure (3.7.1) as a function of the Mach number and the CFL number. The very 
well-known behavior of this method, namely a very poor damping for high CFL numbers due 
to a dominant factorization error, is made clear by these plots. We observe that the optimal 
CFL value is around 5 which is also well-established by several studies [64]. The sub-iterative 
process that was previously described (ADI(p) or AF(p)) improves the amplification factor. 
The ADI scheme with 20 sub-iterations provides a better damping of the error (cf. figure 3.7.2). 
However, this damping still deteriorates for high CFL number and we even note instabilities 
for CFL > 100. There is still an optimum CFL number whose value is about 20. We showed 
previously that for such value of the CFL number, the Direct Scheme does not provide the 
best damping, so the efficiency of the ADI method, even with a sub-iterative process, is not 
satisfactory since it does not allow anyhow to recover the convergence rate offered by the exact 
solver. 

3.7.2 Local analysis 

Studying more precisely the properties of the ADI scheme requires a local analysis. We choose 
a low-Mach case (M = 10~3) and we use the ADI scheme with 20 sub-iterations. Since the 
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Figure 3.7.2: Average (left) and maximum (right) amplification factor of the non-iterative ADI 
scheme. 

global analysis showed that the optimum CFL number was 20 in that case, we compare this 
method with the Direct Scheme at CFL 20. The results are presented in figure 3.7.3. The 
amplification factor of the ADI scheme is close to the Direct Scheme for the low wavenumbers. 
Nevertheless, we note that 20 sub-iterations are not sufficient to obtain the same efficiency than 
the Direct Scheme, especially for the high frequency regions. Further analyzes have shown that 
50 sub-iterations have to be made, at least, to recover this efficiency over the entire wavenumber 
domain. This result confirms that ADI scheme, even with a sub-iteration process, is inefficient. 
First, it requires a finite time-step for which the error damping will be anyway sub-optimal 
(with respect to the one that can be expected from the exact treatment); second, it needs a 
large amount of sub-iterations to be as efficient as the Direct Scheme, even for this sub-optimal 
time-step value. 
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3.8 Modified Approximate Factorization Method 

The DDADI or MAF method improved by a sub-iterative process aimed at canceling the factor
ization error can be clearly cast into the general form (3.6.6) using the single implicit operator 
Ha (a = 1) : 
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HMAF = {D + Sx) • D~l • {D + S2) 

that is 

7~LMAF =7i + SI • D~ • S2 

The amplification matrix associated with this method is given by : 

G MAF = G* + VMAF ( ^ ~~ ^*) 

VMAF = (Id — H^AF H) 

with 

HMAF = (D + S1)-D-l-(D + S2) = H + S1- D~l • S2 

(3.8.1) 

(3.8.2) 

(3.8.3) 

(3.8.4) 

As mentioned for the ADI method, one can notice that for one sub-iteration (p = 1), one recovers 
the original MAF scheme, and therefore the original amplification factor GMAF = Id—H~j^AF-K. 
Let us now study the properties of MAF(p) using Von Neumann analysis. 

3.8.1 Global analysis 

0.25 < 

Figure 3.8.1: Average (left) and maximum (right) amplification factor of the non-iterative MAF 
scheme. 

Unlike the ADI scheme, the average amplification factor of the MAF scheme provides a quite 
good damping for all CFL numbers and for all Mach numbers (cf. figure 3.8.1). Unfortunately, 
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we also note that the maximum value of the amplification factor is greater than unity for the 
same conditions. It means that the MAF method is unstable if no sub-iteration process is used. 
The amplification factor of the multi-sweep MAF scheme using 20 sub-iterations is plotted in 
figure 3.8.2. Using the sub-iteration process improves dramatically the efficiency of the scheme 
since it recovers the map of the Direct Scheme (cf. figure 3.5.3). Besides, as the maximum value 
of the amplification factor remains equal to unity, the stability is ensured. Hence, the multi-

Figure 3.8.2: Average (left) and maximum (right) amplification factor of the multi-sweep MAF 
scheme with 20 sub-iterations. 

sweep MAF scheme is a very competitive method compare to the ADI scheme. This technique 
enables the use of infinite time-step and it requires a little amount of sweeps to obtain the same 
efficiency than the Direct Scheme. 

3.8.2 Local analysis 

Let us now lead a local study of the MAF scheme for a low-Mach case (M = 10~3). In figure 
3.8.3, we drew the amplification factor of the original MAF scheme at CFL = 10 and the one 
related to the multi-sweep MAF scheme at CFL = 106 with 20 sub-iterations. As expected from 
the global analysis, instability arises for the original scheme in the low wavenumber regions. 
The plot also shows that, in the same wavenumber regions, the damping of such a scheme is 
quite poor. On the other hand, the multi-sweep scheme provides an excellent damping over the 
entire wavenumber domain. Nevertheless, compare to the Direct Scheme, we note a little loss of 
efficiency in the low frequency area. This loss can be circumvented by increasing the number of 
the sweeps. 

Approximate Factorization methods using a sub-iteration process provides very different 
behaviors according to the choice of Factorization (basic ADI or improved MAF). Indeed, the 
iterative or multi-sweep strategy reveals itself to be almost useless for the ADI scheme while 
it dramatically increases the efficiency of the MAF method. Such results have been further 
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Figure 3.8.3: Amplification factor at M = 10"3 and CFL = 106. Left : Original MAF scheme. 
Right : MAF scheme with 20 sub-iterations. 

investigated in [64] and the observations made in this section do not differ from the conclusions 
previously drawn by these authors. 

3.9 Alternate-Line Jacobi relaxation procedure 

The ALJ relaxation procedure implies two symmetric sweeps per sub-iteration. Hence, one has 
to define two operators as follows : 

Wi = CD + «Si) 

H2 = (D + S2) 

The amplification matrix associated with this method is given by : 

GALJ = G* + VV
ALJ (Id - G„) 

VALJ = (Id - Hï1 H) • (Id - tff1 H) 

(3.9.1) 

(3.9.2) 

with 

ffi = (£> + S i ) 

H2 = (D + S2) 
(3.9.3) 

It is interesting to point out that in the two-dimensional case, the ALJ scheme is, in fact, identical 
to the MAF scheme. Indeed, simple algebra gives : 

VALJ = Id - (H-1 DH~l)-H (3.9.4) 
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(3.10.1) 

and obviously we have : 

Hïl D Hïl = H^AF (3.9.5) 

Consequently, we do not investigate further this method and simply refer to the previous section. 
However, let us mention MAF(p) and ALJ(p) are no longer identical in the 3D case, even though 
the two methods keep quite similar properties (cf. [22] [17]). 

3.10 Alternate-Line Gauss-Seidel relaxation procedure 

The ALGS relaxation procedure requires four inner-sweeps per sub-iteration (cf. chapter 2). It 
can be cast into the general form (3.6.6) provided 4 operators 7ia are defined as follows : 

' Hi = (D + Si -B+£^1) 

H2 = (D + S1-Ê-£+l) 

H3 = (D + S2-À
+£-1) 

k H4 = (D + S2-À-£+l) 

The amplification matrix associated with this method is then given by : 

GALGS = G* + VALGS (Id — G*) 

VALGS = (Id - H^1 H) • (Id - H^1 H) • (Id - H^1 H) • (Id - tff1 H) 

with the Fourier symbols : 

Hi = (D + Si - E+e~ir]) 

H2 = (D + Si - 5 -e + i " ) 

H3 = (D + S2- À+e-&) 

% H4 = (D + S2-À-e+k) 

Let us now study the efficiency of this scheme using Von Neumann analysis. 

3.10.1 Global analysis 

The average PALGS and maximum p™£gS amplification factor of the ALGS method are plotted 
in figure 3.10.1. A strong instability is noticeable for the highest CFL numbers. Even though 
this scheme provides a very good global damping for all CFL numbers and all Mach number, it 
cannot be used for CFL greater than 30. Increasing the number of sweeps do not circumvent 
these instabilities, on the contrary it deteriorates even more dramatically the amplification factor 
(cf. figure 3.10.2). The formula (3.6.8) provides a clear explanation of this behavior, at least 
when a scalar advection problem is consider - but the mechanism extends to the system case - : 
the relationship \G — G*| = |l^|p |l — G*| can be immediately deduced from (3.6.8); if \V\P > 1, 

(3.10.2) 

(3.10.3) 
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Figure 3.10.1: Average (left) and maximum (right) amplification factor of the ALGS scheme with 
one sub-iteration. 

which turns to be the case when ALGS is applied to the first-order upwind implicit stage, then 
increasing the number of sub-iterations p tends to further increase the difference between G* and 
G up to a complete divergence of the iterative solver. Such a behaviour was outlined by Buelow 
et al. in [12]. Analyzes of the I/I ALGS scheme performed in this work also show unstable 
behaviors for high CFL numbers. This means that this instability does not arise from the non-
consistent choice of a first-order implicit stage / third-order explicit stage but is directly related 
to the first-order implicit stage. This point is further confirmed by stability results obtained with 
ALGS applied to a Lax-Wendroff type implicit scheme for which no instability is detected [18]. 
In fact, this instability of ALGS(p) seems to be closely connected with the multi-dimensional 
upwind implicit stage : ALGS inner iteration process can be split into two main sweeps, the first 
one in the ^-direction, the second one in the y-direction; now, using a sweep in one direction 
only avoids the occurrence of instabilities but leads to a poor damping of the error while the 
combination of both sweeps can provide a very good damping if the time-step is restricted. 

3.10.2 Local analysis 

In figure 3.10.3, the amplification factor of the ALGS(l) scheme is presented for M = 10~3 and 
for two different CFL numbers. As previously shown on the global analysis, for CFL = 106, 
there exists a little peak for which the amplification factor is greater than unity. This peak is 
located in the very low frequency area, consequently, in practical computations, if the mesh is 
not fine enough, high CFL numbers can be used anyhow without triggering instability. This 
may be the reason for the conventional wisdom which considers Gauss-Seidel method applied 
to a block-implicit upwind scheme as unconditionally stable. On the other hand, the ALGS(l) 
scheme at CFL = 20 is as efficient as the Direct Scheme (cf. figure 3.7.3) and remains stable over 
the entire wavenumber domain. Thus, unless the time-step has to be restricted, the ALGS(l) 
scheme provides a good damping, moreover it requires only one sub-iteration which is very cheap 
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Figure 3.10.3: Amplification factor of the ALGS(l) scheme at M = 10 - 3 . Left : CFL = 20. 
Right : CFL = 106. 
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3.11 Point Jacobi relaxation procedure 

PJ scheme is certainly the simplest relaxation method. Indeed the associated single operator 
Ha (a = 1) is given by : 

HPJ = D (3.11.1) 

The amplification matrix is therefore defined as follows : 

GPJ = G* + V*j (Id - G») 
(3.11.2) 

VPj = (Id - D~l H) 

Unfortunately, such a simplicity involves an important lack of efficiency which will appear in the 
Von Neumann analysis described in the next paragraph. 

3.11.1 Global analysis 

The PJ scheme without inner iteration (p = 1) is strongly unstable for all CFL numbers and for 
all Mach numbers (cf. figure 3.11.1). This instability is partially circumvented if 50 sub-iterations 
are made : PJ(50) scheme is then stable for CFL numbers smaller than 30. The average of the 
amplification factor seems to show a rather good damping in such conditions. Let us now make 
a local analysis in order to investigate a bit more deeply the particular behavior of the PJ(p) 
scheme. 

Figure 3.11.1: Average (left) and maximum (right) amplification factor of the PJ(1) scheme. 

3.11.2 Local analysis 

The local analysis is performed for M = 10~3 and CFL = 20 (stable conditions) and results 
are presented in figure 3.11.3. Using PJ scheme with 50 sub-iterations enables to obtain a good 
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Figure 3.11.2: Average (left) and maximum (right) amplification factor of the PJ scheme with 
50 sub-iterations. 

damping over a large part of the wavenumber domain. The amplification factor map becomes 
close to the Direct Scheme's one (cf. figure 3.11.3); however, spurious oscillations occur, specially 
for the high frequencies, along the diagonal line £ = r\. To emphasize this behavior a cutline of 
the amplification factor along £ = r\ is also plotted for the PJ scheme and the Direct Scheme. 
Reducing the number of sub-iterations yields less oscillations but of larger amplitude which 
can therefore leads to instabilities. On the other hand, increasing the number of sub-iterations 
yields a greater number of oscillations, each of smaller amplitude. Using 100 sub-iterations 
at CFL = 20 allows to make all the oscillations vanish or, more precisely, yields such small-
amplitude oscillations that they can no longer be detected. During the course of this study, 
it was noted that the Line-Jacobi scheme displays a similar behavior - note Line-Jacobi (LJ) 
means relaxation is performed along the x direction or the y direction and not successively along 
both directions as in the Alternate-Line Jacobi method. The LJ method applied in the first (x) 
space-direction makes use of the operator 7i\ = D + S\ and its associated VLJ coefficient reads : 

VLJ = Id- Hïl H = -(D + S1)~
lS2 (3.11.3) 

The amplification map of this method is presented in figure 3.11.4. The efficiency is clearly close 
to the Direct Scheme's one but we note that here again oscillations appear, along the line £ = 0 in 
this case. The plot of the amplification factor along this line shows a "sine curve" phenomenon. 
For both the PJ and LJ methods, this oscillation problem highly disturbs the damping at high 
CFL numbers since a large amount of sub-iterations is needed to cancel the "sine curve" effect, 
making these methods potentially expensive. 
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Figure 3.11.3: Amplification factor of the PJ(50) scheme at M = 10"3 and CFL = 20. Left 
Map over the whole wavenumber domain. Right : Diagonal profile along £ = r\. 
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Figure 3.11.4: Amplification factor of the LJ(20) scheme at M = 10"3 and CFL = 20. Left : 
Map over the whole wavenumber domain. Right : Diagonal profile along £ = r\. 

3.12 Symmetric Gauss-Seidel relaxation procedure 

The SGS relaxation procedure requires two inner-sweeps per sub-iteration (cf. chapter 2); these 
two steps are defined by the two following operators as follows : 

H2 = (D + À-£+1+Ê-£+1] 
(3.12.1) 
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The amplification matrix associated with this method is then given by : 

GSGS = G* + VgGS (Id — G*) 
(3.12.2) 

VSGS = (Id - Hï1 H) • (Id - Hï1 H) 

with 

Hi = (D- À+e~k - Ê+e~iv) 
(3.12.3) 

H2 = (D + À-e+1« + Ê-e+lfi) 

When only one sub-iteration is performed, SGS scheme is also called LU approximate factoriza
tion method, and will be denoted LU-SGS in the remainder of the section (rather than SGS(1)). 
Now, let us study the efficiency of LU-SGS and SGS(p) using the Von Neumann analysis. 

3.12.1 Global analysis 

The maximum and the average values of the amplification factor versus CFL and Mach numbers 
are presented in figures 3.12.1 and 3.12.2. We notice that LU-SGS scheme is unstable for Mach 
numbers close to unity, even if the CFL is small. It is therefore necessary to perform several 
inner iterations in order to circumvent the instability. As shown in figure 3.12.2, using 20 sub-
iterations enables to recover the efficiency of the Direct Scheme. It is noticeable that, unlike the 
ALGS scheme, the SGS scheme remains stable even at high CFL numbers. However, Buelow et 
al. in [12] show that SGS(p) loses a great part of its efficiency for high aspect ratios - this point 
will be further investigated in the second part of this thesis, when SGS is applied for solving a 
matrix-free implicit stage. Nevertheless, the SGS method remains of great interest since it can be 
easily applied on unstructured grids, like PJ of course, which is not the case for other methods. 

Figure 3.12.1: Average (left) and maximum (right) amplification factor of the LU-SGS scheme. 
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Figure 3.12.2: Average (left) and maximum (right) amplification factor of the SGS scheme with 
20 sub-iterations. 

3.12.2 Local analysis 

The local analysis is made for a low-Mach number case (M = 10~3) and at CFL = 106. In 
such conditions, the LU-SGS scheme is stable but its efficiency is poor, especially in the low 
wavenumber regions (cf. figure 3.12.3). Using 20 inner-iterations provides excellent damping 
over the entire wavenumber domain, the efficiency is very close to the Direct Scheme's one 
making the SGS scheme an attractive method, in particular for computing flows on unstructured 
grids, since it can be easily implemented on such grids. 

3.13 Conclusions 

The present chapter concludes the first part of this thesis devoted to the analysis of some classical 
implicit methods, with the objective to select the most efficient treatment for the block implicit 
scheme with which we plan to compare the matrix-free treatment developed in the next part of 
the thesis. Let us recall memory storage has not yet been taken into account in our analysis 
of efficiency, which has been mainly focused on intrinsic efficiency. Among the line implicit 
treatments, i.e. those that make use at some stage of tridiagonal system inversion(s), ALGS(p) 
with p very small (typically p = 1 or 2) appears as the most efficient treatment, even though 
some instabilities may occur on very fine grids. The point implicit treatments such as PJ(p) and 
SGS(p) offer a much lower unit cost since they only require the local inversion of a 4 x 4 (in 2D) 
block for each non-linear iteration but since they also need a larger number of inner iterations 
(especially PJ(p) because of the oscillatory behavior of the amplification factor) to achieve the 
Direct Solver's intrinsic efficiency they are not necessarily more globally efficient than ALGS(l) 
for instance. The hierarchy between ALGS(p) and mostly SGS(p) depends also on the unit 
cost of each treatment, itself dependent on the particular implementation of the method within 
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Figure 3.12.3: Amplification factor of the SGS scheme at M = 1 0 - 3 and CFL = 106. Left : 
SGS(l) . Right : SGS(20). 

the flow solver. In this work, all the block implicit treatments presented up to now have been 
implemented within a "model" structured flow solver, dedicated to the solution of the Euler 
and Navier-Stokes equations on Cartesian grids. Numerical experiments carried out with this 
code have shown ALGS(l) was in practice the most efficient treatment (regardless of memory 
issue); consequently, ALGS(l) will be retained in the second part of this work as the reference 
block implicit treatment (as far as computational efficiency is concerned). It is worthwhile to 
point out SGS(p), though found less computationally efficient than ALGS(l) when used in our 
model structured-grid flow solver to solve the block-implicit Roe upwind scheme, is particularly 
interesting in the perspective of an application in the context of unstructured grids. With this 
property in mind, a particular attention will be devoted to this point treatment in the next part 
of this thesis when looking for an approximate solution of the matrix-free implicit stage since 
the planned implementation of the matrix-free treatment in CAST3M has to be realized for 
unstructured grid computations (note also the PJ(p) will be reconsidered because its properties 
when applied to the matrix-free implicit stage will be quite different from those observed with 
the block implicit stage). 
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4.1 Objectives 

The first part of the thesis has been dedicated to the description of implicit treatments which 
provide a high intrinsic efficiency, namely a fast damping of all error modes. However, as men
tioned in the introduction of this work, such an efficiency is usually obtained at the expense 
of a relatively high unit computational cost and strong memory requirements. The excessive 
memory demand introduced by an implicit stage is mainly related to the use of block Jacobian 
matrices when linearizing the numerical fluxes so as to derive the implicit part of the scheme. 
Hence, a way to reduce memory requirements is to develop implicit treatments that do not rely 
on full Jacobian matrices and this may be achieved by introducing simplifications in the explicit 
stage linearization. The price to pay for such a simplified choice of implicit stage is a loss of 
intrinsic efficiency; nevertheless, if the unit computational cost is also reduced, a competitive 
global efficiency can be preserved. As already pointed out in the general introduction of this 
work, a low-cost/low-memory/low intrinsic efficiency implicit treatment is one of the trade-off 
solutions to the multi-objective optimization problem represented by the derivation of a globally 
efficient implicit scheme. The second part of this thesis is entirely devoted to the review of 

Cost per point 
per iteration 

(to minimize) 

First Part 

Intrinsic Efficiency 
(to maximize) 

Figure 4.1.1: Pareto optimal set for an efficient implicit treatment. 
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such low-cost treatments as alternative solutions to the high-cost/large-memory/high intrinsic 
efficiency treatments detailed in the first part of the thesis (see also figure 4.1). 
Several low-cost implicit treatments have been developed since the early-eighties. The diago-
nalized implicit treatments firstly introduced by Pulliam and Chaussée [65] in the context of 
compressible flows and recently extended to low-Mach unsteady flows [10] allow to reduce unit 
cost but they do not ensure enough reduction in memory requirements when large scale prob
lems are computed. It is therefore necessary to opt for even more simplified methods such as 
Matrix-Free implicit treatments. These methods consist in replacing the absolute values of Ja-
cobian matrices that appear in the implicit stage after the linearization of an upwind scheme, by 
their spectral radius [38]. Then, approximating the product between Jacobian matrix and time-
increments of the conserved variables by the time-increment of the flux-vectors [71], it is possible 
to obtain a truly Matrix-Free implicit scheme [48]. However, when low-Mach unsteady flows are 
computed using a dual-time stepping approach, the scheme loses its matrix-free properties and 
both unit cost and memory requirements increase significantly. The objective of this chapter is 
to outline an implicit treatment which preserves the simplicity of the Matrix-Free approach for 
low-Mach unsteady flows. The difficulties related to this kind of flows will be detailed and it will 
be shown how to reap the benefit of the Turkel's preconditioner's properties so as to produce a 
truly Matrix-Free scheme for all speed flows. The following chapters (5, 6 and 7) will then be 
devoted to the systematic analysis of the intrinsic efficiency of the new implicit treatment for a 
wide range of configurations (inviscid or viscous, steady or unsteady flows); in particular, the a 
priori Von Neumann analysis will give us the opportunity to tune properly the cut-off definition 
that must be selected when computing low-Mach number flows with a preconditioned upwind 
scheme : the need to adapt this definition to the type of problem under study (inviscid/viscous, 
steady/unsteady) will be underlined. The last chapter of this second part will eventually provide 
some comparisons between an efficient implicit block treatment and the Matrix-Free schemes 
over representative test-cases, computed on structured grids. The possibility to obtain a satis
factory global efficiency from a low-cost matrix-free treatment will be demonstrated in a way 
convincing enough to justify further developments for the implementation of this technique in 
the numerical platform CAST3M. 

4.2 Matrix-Free implicit treatment 

4.2.1 General principles 

Let us first describe the design principles of the Matrix-Free implicit treatment for the 2D Euler 
equations. In the manner of the first chapter, let us consider the class of upwind schemes which 
are defined as follows : 

FT+y = ((^fE)n-D^wn)i+y 

where D\ and D2 are matrices of numerical dissipation. The implicit stage reads : 

™+l _ , „ « . / x p x r i \ ra+1 

= 0 (4.2.1) < i - < ; , fhF , 52G 
At \ ôx by / 
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The derivation of a Matrix-Free implicit stage is carried out in two steps. First, only the dissi-
pative parts of the numerical fluxes are linearized around time level (n + 1) : 

[Drfiw]^1 = D^6iwn + A [Dtfiw]" « D?5iwn + D?5iAwn , 
(4.2.2) 

[D252w]n+1 = D%52w
n + A [D252w]n « D%52w

n + D%52Awn , 

while the centered parts of the numerical fluxes are computed using the definition of the time 
increment A<pn = <pn+1 — <pn : 

w(/Er+ 1 = pi( /Er+wA(/Er , ^(gEr+i = ^(gEr+^A(9
Er . (4.2.3) 

Hence, the numerical fluxes at time level (n + f ) now read : 

pn+i ~Fn + / X l A(/ E ) r a - D?5iAwn , 
(4.2.4) 

Gn+i ~Gn + l_i2A(gE)n - D%52Awn . 

The second step consists in replacing the dissipation matrices D\ and D2 by the numerical scalar 
dissipation of the Rusanov scheme : 

A —• \p{AE)Id = \pfld 
(4.2.5) 

D2 —• \p(BE)Id = \pEId 

Note such a simplification can be performed without altering the stability of the numerical 
treatment because the dissipation matrices are definite positive. The numerical fluxes at time 
level (n + 1) are finally approximated as follows : 

Fn+i ~Fn + ^ A C / ^ ) " - i (pf )n5iAwn , 

Gn+i ~G
n + p2A(gE)n - \{pE)n52Awn . 

Inserting expressions (4.2.6) into the implicit stage (4.2.1) yields : 

(4.2.6) 

Co Aw?, + C7Aw\ %j l ^wi-i,j 
cT^?+ij Co-Aw?^ CtAw?tJ+1 

= -At-TZ^ - aiôm^if^li ~ T2^2/x2A(5
E)™7 

(4.2.7) 

where the explicit residual TZ? • is defined as follows 
%j 

S_i£ + ô_2G\n 

Sx ôy ) i à 

and where the coefficients C are now given by : 

' cr = 4*i (Pf)lh3 

ct = 4*i (pf):+y 

<% = 4 * 2 ( P % + 1 

Co = 1 — C-̂  — Gj — C2 — C2 

(4.2.8 

file:///pfld
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Eventually, the implicit contributions in the LHS and RHS of scheme (4.2.7) are truly Matrix-
Free and it is noticeable that the simplifications that have been performed do not affect the 
explicit stage accuracy. Thus, the accuracy of the scheme remains unchanged provided that the 
method converges to a steady-state. Moreover, let us emphasize that this Matrix-Free implicit 
treatment does only require simplifications and approximations over the dissipative terms derived 
from the linearization. The scheme (4.2.7) involving increment vector Awn and flux increment 
vectors A(fE)n and A{gE)n has now to be solved. 

Remark : 

A number of viewpoints are encountered in the literature when it comes to the derivation of 
the previous matrix-free implicit stage; they are briefly reviewed here for the sake of a complete 
reference to existing works. Following the viewpoint adopted by Sharov and Nakahashi [71] and 
later used by Lôhner et al. in [48], a starting point for the matrix-free treatment derivation will 
be the classical linearization of the numerical fluxes around time level (n + 1) : 

Fn+i KtFn + (AE)n(iiAwn - D?5iAwn , 

Gn+i KtGn + (BE)n(i2Awn - D%52Awn . 

Then, performing a spectral radius simplification over the dissipative terms leads to : 

pn+i ~Fn + (AE)nmAwn - \{pf)n5iAwn , 

Gn+1 ~Gn + (BE)n^2Awn - \{()f)nô2Awn . 

Inserting these expressions into the implicit stage yields : 

Awfd + aM(AE)n^Awn)hj - i<7i<*i ((pf ) ^ I A W " ) M . 

(4.2.9) 
+ a262((B

E)nLi2Awn)hj - \a2ô2({pETô2Awn)tj = -At-TZ^ 

At this point, it is noticeable that, although a spectral radius simplification was introduced, the 
LHS still contains Jacobian matrices AE and BE'. Hence, the resolution of the system remains 
expensive and the issues related to memory requirements are not solved. In order to circumvent 
this difficulty, the product of the Jacobian matrix and incremental vector can be approximated 
by the increment of the flux vector : 

AE • IMAwn « piA(/ er = m {{fEr+l - (fEr) 
(4.2.10) 

BE • [i2Awn « fi2A(gE)n = p 2 {(gE)n+1 - (gE)n) 

Inserting these relations in (4.2.9) yields : 

CoAw?tJ + C f A < _ 1 ) i + C + A < + 1 J - + C 2 -A«£ ,_ 1 + C2+A«,?.+1 

= -At-K?tj - < 7 i < ^ i A ( / % . - a262fx2A(gE)^ 

where (4.2.7) is recovered, with the coefficients CÉ1 still defined by (4.2.8). 
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Since some numerical fluxes such as AUSM+ or CUSP cannot be easily written under 
the form of a centered flux augmented with a matrix or scalar dissipation flux, yet another 
viewpoint for the design of the Matrix-Free implicit scheme can be given. Let us indeed consider 
the numerical fluxes Fn+l and Gn+l and let us expand these fluxes as follows : 

pn+1 _ pn j ^ £±Fn 

Gn+1 =Gn + AGn 

In order to obtain a Matrix-Free implicit stage, an inconsistent evaluation of the time-increment 
flux vectors is performed, i.e. the latter are computed using the first order space accurate 
Rusanov scheme : 

AFRus = ^(A(fE)n) - yfôi(Awn) , 

AGRus = i^2(A(gE)n) - \pE 52(Awn) . 

We recall that once the steady solution is reached, these increments vanish and, therefore, the 
choice of the Rusanov scheme to evaluate them does not affect the accuracy of the solution. Now 
inserting these expressions into the implicit stage yields again the previously obtained matrix-free 
implicit stage : 

Aw?tj + < 7 i < ^ i A ( / % - i<7i<*i ((pf TSiAw")^ 

+ a252ii2A(gE)l3 - \a252 ( ( p f ) ^ 2 A u , % = - A t • K^ 

The matrix-free treatment can thus be seen as a non-consistent (in the general case) implicitation 
of a given upwind explicit stage - the implicit and explicit stages being consistent when the 
Rusanov scheme is also used for the explicit space discretization, which is rarely done in practice 
because of the large numerical dissipation associated with this scheme. The idea of coupling / 
combining various implicit and explicit stages in order to improve the global efficiency properties 
of a flow solver has been investigated for instance in [1], but in the context of block-implicit 
schemes. The recent work [51], where the above Rusanov-type implicit stage is now coupled with 
an HLL-based explicit stage after having been used in conjunction with other upwind explicit 
stages, illustrates the flexibility of such a non-consistent choice. Naturally, the global efficiency of 
the matrix-free treatment depends on the unit cost that can be achieved when actually solving 
the implicit stage (4.2.7)-(4.2.8) : this point is detailed hereafter, in particular in the case of 
all-speed flows, which introduces a preconditioning matrix in the implicit stage. 

4.2.2 Reso lut ion of the Matrix-Free scheme 

In this paragraph, we want to outline how to solve the Matrix-Free implicit stage which contains 
variable increment vector Awn and flux increment vectors A ( / ) n and A(g ) n . To achieve this 
task, an iterative technique is used and the flux increment vectors are first relaxed as follows : 

= -At-Kl3 - alôl^lA(fE)((!j - a2ô2^2A{gE)^ 
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where the exponent (I) denotes the counter of the iterative method. In order to reduce the 
memory storage of the method, one can employ the Point Jacobi relaxation procedure which is 
especially easy to implement on unstructured grids. All extra-diagonal terms are also relaxed, 
thus, the Matrix-Free Point Jacobi (MF-PJ) scheme reads : 

A 0+1) 1 

A w ; • ' = —— • %j Co 
-At-K^ 

cr^u 

<7l(^lA(/B)g a2ô2^A(gE)^ 

C2^S-l ° 2 lXWi,j+l 

(4.2.11) 

This Matrix-Free formulation does not require any matrix inversion since the coefficient Co is 
purely scalar. The method is therefore very cheap in terms of both cost per iteration and mem
ory storage. Of course, the Point Jacobi procedure is well known to display a poor intrinsic 
efficiency : a thorough analysis is therefore required to determine whether the low-cost of the 
treatment can nonetheless balance this poor efficiency; such a study, relying on Von Neumann 
analysis for evaluating intrinsic efficiency and on test-problems in order to take into account the 
actual cost of the approach, will be performed in the following chapters. 
The Matrix-Free implicit scheme could be improved, as far as intrinsic efficiency is concerned, by 
resorting to other solution methods, such as the line-treatments described in the previous chap
ters. However, since we also require the method to remain easy to implement on unstructured 
grids, we rather turn toward the Symmetric Gauss-Seidel relaxation procedure, which seems a 
good candidate to ensure such requirements, that is to improve over Point Jacobi concerning 
intrinsic efficiency while remaining easy to implement on unstructured grids. Indeed, we previ
ously showed that this procedure enables the implicit Block scheme to recover the Direct Solver 
efficiency with a number of inner-iterations much reduced with respect to Point Jacobi. The 
next chapters, including Von Neumann analysis as well as validation test-cases, will be dedicated 
to the study of this procedure coupled with the Matrix-Free implicit stage that has just been 
described. Meanwhile, let us describe how to modify the PJ algorithm so as to adapt it to the 
SGS strategy. The MF-PJ algorithm reads : 

&wf] = 0 , 1 = 0, p 

Aw 0+i) 
Co 

-At • K, + « 7 1 ^ ( ^ ) 2 ^ . + CrAw^ + a^-AigZfl, + C^Aw^ 

-°iU(fEtij + CtAwZ, ~ 4 A ^ ) 8 + i + ^ A - S + i 

vJ?tl = w?< + Aw, 
hj hj 

(p) 

(4.2.12) 

The SGS algorithm makes immediately use of the states that are being evaluated during the 
forward sweep (resp. the backward sweep) in order to compute the next ones. Thus, the new 
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algorithm reads : 

Awfj = 0 , 1 = 0, p 

Forward sweep 

A« ,« = i -
%j Co 

At • K^ + a : i A ( / E ) « ,, + Cf A u ^ ,, + <r2± A ( ^ ) « - i + C2"Au&U 

- ^ A ( / E ) g u + C + A « , « u - a 2 ± A ( ^ ) £ + 1 + C+Au,. 

Backward sweep : 

^ A ( / B ) Ï Ï ! . + C + A - 2 i . " ^ A ( ^ ) g + 1 + C+A«,g + 1 

Aw. • = — l<3 Co 
"At • ^ . + a^A(fEthj + C f A u , ^ . + a 2 i A ( 5

E ) g _ 1 + C 2 " A ^ i 

< f = < , + A u ® 

(4.2.13) 

It is clear that the above algorithm does not add complexity to the method since it only requires 
the inversion of the coefficient Co- Moreover it still does not involve any matrix storage. In 
the rest of the thesis, it will be denoted MF-SGS. As explained earlier, the MF-SGS scheme is 
expected to provide a better efficiency than the MF-PJ scheme. We will study the properties of 
theses schemes in the next chapters when successively applied to inviscid, viscous and unsteady 
flow problems. Therefore, let us describe in the next section the extension of the Matrix-Free 
framework to viscous flows. 

4.2.3 Extens ion t o viscous flows 

In the first chapter, we retained a simplified implicit stage for the viscous fluxes in order to 
preserve the diagonal dominance of the I/III system. The numerical viscous fluxes at time level 
(n + 1) are therefore linearized as follows : 

(VVvn+l r^(vV\n i(AV\n ^ l W>i+l/2,j 
(* h+l/2,j ~ (* h+l/2,j + KAl k+l/2,j ^ 

(r<V\n+l ^ (r,V\n J _ / D V \ I Î I 2 Wk,j-l/2 
^ k,j-l/2 ~ Ie* kj-1/2 + \a1 >i,j-l/2 ^ 

Qf-v Q„v 
where we recall that A-, = —— and B2 = ——- So as to preserve the Matrix-Free property, 

OWX OWy 

matrices A\ and B\ are replaced by their viscous spectral radius. In appendix A, it is shown 
for the sake of completeness that both matrices possess the same spectral radius : 

P(A\) = P<M) = „y = j ^ - (4.2.14) 
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However, in the rest of the thesis, for the sake of clarity, we will distinguish the viscous spectral 
radius in each direction by setting : 

•AT 
Sx 

V 
p\ = p 

and v 
P2 = P 

P,V 
°2 
Sy 

Hence, the simplified numerical fluxes read : 

\ r >i+l/2,j (^Jm/y + WlmA^^^iA; 

(4.2.15) 

(^ )i,j-l/2 ~ ^ H,j-l/2 (GV)7,-V2 + (PÏ)h-i/2(^Aw)lJ_1/2 

Inserting these expressions into the implicit stage yields : 

C f A < _ l i i + C+Aw^j CoAw?j C^Awl^ CÎAwl3+l 

= -At-K 
hj 

aiôiHiA(f E\n <j2S2fi2A(gE)^ 

where the coefficients G take into account the viscous contribution : 

cr = 
ct = 
c2~ = 

c+ = 

(I E i V\n 

l \ E i V\n 

-a2(iPf+Pr)i,_è 

-a2(Ipf + Pr)I,+i 

(4.2.16) 

Go — 1 — Gi — Gi — Co CoH 
^0 — -L ^ ! ^ ! ^ 2

 w 2 

Besides, the explicit stage reads : 

'5i{FE-Fv) , £ 2 ( G E -
7?™- = 

G y ^ 

£ir £y 
* , j 

Hence, the Matrix-Free implicit treatment extends straightforwardly to viscous flows. Indeed, 
thanks to the viscous spectral radius simplification, there is no need to store the viscous Jacobian 
matrices and the simplicity of the method is preserved. The scheme can then be solved using 
SGS procedure or PJ method as well. In chapter 6, the impact of the viscous spectral radius 
simplification on the efficiency of the scheme will be studied. In the next paragraph, the extension 
of the method to the resolution of unsteady flows is presented. 

4 . 2 . 4 E x t e n s i o n t o u n s t e a d y flows 

In the first chapter, the dual-time stepping formulation was introduced so as to compute un
steady flows. We showed that this method enables us to use the convergence speedup strategies 
ordinarily applied for steady flow calculations. In this paragraph, we will outline how the dual-
time stepping scheme can be also easily adapted to the Matrix-Free framework. 
Let us first recall the expression of the dual-time stepping discretization : 

n,m-\-l 

AT ' 2At ' V Sx ' Sy ) ^ = ° 

n,m-\-l 
W- • W %3 

o n,m-\-l 
3wi,j ^,+<Jl 

Si{Fl F V\ S2(G
E -G 
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where A T is the pseudo-time step and wn'm+l denotes the state at pseudo-time ( m + 1 ) A T in the 
convergence process toward the physical state at time (n + l )A i . The Matrix-Free simplifications 
can be simply applied during the linearization of the numerical fluxes around the pseudo-time 
level (n,m). As far as the inviscid numerical fluxes are concerned, we have : 

?E\n,m-\-l (FE)n'm + /iiA(fE)n'm - \{pE)n'm5iAwn'm 
(F 

(GE)n'm+l « {GE)n'm + p2A{gE)n'm - \{pE)n'm52Awn'm 

Similarly, the viscous spectral radius simplification yields : 

(Fv)n>m+l « (Fv)n'm + {pX)n'm5iAwn>m , 

(Gv)n>m+l « {Gv)n'm + (p%)n>m62Awn>m . 

(4.2.17) 

(4.2.18) 
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Inserting these expression into the implicit stage yields : 

CQAWJJ + Cx Aw;!-, „• + Ci Att>„-li „• + Co Aw, !,._-, + CT Att>„- I,-n,m 
'Ji-lJ 

Ji+l,j 
n,m 

'JiJ-l 
4- A r i ,m 
2 A w i J + l 

= - A r - ^ r - al6lplA(fE)lf - a262p2A(gE)lf 
(4.2.19) 

%j 

where the coefficients C are now given by : 

' Cï = -vi {\PI 

Ct = -vi {\PE 

r ~ — rr (l nE I nV\n'm 

C 2 - -<T2 (2P2 + P2)ij-1 

V\n,m 

V\n.m 

(4.2.20) 

~y\ Ct = - o 2 { ^ + pv
2 

'hj-

c0 = (1 + |A) - c^ - c+ - a 2 ° 2 

with 

A T _ AT _ AT 

At ôx 5y 

The operator it™'™1 remains unchanged with respect to the block-implicit scheme : 

'Hi ~ 
3w?,r-^w?H + w?71 fôl{FE-Fv) 52{GE-Gv^n'm 

hj %j hj 

2At ôx 5y 
v 

Eventually, SGS relaxation procedure as well as P J algorithm can be employed to solve the 
Matrix-Free dual-time stepping scheme. Thus, the extension of the Matrix-Free implicit treat
ment to unsteady flows does not add complexity. We now want to study the impact of the 
low-Mach preconditioning on the MF formulation. 
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4.2.5 Impact of the low-Mach preconditioning 

In the first chapter, we showed that the low-Mach preconditioning only modifies the pseudo-time 
derivative term and the dissipation of the numerical inviscid fluxes. The preconditioning has 
therefore an impact on the spectral radius simplification, indeed, the preconditioned Rusanov 
scheme reads : 

F^L = (M/ E ) - \P{PAE)P-^ • slW)i+itj = (MfE) - \~pfP-1 • Siw)t+ y 
Gff\ = (p2(g

E) - \p{PBE)P~l • 62w\3_h = (p2(g
E) " \PÏP~1 • S2w)itj. 

As a result, applying the substitution of the numerical dissipation matrices yields in this precon
ditioned case : 

CD 
O 
O 
CM 

c 
03 

—) 
CO 
CM 

c 
o 
to 

CD 
> 

(F~E) 

(GE) 

n,m-\-l 

n,m-\-l 

{FEf 

(GEy 

Pi(AfE)n'm - \pEP~l • i i A # 

H2(AgE)n>m - \pEP~x • 52Awr' 

(4.2.21) 

and inserting this linearization into the implicit stage leads to : 

/~» A n,m /~~i+ A n,m 
ClAwi+lJ C2 Aw,;.,! /~~i+ A n,m 

C2A^,j+l 

= -AT-H. 
hj 

a1ô1p1A(fE)lf a2ô2p2A(gEyn'm 
(4.2.22) 

'so 

with 

CM 
0 O 
CD 

m 
CO 
o 
o 

I 

CD 

and 

F V\ 

2At 

cr = -a {\~pfp-1 

Ct = -*i {\~PfP-1 

C2" = "(72 (\~P%P-1 

ÔX 

n,m pxidj: 

PI Idh+y 
V Tj\n>m 

Ct = -a2{\pEP^+pXldr^+1 

Co =P- j Al Û — Oi — Oi — Oo — O9 

52(G
E -G 

6y 

V\ 

so 

(4.2.23) 

Thus, the diagonal coefficient Co given by (4.2.23) is now a full matrix, to be inverted, and 
coefficient C^ are also block coefficients, so that storage requirement and operations count of 
the implicit treatment increase for low-Mach number flows. The next section explains how it 
is possible to take advantage of the properties of the preconditioning matrix P to keep the 
preconditioned approach as simple as its compressible flow version. 

file:///~pfP-1
file://{/~pfp-1
file://{/~PfP-1
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4.3 Preserving the Matrix-Free property with Preconditioning 

4.3.1 General framework 

Before detailing the Matrix-Free method for low-Mach number flows, let us introduce a general 
framework to compute the time-accurate Navier-Stokes equations on multi-dimensional (2D or 
3D) Cartesian grids : this gives us the opportunity to show the numerical developments that are 
almost constantly presented in 2D in this thesis for the sake of simplicity can be extended to the 
3D case in a genuinely straightforward fashion. The multidimensional governing equations read : 

dr + dt + ^ dxp ^ dxp '
 [ ' 

p=l r p=l r 

where we recall that w is the vector of the conserved variable, r is the pseudo-time, t is the 
physical time, fp and f^ are respectively the convective and viscous fluxes in the pth space-
direction [d is the dimension of the problem) and P is a preconditioning matrix which takes, in 
the present work, the form proposed in [75] as described in details in section 1.3.2 - the properties 
of this preconditioning matrix will be further recalled in section 4.3.2. To solve system (4.3.1), 
the following numerical scheme is used : 

Awn'm ï(wn'm+1 - wn) - ±Awra_1 d /à h \n'm+l 

(p-i)r»£^_ + ! ^ w>> **wo +Y rA) = 0 , (4.3.2) 
'i Ar" ' m At ^\Sxp/ j 

where m is the pseudo-iteration counter, n is the time step counter, Awn'm = wn'm+l — w"-'"7-, 
Aw™"1 = wn — wn~l, j = (ji,J2,---,jd) is a multi-integer associated with a point 
xj = (ji^xi,... ,jdôxd) of a regular Cartesian grid. (5php) is the difference operator on a 
grid cell 8P in the pth space-direction applied to the numerical flux hp approximating the physi-
cal flux (fp

E - ft) : 

(ôphp)j = (hp)j+î2_ - (hp)j_?2. 

where ep is a multi-integer with the q-fk component epq which is equal to 0 if q / p and to 1 if 
q = p. Equation (4.3.2) can be written in the following form : 

(4.3.3) 
A n,m „ A n,m 

mAWj' 3 Aw.' 
^ c >i AT™'"1 2 At 

in explicit stage given by : 

3 / n,m n\ 1 

{ ]i ~ At 

. M A M =_ 

P=i v OXP y J 

p=l V °Xp J 3 

- {K)n
3>

m 

When the steady state with respect to pseudo-time r is reached, the LHS of (4.3.3) goes to zero, 
hence, the numerical approach used to compute the LHS of equation (4.3.3) does not affect the 
(space and time) accuracy of the method (provided that the convergence on m is reached). We 
can then apply the Matrix-Free simplifications on the LHS terms. On the other hand, in the 
RHS of (4.3.3), the inviscid fluxes are computed using classical inviscid numerical fluxes (e.g. 
Roe, Rusanov AUSM+... ), extended to higher order using a variable reconstruction approach 
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(MUSCL) and with a numerical dissipation taking into account the preconditioning of (4.3.1). 
Viscous fluxes are approximated at second-order using centered formula (cf. chapter 1). 

In order to apply the Matrix-Free method that was described in the previous sections, 
the inviscid fluxes of the LHS are evaluated using the first-order accurate preconditioned 
Rusanov scheme : 

hp = PPfP ~ \p-lp{PA^)6pw , (4.3.4) 

where pp is the average operator over a grid cell in the pth space direction : 

(PP4>P)J = g {(<I>P)J+% + (<PP)J-^) , 

0fE 

and p(PAp) = pE denotes the spectral radius of the preconditioned Jacobian matrix (P • p ). 

Introducing formula (4.3.4) into the expression of (A(hp)) leads to : 

« ,V (A//)X, ± \ (P-V*) ;^ A (m - «,,*.,) 

It follows that : 

(5P (Ah*));m = 5ppp ( A / / ) ^ + I ( ( P - V f ) ^ / 2 + {P-lPE
P) 

n,m 

1 ~E\'a>m A n. 
J-ep/2J 3 

l(p-lnE)n'm Awn'm --(p-lnE)n'm Awn'm 

2 ^ tJP Jj+ep/2
1J"W3+ep 2^ Pp >j-ep/2^W3-eP 

(4.3.5) 

As far as the viscous fluxes of the LHS are concerned, we neglect their dependence with respect 
to the tangential derivatives : 

W ) i ± e p / 2 = (AP^-) . = (Qph±ep/2 (SpW)j±ep/2 UP/ j±ep/2 

then, we proceed to the viscous spectral radius simplification as follows : 

(hp)j±ep/2 ~ P(Qp)j±ep/2 ^pW)j±ep/2 = (Pp)j±ep/2 ^pW)j±ep/2 . ( 4 - 3 - 6 ) 

so that : 

(•a I \ i.V\\n'rn (t V\n,m , / V\n,m \ \ r 

(5p(Ahp )). = - i^(pp ) j ' + e p / 2 + (pp )j'_ep/2) ^wj 

n,m 

V (4.3.7) 
/ V\n,m A n,m , / V\n,m A n,m 

<Pp h+ep/2
Aw,+ep + (Pp )J-ep/2

Aw
]-ep 
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Inserting (4.3.5) and (4.3.7) into (4.3.3) yields the following simple implicit scheme : 

r^n,m A n,m 
D3 AWJ 

HfET,m (c. n,m . n,m 
v , . AlV •' 
VI] 3 ep 

(C+), Aw ,;eJ = -(^) 
P >i 

) n,m 
3 

where 

m 
[AT 

P: 
3 

2A£ it+Em K \n,m 

' 3 

1 (\ (r±\n,m _ ± I ± -E-p-l , yy 
Pv 

V 
n,m 

i±eP /2 

(4.3.8) 

(4.3.9) 

(4.3.10) 

This implicit scheme is solved using a relaxation procedure such as Point Jacobi (or Symmetric 
Gauss-Seidel) which leads to : 

D3 AW3 
0+i) 

mr-E{(^fvE){l)).-(CvT3 
n,m . (I) 

Aw ' (c. n,m . (I) 
VJi AW3+ep 

(4.3.11) 

Hence, the coefficient D has to be inverted in order to obtain the increment Aw""1"1'. As men
tioned in the previous paragraph, the inversion is achieved directly when compressible flows are 
computed since, in this case, the matrix D is purely scalar. However, when low-Mach num
ber flows are computed, the preconditioning is turned on so that P is no longer the identity 
matrix and consequently D becomes a full matrix as well as the coefficients C^. Nevertheless, 
it is possible to take advantage of the properties of the preconditioning matrix P to keep the 
preconditioned approach as simple as its compressible version. 

4.3.2 Detai l of the precondit ioning matrix 

We showed in the first chapter that the Turkel preconditioner could be written under the following 
form : 

P = h + (P2 - i) • Q 

with 

Q = 
7 - 1 

c2 

\q2 = 
= \{u2 + v2) 

2 

uq 2 

vq 
Hq2 

—u 

-u2 

—uv 

-uH 

—v 

—uv 

-v2 

-vH 

1 

u 

V 

H 

7 - 1 
c2 

Y l \ u 

V 

\H) 

• ( * 2 -u ; -v; 1) 

The matrix Q was shown to be idempotent, i.e. Q2 = Q. This property is very useful since it 
enables us to invert in a simple way the preconditioning matrix P : 

P-1 = h 
1 

(32 -Q 
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Now, if the matrix jja>m [s calculated using a single evaluation of the matrix P * at point j , it 
can be written as follows : 

r^n,m n,m / •n—l\n>m i i.«-i"i T 
D3 =a3 -(P )j + V Td 

with 

n,m 
d A = 

1 ' E ^ i ^ 3 A T " ' ™ 2 ^ 5 X „ \^P'i+eP/2 ' ^PJj-ep/2 
3 ~ p=l 

d 

'T.E\ 

y-
^—' ST. 

y\ -y\ 

Then using the property of Q, the invert of the matrix Jj"-'m [s computed explicitly as follows : 

D- _\\n,m * (Ii+°j£i£Q: 
'i \ a + b \ a + b(32 (4.3.12) 

Besides, if in the coefficients C^, the matrices P l are evaluated at the point j , it is possible to 
rewrite the scheme (4.3.11) in the form : 

Aw{l+l) = (D-l)n>m - ^-{l) 
• A < (D-l)n'm-(p-l)n'm-(Aw (0 

with the following definitions for the increments ( Aw} I and ( Aw^ 

Aw (i) mm ~ E èr {^fP
E)(IL ~ W"'m .- • A«,« 'P >j+ep \>JP ) j+ep/2 3+eP 

Aw, (0 y± 

^-^ ST. 

. - f a „ l V P p W 2 ^W3+eP
 + \Pp )j-ep/2 ^W3~eP 

J p P 

The matrix product (D 1 • P 1) that appears in the expression of the implicit scheme can be 
also calculated explicitly thanks to the properties of each matrix : 

(]j-l\a,m • (p-l^n,m 
1 ^+^V i \ a + b \ a + b/32 (4.3.13) 

These expressions enable us to build a truly Matrix-Free implicit treatment for all speed flows. 
Such a scheme is described in the next paragraph. 

4.3.3 A truly Matrix-Free treatment for flows at all speeds 

Using expressions (4.3.12) and (4.3.13) to evaluate Aw, yields the following implicit treat
ment : 

Aw) 0+i) _ 
(a + b) n,m 

3 

Aw[l) + Awf 

(/* 
,2\n,m 

>3 

(4.3.14) 

((a + 6)(a + 6/3 2))"'m ' g?' 
an,mAw(l) + bn,mAwW 
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This implicit treatment enables to decouple nicely the standard Matrix-Free implicit treatment 
used for the compressible flow (that is for f3 = 1 so that the second term cancels) from the added 
treatment specific to low-Mach number flows (in this case /3 / 1). Besides, treatment (4.3.14) 
becomes wholly Matrix-Free if the specific expression of matrix Q is employed to compute a 
matrix-vector product such as Q • X under the form : 

Q-X = ±(q2xW-uXW-vX®+xW)-

( 1 \ 
u 

V 

\H J 
0+i) with x(m> the components of vector X. Eventually, Aw- can be computed at a low cost and 

with a reduced memory storage using the following expression : 
, v n,m 

/ 1 \ 

Aw?+l) = 
[a + b) n,m 

3 

Aw[l) + Aw. (0 A</> (0 u 
V 

W 
(4.3.15) 

3 

where the scalar Am is given by (0 ;c 

A*;" = 

and with 

n,m 
Xj -

n,m 
--*3 

[ 7 - 1 
c2 

q2 (aAw^ + 6A (l 

-v (aAwf} + bAwf) 

P2-l 1 
{a + b){a + bl32)_ 

n,rr 

i 

u (aAw (2) -bAw, (2) 

X4) aAw\ + bAw. (4) (0 

Formula (4.3.15) summarizes the all-speed flow low-cost matrix-free treatment investigated in 
the present work. Note this formula is specifically written for a Point-Jacobi treatment of the 
implicit stage. The extension to the SGS framework can be performed straightforwardly. Indeed, 
during the forward and the backward sweeps, the increments Aw\ and Aw2 have just to be 
computed using the states that have already been evaluated. For sake of clarity, let us express 
the new formulation of such increments in the case of the forward sweep only : 

Aw (*.0 

Am (*.0 

= " (ft)?' 

y-
^ ÔXr. 

r1 
8xz 

,(i P >3+ev/2 

{^f^fU 

-^fP
Eit 

• M'-U + 

/ y\a,m 
-(Pp)j+ep / 2 ' 

/ y\n,m 
P ~ ^PP h-eP/2 

VP >3-ep/2 •A' 

Ml, 

• M-. , 

(*) 1 

where the exponant (*,l) emphasizes the fact that the increments rely on both iterative levels 
(I) and (*) (see also SGS algorithm (4.2.13)). 
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4.4 Treatment of the boundaries of the computational domain 

4.4.1 Explicit treatment 

A simple way to deal with the boundaries of the computational domain is to set the increments 
at the boundaries equal to zero : 

AwJ = w^ - wB = 0 

(A(/Pf = ( / t - ( f f i = 0 
Hence, this explicit treatment does not add any calculation into the the Matrix-Free algorithm. 
However, such a choice will be shown to be inefficient in the case of high aspect ratio grids. It is 
therefore necessary to enhance the treatment of the boundaries. 

4.4.2 Implicit treatment 

In order to improve the Matrix-Free implicit method, we can implement the following treatment. 
First, let be q the vector of the well-suited variables for the computation of the boundary con
ditions. Then, the increments at the boundaries can be expressed in function of the interior 
increments : 

where A denotes the matrix which defines the boundary conditions. Eventually, the increments 
of the conservative variables are computed as follows : 

n 

E\(l) _ (rE\(l) 
{ A(/PX = (TO-U V IB 

Thus, it is just necessary to evaluate the matrix A so as to compute these increments. Next 
paragraph will detail the evaluation of this matrix for specific cases. 

4.4.3 Matr ix of the boundary condit ions 

For each case detailed in the following, the computation variables are first precised. 

Adiabatic wall 

The computation variables are naturally the "viscous" ones, namely q = (p, u, v, T)T. The 
boundary conditions are given by : 

dp dT 
7 ^ = 0 ; n = 0 ; v = 0 ; - ^ - = 0 . 
on on 

Consequently, we have : 

PB=PI ; uB = 0 ; vB = 0 ; TB=TT . 
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or 

Apg = Ap{° ; A u g = 0 ; Av$ = 0 ; A T | } = Aï f } . 

The matrix is then defined as follows : 

1 

A = 
0 

0 

1 

CD 
O 
O 
CM 

c 
03 

—i 
CO 
CM 

c 
g 
to 

CD 
> 

CM 
CO 
CD 

m 
CO 
o 
o 

I 

CD 

Isothermal wall 

We keep the "viscous" variables and the boundary conditions read : 

dp 

dn 

Hence we have 

= 0 ; u = 0 ; v = 0 ; T = T, w • 

Ap$ = Apf ; A u g = 0 ; Av$ = 0 ; A T | ° = 0 . 

The matrix is then defined as follows : 

1 

A = 
0 

0 

Slip conditions 

In this case, we can choose the primitive variables q = (p, u, v, p)T to define the boundary 
conditions : 

dp 
= 0 ; Vn = 0: 

dVt = 0 
dp 

= 0 . O " 7 '10 " 7 c\ " 7 c\ 

on on on 

where Vn and Vt denote the normal and the tangential velocities. It follows that : 

Apg = Apf ; A u g = n2
yAuf-nxnyAvf ; At>g = n2

xAvf -nxnyAuf ; Apf = Apf . 

The matrix is then defined as follows : 

A = 

1 
0 

0 

0 

0 
n\ 

Tl^Tly 

0 

0 
nxny 

nx 

0 

0 
0 

0 

1 
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Subsonic inlet 

CD 
O 
O 
CM 

c 
03 

—) 
CO 
CM 

c 
g 
to 

CD 
> 

CM 
CO 
CD 

m 
CO 
o 
o 

I 

CD 

In this case, we impose the inlet enthalpy, the inlet entropy and the flow angle while we extrap
olate the pressure from the interior of the domain : 

HB = Hoc ; SB = Soo ; = a^ ; PB = Pi • 
\Vn)B 

The vector of the computation variables is therefore q = (H, S, a, p)T and the matrix A reads : 

0 

A = 
0 

0 

1 

Then, the primitive variables are computed as follows : 

' Ap^ = Ap{p 

(Avy« = 
l + cd \ 

Hn 

-, V P S " ) ' 7 ' " / 7 

7 - 1 SW \ 
Hn 

7 [Pi 
, ( 7 - l ) /7 

7 - 1 SU1 

{ (AVt)
{£ = aoo • (AVn)

{£ 

Incompressible inlet 

The vector of the primitive variable is the best-suited for such conditions since we have 

PB = Poo ; uB = u00 ; vB = voo ; PB = Pi • 

or 

Ap{£ = 0 ; Au{£ = 0 ; Av$ = 0 ; Ap{£ = Apf . 

The matrix A reads : 

0 

A = 
0 

1 

0 

Incompressible outlet 

We still consider the vector of the primitive variable : 

pB = Pi ; uB = n7 ; vB = v/ ; pB = Poo • 
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or 

A p « = A p « ; A « « = A « « ; Av® = Av? ; Ap% = 0 . 

The matrix „4 reads : 

1 

A = 
1 

1 

CD 
O 
O 
CM 

c 
03 

—) 
CO 
CM 

c 
g 
to 

CD 
> 

CM 
CO 
CD 

m 
CO 
o 
o 

I 

CD 

Low-Mach injection 

In the case of a low-Mach injection we impose the inlet temperature, the inlet momentum, the 
tangential velocity and we extrapolate the pressure from the interior of the domain : 

TB = Tinj ; rrflB = m i nj ; {Vt)B = 0 ; pB = Pi • 

If the vector q is such as q = (T, rh, Vt, p)T the matrix reads : 

0 

A = 
0 

0 

Then, the primitive variables are computed as follows : 

A?i? 

APS? 

A„« 

A»g> 

= APf ; 

-n-^inj 

— 17>x • it • 1 'YQ\ 

= ny • R • 1 j n j 

• 

• ™inj • 

m i n j ' 

Q* 
\W 

l 
pn 

1 
pn 
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Chapter 5 

Stability Analysis of the Matrix-Free 
Method for the Euler equations 

CD 
O 
O 

5.1 Introduction c 
03 

The previous chapter has described a matrix-free implicit treatment that can be applied for 
all-speed flows with a particularly low cost per iteration. Let us emphasize again the different 

•5- stages involved in the derivation of this implicit treatment : 
c 
o the primary form of the matrix-free implicit scheme is given by (4.2.7)-(4.2.8) and may 

be viewed as a first-order Rusanov-type implicit stage coupled with whatever high-order 
upwind explicit stage one may choose to use for accuracy purpose. 

csi 
CoAwfj + C^Aw?_itj + C + A < + 1 J + C^Awfj^ + C+Aw™j+1 

A * - ^ . - alôl^lA(fE)lJ - a2ô2^A(gE)l3 ë = -At-nii - cnômAif^Zi - a2ô2p2A(g' 
"05 

with 1Z the explicit residual and the scalar implicit coefficients given by : 

Cf = 4 * 1 (pf)L§,i > °2 = "2*2 ( p f ) y ± i , Co = 1 - C r - C + - C 2 - - C + . 

As far as the amplification factor analysis of this scheme is concerned, the only difference 
with a block implicit treatment lies in the replacement of the matrix dissipation coefficients 
with the spectral radii pE, pE since in the linear (or linearized) case, where fE = AE • w 
with AE = constant (and similarly for gE) one can write 5\p\A{fE) = AE5\p\Awn (and 
similarly in the y direction). The use of 6\p\AfE, 82p2AgE for practical purpose allows 
to simplify and thus reduce the cost of the evaluation of these implicit terms, but bears no 
consequence on the scheme stability and efficiency with respect to the case of the block-
implicit treatment relying on AE8\p\Awn, BE82p2Awn. 

in a second step, the previous implicit stage must be approximately solved and this task 
is performed using Point-Jacobi relaxation method or the SGS relaxation method; both 
treatments allow to deal with the solution of the above implicit stage including variable 
and flux vector increments (Aw", A(/ E ) r a , A{gE)n) : they are summarized by formulae 
(4.2.12) and (4.2.13) given in the previous chapter. 

115 
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• in a third and last step, the PJ-MF and SGS-MF treatments are expressed in the form 
(4.3.15) so as to minimize their unit computational cost when low-Mach preconditioning 
of the governing equations is applied. 

In this chapter, we want first to assess specifically the impact on intrinsic efficiency of the choice of 
a first-order Rusanov-type implicit stage coupled with a third-order Roe explicit stage, instead 
of a consistent first-order Roe (block-)implicit stage as done in chapter 1 to 3 of this thesis. 
In other words, taking into account the above remarks, we simply want to assess the loss of 
intrinsic efficiency introduced by the spectral radius simplification on the numerical dissipation 
in the implicit stage. We focus on the steady Euler equations; Navier-Stokes and unsteady 
analyses will be successively presented in chapters 6 and 7. Next, we also analyze the implicit 
Point Jacobi and Symmetric Gauss-Seidel treatments applied to the matrix-free scheme. 
The Von Neumann analysis for the linearized Euler equations is performed in the manner of the 
third chapter. More precisely, it was shown that inviscid Jacobians and dissipation matrices could 
be expressed using a limited number of parameters such as the flow angle, the Mach number, 
the CFL number and the aspect ratio ôy/ôx (cf. section 3.5). 

5.2 Impact of the Matrix-Free simplification 

5.2.1 Global analysis 

Figure 5.2.1: Average amplification factor of the Direct scheme. Left : Block scheme. Right : 
Matrix-Free scheme. 

In the manner of the third chapter, we carry out a global analysis with respect to the Mach 
number and the CFL number. The results for the non-preconditioned scheme are presented in 
figure 5.2.1. We note immediately that the matrix-free simplification reduces dramatically the 
efficiency of the implicit scheme, especially for the Mach number close to unity and for the very 
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low Mach numbers. We also remark that, unlike block scheme, high CFL values do not enable 
to improve the average damping. The results for the preconditioned scheme are presented in 
figure 5.2.2. As expected, the low-Mach preconditioner enhances the intrinsic efficiency over 
the low Mach numbers domain, and it is also remarkable that the loss of efficiency due to the 
simplification is less important than for higher Mach numbers. Such results reveal that the 
method requires a large amount of iteration to reach the steady state and, consequently, the cost 
per iteration of the Matrix-Free method has to be very cheap in order to recover a competitive 
global cost. The study of the cost per iteration is the subject of the third part of this thesis. In the 
following paragraph, we will try to explain why the matrix-free simplification is less penalizing 
over the low-Mach domain and we will detail more precisely the impact of the preconditioning 
on the matrix-free scheme. 

Figure 5.2.2: Average amplification factor of the preconditioned Direct scheme. Left : Block 
scheme. Right : Matrix-Free scheme. 

5.2.2 Local analysis 

In order to carry out a precise analysis of the properties of the Matrix-Free method, we use 
a local analysis. We showed in chapter 3 that using high CFL numbers enable to obtain a 
good damping over the low-frequency domain. We therefore choose such values to perform our 
analyses. 

We first set the Mach number at M = 0.5 and the CFL number at CFL = 106, then 
we draw the amplification factor map for the Matrix-Free scheme with and without low-Mach 
preconditioner. The results are exhibited in figure 5.2.3. There are slightly differences between 
both methods but the preconditioned scheme seems to provide a slight better damping over the 
high frequency region. Nonetheless, the global efficiencies are very similar. 

Second we set the Mach number at M = 0.1, the results are presented in figure 5.2.4. 
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0.5 
Ç/7C 

0.5 
Ç/7C 

Figure 5.2.3: Amplification factor map of the Matrix-Free Direct scheme at Mach M = 0.5 and 
CFL = 106. Left : No preconditioning. Right : Turkel preconditioning. 

The non-preconditioned scheme is highly inefficient over a large part of the frequency domain 
showing that it is not worthwhile to use such a method to compute low-Mach number flows. On 
the other hand, the preconditioned scheme provides a very good damping and, as forecasted by 
the global analysis, its efficiency is better than for higher Mach numbers. In order to emphasize 
this property, we plot the amplification factor of both methods along the line £ = r\ at the same 
Mach numbers and we compare them with respect to the block scheme's damping. The results 
are exhibited in figure 5.2.5. We observe that the gap between the Matrix-Free method and the 
Block scheme is reduced for the small Mach number. A potential explanation of such results 
can be found in the effects of the preconditioner. Indeed, the goal of preconditioning techniques 
is to make the condition number of the system close to unity. It means that the gap between 
all the eigenvalues is reduced dramatically for the low Mach limit. Moreover, the efficiency of 
the Turkel preconditioner, for instance, is better when Mach number is smaller than 0.1. As 
a consequence, the impact of maximizing the numerical dissipation, as it is the case for the 
Matrix-Free scheme, is less important for low-Mach numbers for which the eigenvalues are very 
close than for higher Mach values. 

To achieve the analysis of the impact of the spectral radius simplification, we draw the 
amplification map of Block and Matrix-Free schemes at Mach M = 10 - 3 . We notice that the 
shapes of the amplification factor maps are similar for both methods. Matrix-Free scheme 
provides a good damping over the very low-frequency domain, but its efficiency is very low for 
the rest of the frequency map. Nevertheless, the gap between both methods is not so important, 
and, although it requires more iteration to damp the error modes, Matrix-Free method can be 
competitive if its cost per iteration is very cheap. 
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Figure 5.2.4: Amplification factor map of the Matrix-Free Direct scheme at Mach M = 0.1 and 
CFL = 106. Left : No preconditioning. Right : Turkel preconditioning. 
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Figure 5.2.6: Amplification factor map for the Direct scheme at Mach M = 10 3 and CFL = 106. 
Top : Block scheme. Bottom : Matrix-Free scheme. 
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5.3 Matrix-Free Symmetric Gauss-Seidel scheme 

In chapter 3, we studied the SGS scheme applied to an implicit Block stage and we outlined 
that, unless performing several inner iterations, the method was unstable for high CFL numbers. 
However, in the purpose of computing flows on unstructured meshes, SGS procedure is very 
easy to implement. In this section, we want to know if such a procedure is still interesting 
coupling with a matrix-free implicit stage. We lead global and local analyses in order to come 
into conclusion. 

5.3.1 Global analysis 

The maximum and the average values of the amplification factor versus CFL and Mach numbers 
are presented in figure 5.3.1 for one inner iteration and in figure 5.3.2 for 20 inner iterations. 
Only one inner iteration is not sufficient to provide stability for all the Mach numbers. However, 
using 20 inner iterations does not really increase the cost per iteration of the MF-SGS method 
but it enables to recover the performances of the Direct scheme. Such a method is therefore 
promising in terms of cost and efficiency. 

Figure 5.3.1: Amplification factor of the MF-SGS(l) scheme. Left : Average. Right : Maximum. 

5.3.2 Local analysis 

The local analysis is made for a low-Mach number case (M = 10~3) and at CFL = 106. In 
such conditions, the MF-SGS scheme is stable but its efficiency is poor, specially in the low 
wavenumber regions (cf. figure 5.3.3). Using 30 inner-iterations enables to recover the efficiency 
is very close to the Direct Scheme's one. Thanks to its simplicity and its good convergence 
properties, SGS relaxation procedure is well-suited to be coupled with the Matrix-Free implicit 
stage. 
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Figure 5.3.2: Amplification factor of the MF-SGS(20) scheme. Left : Average. Right : Maximum. 
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Figure 5.3.3: Amplification factor at M = 10"3 and CFL = 106. Left : MF-SGS(l) scheme. 
Right : MF-SGS(30). 
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5.4 Matrix-Free Point Jacobi scheme 

In chapter 3, Point Jacobi Block scheme was shown to be very unstable and ineffective. However, 
practical computations using MF-PJ method has been carried out for several years in SINUMEF 
laboratory. In our first developments (cf. [26]), we used with success the same technique to 
compute low-Mach number flows. The properties of this method were obviously not well-known. 
Thus, it appeared necessary to investigate further the performances of such a method. 
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5.4.1 Global analysis 

MF-PJ scheme with only one sub-iteration is strongly unstable for all CFL numbers and for all 
Mach numbers (cf. figure 5.4.1). However, unlike PJ Block scheme, 50 inner iterations enable to 
provide stability even for large CFL numbers (cf. figure 5.4.2). Besides, the plot of the average 
amplification factor shows that the efficiency is very similar to the MF-SGS method's one. In 
the next paragraph, we will study more precisely the efficiency of the MF-PJ method at very 
great CFL number. 

Figure 5.4.1: Amplification factor of the MF-PJ(l) scheme. Left : Average. Right : Maximum. 

5.4.2 Local analysis 

The first local analysis is made at Mach M = 10~3 and at CFL 106. The results in figure 
5.4.3 emphasize the amplification factor for one and 50 inner iterations. MF-PJ(l) is strongly 
unstable but this issue can be partially circumvented using MF-PJ (50). Indeed, instabilities 
are pinpointed in the very low-frequency region, in other words, the method would be unstable 
for fine meshes only. Two strategies are then imaginable, namely reducing the CFL number at 
the expense of a great loss of efficiency for the low-frequency modes, or increasing the number 
of sub-iterations to preserve the intrinsic efficiency at the expense of the global cost. Figure 
5.4.4 presents the amplification factor maps of MF-PJ(50) at CFL = 102 and of MF-PJ(500) 
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Figure 5.4.2: Amplification factor of the MF-PJ(50) scheme. Left : Average. Right : Maximum. 

at CFL = 106. Both methods are stable and their damping properties are very similar except 
for the very low-frequency area. The final choice relies on subjective considerations, in our 
case, we favor high CFL numbers and, consequently, a more important amount of inner iterations. 

SGS and PJ relaxation procedures seem to be valuable choices to solve an implicit Matrix-Free 
stage. They both provide simplicity and efficiency compare to the Matrix-Free Direct scheme. 
Nonetheless, we need further analyses to know if such methods are competitive in all cases. 
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Figure 5.4.4: Amplification factor at M = 1CT3. Left : MF-PJ(50) scheme at CFL = 102 

Right : MF-PJ(500) scheme at CFL = 106. 
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5.5 Effect of high aspect rat io 

We now turn our attention to the relative performance of the Matrix-Free implicit method in the 
presence of high aspect ratio grids. Several authors have studied the effects of high aspect ratio 
on Block scheme solved by ADI method [11] or by relaxation procedures [12]. An interesting 
definition of the time step is given by Buelow et ai, namely the "min-CFL" definition for which 
we have : 

At = max 
CFL-ôx CFL-by 

A A 
(5.5.1) 

This definition enables to maintain an optimum CFL value in the axial direction in the case of 
high aspect ratio. However, the authors show also that the SGS Block scheme looses a lot of 
efficiency at high aspect ratio and this definition does not improve the scheme. In our case, we 
want to know whether the same behaviour is observed with the MF-SGS scheme and the MF-PJ 
scheme. 

5.5.1 M F - S G S scheme 

Figure 5.5.1: Amplification factor map of the MF-SGS(40) scheme at M = 10"3 and CFL = 103. 
Left : Aspect ratio of 10 - 1 . Right : Aspect ratio of 10~2. 

In figure 5.5.1, we plotted the amplification factor map of the MF-SGS(40) scheme at CFL = 103 

and M = 10~3 and for two different values of the aspect ratio, namely 10_1 and 10~2. We use the 
original CFL definition for the moment. As long as the aspect ratio decreases, the amplification 
factor of the MF-SGS method deteriorates for the pure axial mode, that is for r\ = 0. We 
can visualize more clearly such a behaviour in the figure 5.5.2 which represents the profile of the 
amplification factor along the ir-axis. We compare the MF-SGS scheme to the MF Direct Scheme, 
and we notice that the damping of MF-SGS method is reduced dramatically as soon as the aspect 
ratio is lower than 10 - 1 . MF-SGS method is well conditioned for the mid-wavenumbers but it 
presents a large lack of efficiency for the purely longitudinal modes, indicating poor convergence 
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Figure 5.5.2: Amplification factor profile along ir-axis at M = 10 3 and CFL = 103. Left : 
Aspect ratio of 10_1 . Right : Aspect ratio of 10~2. 

rate. 
In order to circumvent this issue, we employ the "min-CFL" definition and we draw the ir-profile 
of the amplification factor at AR = 10~4. Results are presented in figure 5.5.3. The "min-CFL" 
definition enables the Direct Scheme to recover the efficiency of AR = 1, unfortunately, it does 
not improve the damping of the MF-SGS method which remains stiff for axial modes. According 
to this study, we can conclude that the matrix-free simplification is not the cause of the loss of 
efficiency at high aspect ratio. The stiffness of the method for purely axial modes relies on the 
SGS algorithm which is unsuited to high aspect ratio grids. We will study in the next chapter 
whether the same tendency is still valid for Navier-Stokes equations. However, we can already 
mention that this is a weakness of the method. 

5.5.2 MF-PJ scheme 

To our knowledge, effects of high aspect ratio on PJ procedure have not been studied. Hence, it 
is interesting to study the behaviour of this method for such conditions. High aspect ratio have 
surprising effects on the MF-PJ method. We recall that PJ relaxation procedure could lead to 
oscillation in the damping, and sizes of such oscillations could cause instabilities. However, we 
showed that, coupled with an implicit matrix-free stage, the algorithm remained stable. Setting 
the aspect ratio at 10_1 creates oscillations in the low-frequency region and the high-frequency 
area (cf. figure 5.5.4 left part). The oscillating phenomena spreads to the whole wavenumber 
domain for higher aspect ratio (cf. figure 5.5.4 right part), leading to strong instability. 
For aspect ratio around 10~4, it is necessary to reduce the CFL number in order to preserve 
stability. For such aspect ratio, the damping is almost unidirectional, thus we can easily visualize 
the efficiency of the method by plotting the amplification factor along the y-direction. In figure 
5.5.5, we observe clearly that the oscillating phenomena cause instability for great CFL numbers, 
and we notice that using a great amount of inner iteration does not circumvent the problem (right 
part of the figure). Nonetheless, this phenomena can be mitigated by setting a more reasonable 
CFL number, MF-PJ method is then stable and quite efficient (left part of the figure) for purely 
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Figure 5.5.3: Amplification factor at M = 1CT3, CFL = 106 and AR = 1CT4. Left : Whole 
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Figure 5.5.4: Amplification factor map of the MF-PJ(50) scheme at M = 10" 3 and CFL = 106. 
Left : AR = Sy/Sx = H T 1 . Right : AR = 1CT2. 

cross-stream modes. Unfortunately, MF-PJ method presents the same drawbacks than the MF-
SGS technique, that is a very poor damping of longitudinal disturbances (not shown here since 
the results are identical to the ones obtained with MF-SGS method). PJ algorithm, in the 
manner of the SGS algorithm, appears to be unsuited to high aspect ratio grids. Next chapter 
will deal with the case of the Navier-Stokes equations so as to confirm such a behaviour. 
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Figure 5.5.5: Profile of the amplification factor along the y-axis at M = 10 3 and AR = 10 4. 
Left : PJ(100) scheme at CFL = 100. Right : PJ(1000) scheme at CFL = 106. 

5.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we saw that the spectral radius simplification reduces the damping properties 
of the implicit Matrix-Free scheme. However, such a simplification is less penalizing at low-
Mach number. Thus this loss of intrinsic efficiency does not affect the global cost of the method 
providing that its cost per iteration is very low. In chapter 4, we saw that SGS and PJ algorithm 
ensure the simplicity and the low cost of the Matrix-Free method. Besides, the studies that we 
lead in this chapter show that such algorithms are well-suited to solve Euler equations since they 
provide a good damping for a reasonable amount of inner-iterations. However, these algorithms 
make the method stiff for purely axial modes when high aspect ratio grids are used. These 
schemes are therefore less attractive as soon as we have to deal with very stretched grids. In the 
next chapter, we will study whether it is still the case for the Navier-Stokes equations. 
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Chapter 6 

Stability Analysis of the Matrix-Free 
Method for the Navier-Stokes equations 

CD 
O 
O 

6.1 Introduction c 
03 

In the previous chapter, the impact of the matrix-free simplification on the intrinsic efficiency 
has been studied in the case of the Euler equations. We now want to evaluate the loss of intrinsic 

•5- efficiency due to the viscous spectral radius simplification in the implicit stage. We recall that 
for the Navier-Stokes equations, the form of the Matrix-Free scheme is formally unchanged with 
respect to the inviscid case : 

CD 
> 

CM 
CO 

CoAwfj + CïAw?_ltj + C + A < + 1 J + C^Aw'^^ + C+Aw™j+1 

Î8 = " A t - 7 ^ . - arfmAif^ - o2h^A{gE)l3 
CO 

o 
with 1Z the explicit residual involving the viscous contribution and the scalar implicit coefficients 
now given by : 

I Cf = -\°i (pf + P\)l,±y , Cf = -iaa (pf + P 2 % ± i , Co = 1 - Cf - C+ - C2" - C+. 

When the Matrix-Free scheme is applied to solve viscous low-Mach number flows, the precondi
tioning matrix P appears in the previous coefficients (cf. expression (4.2.23)). In this chapter, 
the impact of the viscous spectral radius simplification will be first studied, then we will also 
analyse the efficiency of the viscous preconditioning for the Matrix-Free approach. Eventually, 
the performances of the MF-SGS and MF-PF schemes will be studied, especially in the case of 
high grid aspect ratio. 

6.2 Parameters of the study 

In the manner of the previous chapter, we need to define carefully the parameters of the study. 
After non-dimensionalization, inviscid Jacobians can be expressed thanks to the Mach number 
M, the flow angle v/u and the ratio of specific heats 7, while the viscous Jacobians require the 

131 
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Reynolds and the Prandtl numbers in addition. Convective and diffusive phenomena possess 
their respective characteristic time-step which can be defined as follows : 

A ^ = m h i ( | | , | | ) 
A l A 2 

where A^ and A^ are the spectral radius of the eigensystem in each direction while pv is the 
viscous spectral radius which, for the air, reads : 

pv = ™ 
PrRep 

We can choose the time-step as the minimum between the convective and the diffusive charac
teristic time multiplied by a safety factor % : 

At = x • min(AtE, At y ) 

When convective effects are dominant, typically far from the walls, we have AtE « Atv, the 
time-step is therefore given by : 

At = X • At E 

and the coefficient % would correspond to the CFL number. On the other hand, we get Atv « 
AtE when viscous effects are preponderant, that is in the shear layer, the time-step is then 
defined by : 

At = x • A t y 

and the coefficient % would correspond to the VNN number. In order to lead stability analyses 
for the Navier-Stokes equations, we need a significant parameter in order to determine whether 
the flow is dominated by the convective effects or whether it is dominated by the viscous effects. 
In each direction, one can define a cell Reynolds number as follows : 

„ u • ôx „ v • ôy 
T>P — JiP — Z. 

The cell Reynolds number is then defined as the minimum between these two values : 

u • ôx . ._, AR. 
—— -mm 1 , — 
pv v/u 

Rem = min(_Reai, Rey) = — — • min(l, 

If we suppose that the flow angle is equal to 45 degrees, then the ratio v/u is equal to unity and 
the cell Reynolds number reads : 

Rem = ̂ -4±-mm(l,AR) (6.2.1) 
pv 

This cell Reynolds number enables us to evaluate the ratio between the viscous time-step and 
the convective time-step. Indeed, we have : 

min(l, 
AR 
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which, in the case of a 45 degree flow angle, reduces to : 

AfV \ + . r™ \ + 
m_ = A^_OX m . n ( i ) A i 2 ) = rlL . ^ = G (6.2.2) 

The ratio between the two time-steps relies on the cell Reynolds number and the ratio between 
the biggest eigenvalue and the particle velocity. In the case of the inviscid preconditioning, the 
definition of the preconditioned eigenvalue yields : 

Ai ~ U 

which leads to : 

M"' - Re 
AtE 

However, we will see that the définition of the preconditioning should be modify in order to 
remain effective for the viscous dominated flows. Such a modification makes the eigenvalue 
A^ different from the particle velocity. For this reason we will denote the ratio of the viscous 
time-step with respect to the convective time-step by G : 

At = x • At E • min(l, G) = % • Atv • min(l, 1/0) 

Now we can easily determine all the Jacobians of the problem as follows : 

' ÀE = §AE = x • m i n ( ^ , ^ y ) • min(l, 0) • AE(v/u, M, 7) 

BE = §BE = x-mm(^),1^)-mm(l,e)-BE(v/u,M,1) 

Av = J$JAV = x • =Y • min(l, AR2) • min(l, 1/0) • Av(v/u, M, 7, Pr) (6.2.3) 

Bv = £pBv = x • Ç1 • min(l, 1/AR2) • min(l, 1/0) • Bv(v/u, M, 7, Pr) 

. SV = ikSV = Ï • * • T1 • m i n ( ^ > l/AR) • m i n(1> V©) • Sv(v/u, M) 

where Av, Bv and Sv are given in appendix. 

Finally, the required parameters which define the whole viscous problem are the follow
ing : v/u, M, 7, x, AR, Pr and Rem. 

6.2.1 Low-Mach parameter 

An additional parameter is necessary to carry out studies at small Mach number, namely the 
low-Mach parameter f3 that we introduced in chapter 1. For inviscid flows, it is customary to 
take it equal to the Mach number : 

(32 = min[M2,1] 

However, such a definition was shown to be unadapted to viscous flows [14], specially when the 
Reynolds number is very small. In order to emphasize the issue due to the use of the inviscid 
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definition, let us consider a low-Mach viscous dominated flow at M « 1 and Rem < < 1 and 
let us study the CFL and the VNN numbers : 

6 r LfX
 = 

VNNX = 

ôx 

pv-At 
ôx2 

Using the inviscid preconditioning yields \f œ u and as Rem « 1 it follows that : 

CFL, = V_^ « Hi* « ^ = VNNx 
OX OX OX1 

For viscous dominated flows, the parameter % enables to optimize the VNN number only. The 
inviscid preconditioning does not ensure that the CFL number would be set at its optimum value. 
In order to circumvent this issue, Venkateswaran et al. proposed in [81] a new definition of the 
low-Mach parameter : 

(6.2.4) 

(6.2.5) 

ÏÏ--

with 

Oil -

= max | 

1 
Rex 

( a\ (a\ — 1) 
\a\ — 1 + c2/u2 

PV 

= x , «2 
uox 

Ci2 (d2 — 1) 

CÏ2 — 1 + C2/v2 

1 _PV 

Rey vôy 

For the case that we considered, simple calculations yields : 

pv /ôx 
A, 

c 

so that the eigenvalue is now equal to À^ f» p /ôx which leads to : 

CFL, = ^ » ^f^ = VNN, 
ÔX ÔX 

Consequently, the viscous preconditioning allows to optimize the VNN number and the CFL 
number at the same time. The definition of the low-Mach parameter for the viscous case is 
therefore the following : 

f32 = min[max[M2,/^],l] 

We can notice that there is no need of additional data in order to define the low-Mach parameter. 

6.3 Impact of viscous spectral radius simplification for subsonic 
cases 

In order to examine precisely the behaviour of the Matrix-Free scheme for the Navier-Stokes 
equations, we distinguish four types of implicit stages. The first one is the classical Block scheme 
for which inviscid and viscous terms are evaluated using block Jacobians. The second one is an 
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Figure 6.3.1: Amplification factor profiles along diagonal axis for the four different implicit stages. 
Top-Left : M = 0.5, Rem = 10. Top-Right : M = 0.5, Rem = 1. Bottom-Left : M = 0.5, 
Rem = 0.1. Bottom-Right : M = 0.05, Rem = 0.1 

hybrid stage for which the inviscid terms are simplified using spectral radius while the viscous 
terms are treated like the Block scheme. The third stage is built using inviscid Jacobians and 
viscous spectral radius. Then, the last one is our Matrix-Free scheme for which both inviscid 
and viscous terms are evaluated thanks to spectral radius. In practice, the second and the third 
schemes are not really interesting because they are expected to provide less efficiency without 
reducing the memory storage. Nonetheless, using theses four implicit stages enables us to know 
which simplification, inviscid or viscous one, is mainly penalizing to obtain good efficiency. In 
this section, we consider subsonic flows and we vary the cell Reynolds number from convective 
dominated flows (Rem > 1) to viscous dominated flows (Rem < 1). The results in figure 6.3.1 
present the amplification factor along the diagonal axis of the wavenumber domain. We first set 
the Mach number at M = 0.5 and we took successively the cell Reynolds number at 10, 1 and 
0.1. We observe that for Rem = 10, the loss of efficiency is mainly due to the inviscid spectral 
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radius simplification since the simplification in the viscous part does not deteriorate efficiency. 
On the other hand, at Rem = 0.1 the viscous spectral radius is the cause of the bad damping 
properties. For Rem = 1, that is when convective and viscous effects are of the same order, the 
loss of efficiency is equally distributed between the two simplification. According to this first 
analysis, one can think that the effects of the viscous spectral simplification on the efficiency 
are mainly driven by the value of the cell Reynolds number, as this latter decreases the viscous 
simplification becomes more penalizing. In fact, this is a bit more complex, indeed, by keeping 
the cell Reynolds number at 0.1 and setting the Mach number at M = 0.05 we can notice that 
the effects of both simplification become of the same order. Consequently, the impact of the 
viscous spectral radius simplification seems to rely on the ratio Rem/M rather than Rem. This 
ratio is known as the "acoustic" Reynolds number and it is denoted as follows : 

Rec = - 4 - (6-3.1) 
v/ox 

When Rec > 1, acoustic effects dominate the flow, thus the viscous spectral radius simplification 
does not affect the efficiency of the method. On the other hand, when Rec < 1, the viscous 
characteristic time is the smaller and the simplification on the viscous terms is therefore highly 
penalizing. However, in our practical computations, the "acoustic" Reynolds number is rarely 
smaller than unity. We can reasonably think that the viscous spectral radius does not cause too 
big a loss of efficiency. In the rest of the chapter, our studies will aim at low-speed, viscous-
dominated flows, that is for Rem << 1, M « 1 and Rec > 1. 

6.4 Low-Mach viscous-dominated regime 

In this section, we want to study precisely the efficiency of the Matrix-Free method in the case of 
low-Mach viscous dominated flows. Before tackling this subject, let us first study the impact of 
the viscous preconditioning on the implicit block scheme. We set the Mach number at M = 10 - 5 

and the cell Reynolds number at Rem = 10_1 and we draw the amplification factor map for the 
inviscid and the viscous preconditioning (cf. figure 6.4.1). The viscous preconditioning allows 
to increase dramatically the intrinsic efficiency of the Block scheme over the entire wavenumber 
domain. As mentioned earlier, it approximately equalizes the acoustic-CFL number and the 
VNN number which removes the stiffness from the Navier-Stokes system. 

We now make the same study for the Matrix-Free scheme. The results are presented in 
figure 6.4.2. Unlike the Block case, the viscous preconditioning does not improve significantly 
the intrinsic efficiency of the Matrix-Free method. We even note that the inviscid preconditioning 
provides a better damping for the low-frequency modes. The reasons of such a behaviour are 
not clearly indentified, we suppose that the viscous spectral radius simplification is at the origin 
of the problem. Nevertheless, we tried to find a mean so as to improve the efficiency of the 
method. This research led us to modify the viscous preconditioning definition. 
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Figure 6.4.1: Amplification factor map of the Block scheme solved directly at M = 10 5, 
Rem = 10_1 and % = 106. Left : Inviscid preconditioning. Right : Viscous precondition
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Figure 6.4.2: Amplification factor map of the Matrix-Free scheme solved directly at M = 10 5, 
R&m = 10_1 and x = 106. Left : Inviscid preconditioning. Right : Viscous preconditioning. 
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6.5 Viscous preconditioning enhancement 

First researches to increase the damping of the Matrix-Free scheme for the low-Mach viscous 
dominated regime revealed that the optimum value of the low-Mach parameter f3 settled between 
(3V and M. For the cases that we studied, we usually have f3v > M which means that the viscous 
preconditioning creates more numerical dissipation than the inviscid one. As the viscous spectral 
radius simplification provides over-dissipation, we tried to reduce this numerical dissipation by 
setting : 

0M F = A, x M 

The results obtained with this choice are presented for the Block and the Matrix-Free schemes 
in figure 6.5.1. We notice that this new version of the viscous preconditioning does not enable 
the Block scheme to be more efficient compare to the classical version. On the other hand, 
the Matrix-Free scheme reaps a great benefit of this new choice. Indeed, there is a significant 
improvement of the damping over the entire wavenumber domain and the performances in the 
very low-frequency region are now very similar to the inviscid preconditioning. Thus, the classical 
version of the viscous preconditioning is clearly well-suited for the Block scheme while the Matrix-
Free algorithm requires an alternative version. In the rest of the paragraph we will investigate 
further the impact of this enhanced preconditioning on the Matrix-Free method. 

Ç / 7 C Ç / 7 C 

Figure 6.5.1: Amplification factor map of the Direct Solver with the enhanced preconditioning 
at M = 10~5, Rem = 10_1 and % = 106. Left : Block scheme. Right : Matrix-Free scheme. 

The good properties of the new definition of the viscous preconditioning remain valid provided 
that the acoustic Reynolds number is greater than unity. So as to confirm this interesting 
behaviour, we present in figures 6.5.2 and 6.5.3 some comparisons between all the types of 
preconditioning in the case of the Matrix-Free scheme solved directly. We draw the amplification 
factor along the diagonal line £ = r\. For every case, the inviscid preconditioning provides a 
better damping of the low-frequency modes while the viscous preconditioning is more efficient 
in the rest of the wavenumber domain. The new definition enables to preserve both types of 
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efficiency. Indeed, we note that the enhanced preconditioning provides a similar damping than 
the inviscid one for the low-frequency modes while it is more efficient than the viscous one in 
the rest of the wavenumber domain. 
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Figure 6.5.2: Amplification factor of the Matrix-Free scheme solved directly along the diagonal 
line £ = r\. Left : Comparison at M = 10~3, Rem = 10_1 and % = 106. Right : Comparison at 
M = 1CT1, Rem = 1CT1 and % = 106. 

Thanks to this enhanced definition of the viscous preconditioning, the loss of efficiency due to the 
Matrix-Free simplifications is reduced. The method can be then very competitive with respect 
to the Block scheme. Next paragraph is devoted to the study of the Matrix-Free scheme solved 
by SGS or PJ relaxation procedures. Given to the good results obtained with the enhanced 
preconditioning, we will only consider it for the MF schemes. 

6.6 MF-SGS scheme and M F - P J scheme 

MF-SGS and MF-PJ algorithms appeared to be competitive methods to solve Euler equations 
without high aspect ratio (cf. chapter 5). Indeed, both methods provide good damping for a 
reasonable number of inner-iterations. We expect to obtain the same properties for the Navier-
Stokes equations. Let us consider the case detailed in the previous section (M = 10~5 and 
R&m = 10_1). In figure 6.6.1, we plotted the amplification factors of the MF-SGS(40) method 
(on the left) and of the MF-PJ(50) algorithm (on the right). 
As expected, MF-SGS scheme enables us to obtain damping properties close to the ones derived 
from the Direct scheme. However, we note that for the very low wavenumbers, MF-SGS scheme 
is a little bit stiffer than the Direct method, indicating a loss of efficiency. Despite this, MF-SGS 
scheme can be regarded as a valuable choice to solve the Navier-Stokes equations. 
Similarly, MF-PJ (50) method provides a good damping above a large part of the wavenumber 
domain, nonetheless, it becomes really stiff for the low-frequency area. This issue can be partially 
circumvented by using more inner-iterations at the expense of an increase of the cost per non
linear iteration. However, MF-PJ scheme remains also competitive and we can notice that, unlike 
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Figure 6.5.3: Amplification factor of the Matrix-Free scheme solved directly along the diagonal 
line £ = rj. Left : Comparison at M = 10~5, Rem = 10~2 and % = 106. Right : Comparison at 
M = 1CT3, Rem = 1CT2 and % = 106. 

for the Euler equations, the method remains stable for high value of the safety factor %. 
In the previous chapter, we observed that both algorithm were not well-suited for solving Euler 
equations in the presence of high aspect ratio grids. Using stretched grids is customary to solve 
the Navier-Stokes equations since we need more points to describe the flow in the shear layer. It 
is therefore necessary to analyze the performance of SGS and PJ algorithms in such conditions. 
This is the objective of the next section. 

0.5 
Ç / 7 C 

Figure 6.6.1: Amplification factor map at M = 10~5, Rem = 10_1 and % = 106. Left : MF-
SGS(40) scheme with enhanced viscous preconditioning. Right : MF-PJ(50) scheme with en
hanced viscous preconditioning. 
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6.7 Effect of high aspect rat io 

High grid aspect ratio are customary encountered in practical computations since shear layers 
require a large amount of points in the direction normal to the wall in order to resolve the 
high gradient regions. In chapter 5, we dealt with such high aspect ratio issues for the Euler 
equations and we showed that the Matrix-Free simplification did not generate any difficulties. 
On the other hand, we noticed that SGS and PJ algorithms were not well-suited for problems 
involving very stretched meshes. Theses methods are expected to behave similarly for the Navier-
Stokes equations. In order to show the difficulty of dealing with viscous flows over high aspect 
ratio grids, let us consider an example. Let us suppose that Rem < 1, M « 1 and AR « 1. 
We suppose also that we use the classical viscous preconditioning and we compute the CFL 
numbers and the VNN numbers in each direction as follows : 

CFLX = ̂ - ^ « C4^ = VNNy x AR 
ox oxoy 

CFL, = $ " „ £ " = VNN, 
5y 5y2 

VNNX = ^—^ = VNNy x AR2 

™ * = ̂ T 
In the case of grids stretched in the ^-direction, the viscous preconditioning enables to optimize 
the VNN and the CFL numbers in the cross-stream direction. As a result, the CFLX number and 
the VNNX number are maintained at small value if the aspect ratio is very small, indicating a 
poor damping of the longitudinal error modes. Such a strategy is refered as the "max-CFL/max-
VNN" combination since it optimizes the highest value of CFL and VNN parameters. The 
modification of the viscous preconditioning for the Matrix-Free scheme does not change this 
situation. To circumvent this issue, Venkastewaran and Merkle proposed in [81] a modification 
of the viscous preconditioning. Their idea is to simultaneously optimize the viscous processes in 
the cross-stream direction with the acoustic wave propagation in the longitudinal direction. In 
our case, the new definition of the viscous preconditioning tries to maintain the CFLX number 
and the VNNy number at their optimum values. This can be achieved by changing the definition 
(6.2.5) of oti and (12 as follows : 

ai = î  ' a2 = lty-
AR2 • {QJA) 

This strategy is refered as the "min-CFL/max-VNN" combination since it optimises the minimum 
CFL number and the maximum VNN number. However, even with this new preconditioning the 
VNNX number remains very small which still creates stiffness for the pure longitudinal modes. 
Moreover, this definition of the preconditioning provides more numerical dissipation. Indeed, 
simple calculations yields : 

a „ PV/8V 1 ^ pvlh 
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When the aspect ratio is very small, the preconditioned scheme can even turn back to its non-
preconditioned version. Hence, such a strategy seems clearly unadapted to our Matrix-Free 
scheme which requires less numerical dissipation, as mentioned earlier. The analysis that we 
performed indicates clearly that, for this choice, the Matrix-Free scheme is stiff over the entire 
wavenumber domain. A last strategy was also designed by Merkles' team [11, 81] and refered as 
the "min-CFL/min-VNN" combination since it tries to maintain the minimum CFL and VNN 
numbers at their optimal value. This choice can be enforced by taking the minimum instead of 
the maximum in expression (6.2.4) : 

2 _ . / « i («i - 1) «2 («2 ~ 1) \ 
pv - mm ^ _ i + c2/u2 , a2_1 + c2/y2J 

with the original definition of the coefficients a\ and a-i. This choice enables to obtain a very good 
damping in the longitudinal direction, however, it implies that the values of the CFL number 
and the VNN number in the cross-stream direction are very big which can generate some stiffness 
over the frequency domain. Moreover, the choice of the minimum in the viscous preconditioning 
implies that the low-Mach parameter (5 can become equal to the Mach number as for the inviscid 
preconditioning and resulting stiffness can then appear. Next paragraph is devoted to the study 
of these different strategies in the case of the Direct Scheme. 

6.7.1 Direct scheme 

Let us consider a flow at M = 10~5, Rem = 10_1 and let us take AR = 10~2. We plotted in 
figure 6.7.1 the results obtained for the Block scheme at % = 106 and with the "max-CFL/max-
VNN" preconditioning. The scheme provides an excellent damping over the entire frequency 
domain and even for the pure-longitudinal modes as it can be seen on the close-up. These good 
properties along the ir-axis are mainly due to the use of high values of time-step (we recall that 
X = 106). Hence, in that case, we can estimate that CFLX f» 104 while VNNX f» 102 which are 
still high values for these parameters. 
In figure 6.7.2, we present the results obtained with the Matrix-Free scheme for the same condi
tions except that we used the modified viscous preconditioning. We notice that the damping is 
good over a large part of the frequency domain. Nonetheless, we also note that the stiffness is 
mainly concentrated along the ir-axis, as one can see in the close-up. Unlike the Block scheme, 
the damping of the Matrix-Free method deteriorates for the pure longitudinal modes and partic
ularly for the high frequencies. Hence, it can be interesting to study the "min-CFL/min-VNN" 
combination and its effects on the performance rate for the pure longitudinal modes. 
In figure 6.7.3, we plotted the amplification factor map obtained with the "min-CFL/min-VNN" 
strategy. As expected, the damping over the wavenumber domain is worse than with the previ
ous version. High values of the transverse CFL and VNN numbers and the fact that the viscous 
preconditioning equalizes the inviscid case are the main reasons of the stiffness. On the other 
hand, as one can see in the close-up, the damping of the pure longitudinal modes is improved, 
particularly for the high frequencies and the very small wavenumbers. However, Venkateswaran 
and Merkle emphasize that with this kind of strategy the solutions may diverge and they pro
pose to use the more conservative viscous preconditioning in the begining of the computation 
and then switch to the "min-CFL/min-VNN" combination. At any case, the efficiency for pure 
axial modes of the Matrix-Free scheme will rely also on the resolution method. Next section will 
precisely deal with the performances of the SGS and PJ relaxation procedure with high aspect 
ratio grids. 
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Figure 6.7.1: Amplification factor map of the Direct Block scheme at M = 10 - 5 , Rem = 10_1, 
X = 106 and AR = 10~2. Left : Entire wavenumber domain. Right : Close-up near the absciss 
axis. 
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Figure 6.7.2: Amplification factor map of the Direct Matrix-Free scheme at M = 10~5, Rem = 
10 - 1 , X = 106 a n d AR = 10 - 2 . Left : Entire wavenumber domain. Right : Close-up near the 
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Figure 6.7.3: Amplification factor map of the Direct Matrix-Free scheme at M = 10 5, Rem = 
1CT1, x = !06 and AR = 1CT2. The "min-CFL/min-VNN" strategy is used. Left : Entire 
wavenumber domain. Right : Close-up near the absciss axis. 

6.7.2 MF-SGS and MF-PJ schemes 

In this paragraph, we aim at studying the performances of MF-SGS and MF-PJ schemes in the 
presence of high aspect ratio grids. As mentioned earlier, they are expected to provide poor 
damping for the pure axial modes. Results from figure 6.7.4 show that for AR = 1CT2, both 
methods are efficient to damp the mid-wavenumber modes but they fail to eliminate pure longi
tudinal errors. Using "min-CFL/min-VNN" definition does not enable to improve significantly 
the performances. In figures 6.7.5 and 6.7.6, we present the amplification factor along the x-
axis for the MF-SGS(40) and MF-PJ(50) schemes. For both schemes, the "min-CFL/min-VNN" 
strategy fails to improve the pure axial damping. Further investigations revealed that taking 
a very large amount of inner-sweeps enables both method to recover a little intrinsic efficiency 
but such a strategy is not affordable in terms of CPU-time efficiency. As a result, the use of the 
"min-CFL/min-VNN" combination cannot be reasonably considered for the Matrix-Free method 
coupled with SGS or PJ algorithm. 

6.8 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we studied the impact of the viscous spectral radius and we emphasized that, 
as long as Rec > 1, such a simplification does not affect the efficiency of the method. When 
Rec < 1, the simplification is highly penalizing but we can reasonably consider that such a case 
is rare for low-Mach number flows. Besides, we showed that the original viscous preconditioning 
is not really well-suited for the Matrix-Free technique since it provides too much numerical 
dissipation. Hence, we outlined a new definition of the viscous parameter which enables the 
method to provide a good damping for every frequency modes. In the case of high aspect ratio 
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Figure 6.7.4: Amplification factor map at M = 1CT5, Rem = 10_1, % = 106 and AR = 10 - 2 . 
Left : MF-SGS(40) scheme with enhanced viscous preconditioning. Right : MF-PJ(50) scheme 
with enhanced viscous preconditioning. 
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Figure 6.7.5: Amplification factor of the MF-SGS(40) scheme along the ir-axis. Left : Enhanced 
viscous preconditioning. Right : "min-CFL/min-VNN" combination. 

grids, we showed that the "min-CFL/min-VNN" combination can increase the efficiency of the 
method for the pure axial modes. Unfortunately, the same strategy fails to make SGS and PJ 
algorithms as efficient as the Direct scheme. However, some strategies are imaginable in order 
to avoid high aspect ratio issues, such as unstretching grids far from the wall boundaries so as 
to preserve efficiency. It was shown in [81] that axial modes can be eliminated by the boundary 
condition specifications. In chapter 8, we will focus on such problems and we will try to outline 
practical solutions. 
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Figure 6.7.6: Amplification factor of the MF-PJ(50) scheme along the ir-axis. Left : Enhanced 
viscous preconditioning. Right : "min-CFL/min-VNN" combination. 



Chapter 7 

Stability Analysis of the Matrix-Free 
Method for the Unsteady Equations 
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7.1 Introduction 

Unsteady fluid dynamic processes are frequently encountered in engineering problems. As they 
are governed by a wide range of time scales (typically from acoustic time to particle time), 
they are challenging to compute. For low-Mach number flows, unsteady problem is even more 
complex since there is a strong disparity between the characteristic time related to acoustic 
waves and the characteristic time related to particle velocities. In this chapter, we focus on 
the Euler unsteady equations solved by a dual-time stepping scheme, wherein the physical-time 
derivatives are employed to follow the physical transients and the pseudo-time derivatives serve 
as an iterative device. In chapter 3, we showed how to obtain the expression of the dual-time 
stepping scheme in the Fourier space. For the Euler case, it is given by the following system : 

H • A t t ) ; '• = —K • W; '• 
%3 %3 

with 

K = 1%-H 
2 At 

H = P-

AT 

ôx 
€ (1 - K)Dl Z\ 

AT 

AT 
2 — {l-e)D2z2 5y 

AT 

6y 
e (1 - K)D2 Z\ 

AT 

'^ltAE91 (1 + 2 ( l - " ) * i ) + ^ * * ( 1 + 2 ( 1 - " ) * 

3 AT 

2ÂÏ 
Id 

AT -
2 — D l Zl ox 

AT -
2 — D 2 z2 

6y 

A T 

ôx 
AE

Sl 
AT 

6y 
B*s2 

where we recall that At is the physical time-step and AT is the pseudo-time step. In order 
to perform a Von Neumann analysis, we need to customize the unsteady system. That is the 
subject of the next paragraph. 

147 
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7.2 Parameters of the study 

In the manner of the previous chapters, we need parameters which enable us to compute the 
Jacobian matrices and the dissipation matrices. As shown earlier, the Mach number M, the flow 
direction v/u and the ratio of specific heats 7 are sufficient to determine such matrices. Besides, 
we have to compute the ratios AT/ox, AT /5y and AT /At. The pseudo-time step reads : 

AT = CFLT . m i n ( ^ , f e 

where Xf and A^ are the spectral radius of the preconditioned system. Hence, we obtain : 

( Ar -TFT mm( l AR) 

' ^ CFT • r1 ^ l Ï (7'2-1} 

Consequently, two others parameters are required, namely the aspect ratio AR = ôy/ôx and the 
dual CFL number CFLT. Furthermore, we have to define the physical-time step. There are two 
possible definitions, the first one based on the acoustic time scale, the second one based on the 
particle time scale : 

1 AR 1 AR 
At = CFLt • ox • min( , ) or At = CFLt • ox • mm(-, ) 

u + c v + c u v 

At any case, we have : 

AT AT ÔX 

~Â1 ~ ~ÔX"Â1 

Thus, we choose the physical CFL number CFLt as the additional parameter to set the physical 
time step. Before performing analyses, we want to define two practical numbers, namely the 
CFL number based on the particle velocity and denoted CFLU, and the CFL number based on 
the acoustic wave and denoted CFLU+C : 

CFLU = u • -r- and CFLU = (u + c) • -r-ox ox 

When the Mach number is very small, the scheme has to deal with a strong disparity between 
these two numbers. For instance, if the Mach number is set at M = 10~3 and if we are interesting 
in the acoustic phenomena, then we have CFLU+C K> 1 and CFLU f» 10~3. Hence, we can 
encounter some problems because of these very different time-scale. Let us now deal with the 
low-Mach parameter which enables us to circumvent such issues. 

7.3 Unsteady preconditioning 

As mentioned earlier, the large disparity between acoustic CFL number and particle CFL num
ber that we encounter for low-Mach number flow obliges us to redefine properly the low-Mach 
parameter. Several studies about this problem are available in the literature and Merkle's teams 
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provided an enhancement of steady preconditioning in [81]. Using standard steady precondition
ing can be specially ineffective for acoustic problems. In figure 7.3.1, we plotted the amplification 
factor obtained with the MF-SGS(30) scheme with the steady preconditioning (left) and without 
any preconditioning (right). We notice that the preconditioned scheme becomes particularly 
stiff for the low-frequency area and, as a result, it is inappropriate for such problems. On the 
other hand, the standard scheme appears to be well-suited for this case and provides a very good 
damping over the entire wavenumber domain. 

0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 

Figure 7.3.1: Amplification factor of the MF-SGS(30) scheme at M = 1CT3, CFLU+C = 1 and 
CFLT = 106. Left : Steady preconditioning. Right : No preconditioning. 

For particle problems, that is when CFLU = 1, the results are different. Indeed, in figure 
7.3.2, we can note that the Steady preconditioning scheme provides a good damping while the 
unpreconditioned scheme is highly stiff for such a case. Steady preconditioning is then more 
appropriate for particle problems, however we remark that the damping over the low-frequency 
region is still ineffective, indicating slow convergence. Standard preconditioning is therefore not 
versatile enough to deal with the limits of small and large physical time-steps. Moreover, in 
the case of intermediate choices of time-step size, neither steady preconditioned scheme nor un
preconditioned one provide good convergence properties. Researches showed that an additional 
definition of the low-Mach parameter was then necessary. The unsteady parameter is defined as 
follows : 

pu = max — , —{•—) 
' vvr At c' vr At cJ 

where lx and ly are characteristic lengths of the physical problem. In practice, it is customary 
to take these lengths equal to the size of the computational domain. The main reason is that we 
want to damp efficiently the low-frequency error modes since they usually control the convergence 
rate. These modes are related to the longest wavelengths that can be captured over the domain, 
it is therefore reasonable to consider that such wavelengths are of the order of the size of the 
computational domain. As a result, the ratio lx/At can be regarded as the speed of these waves 
and the unsteady parameter can be considered as the Mach number which defines them. 
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Figure 7.3.2: Amplification factor of the MF-SGS(30) scheme at M = 1CT3, CFL% 

CFLT = 106. Left : Steady preconditioning. Right : No preconditioning. 
= 1 and 

However, there exists another way to determine these lengths. In fact, the convergence rate is 
controlled by the low-frequency modes but their representation in the Fourier space relies on 
the mesh size. More precisely, when the grid becomes finer, the representation of the largest 
wavelength corresponds to lower frequencies. Hence, there are two characteristic lengths which 
have to be taken into account, namely the size of the wave and the size of the mesh. Considering 
the fastest wave propagating at the speed (u + c) during the physical time-step At, we obtain 
the following length : 

Lacous = (u + c) • Ai = CFLU+C • ôx 

According to the value of CFLU+C, this length can be seen as the number of space-step that the 
fastest wave covers during one time-step. Moreover we can consider that it represents the scale 
of the largest wavelength. As the frequency representation depends also on the mesh size, we 
can take as reference length the geometry average of (Lacous x ôx) : 

lx = VLacous • OX = ÔX • ^fCFLu+c 

Thus, the unsteady parameter in the ^-direction can be redefined as follows : 

_ Ox/At ^CFLU+C 

Pu — 
C 7T 

Let us consider an acoustic problem, CFLU+C is set to unity and the physical time-step is 
therefore equal to Ai = ôx/(u + c). The unsteady parameter is then given by : 

Pu = 
U + C 1 1 

Using this parameter enables us to become very close to the unpreconditioned scheme which is 
well-suited for acoustic problems. On the other hand, let us set CFLU to unity which means 
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that At = ôx/u and CFLU+C f» 1/M, we obtain : 

U y/l/M VM 

Now the unsteady parameter is close to the steady one and we can expect a good damping of 
the error modes. For intermediate cases, the square root of the acoustic CFL number enables 
us to scale properly the unsteady parameter so as to preserve good convergence properties. In 
figure 7.3.3, we show the results obtained with this definition of the unsteady parameter for 
CFLU+C = 1 on the left and CFLU = 1 on the right. We notice that for both cases, the scheme 
succeed in damping efficiently the low-frequency error modes, indicating fast convergence rate. 

0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 

Figure 7.3.3: Amplification factor of the MF-SGS(30) scheme with the unsteady preconditioning 
at M = lCT3 and CFLT = 106. Left : CFLU+C = 1. Right : CFLU = 1. 

In figure 7.3.4, we drew the diagonal profile of the amplification factor at CFLU+C = 1 and 
CFLU = 1. The unsteady preconditioner appears to be the more versatile method to damp 
correctly the low wavenumbers in both cases. Moreover, for intermediate configurations, namely 
for CFLU = 10_1 and for CFLU = 10~2, the unsteady preconditioner provides good convergence 
properties as shown in figure 7.3.5. 

Remark : 

We want to stress on the fact that the unsteady preconditioning has a non-negligible effect on the 
accuracy of the solution. Indeed, it implies that the low-Mach parameter is larger than for the 
steady preconditioner so that the numerical dissipation becomes more important. It is especially 
true in the case of the acoustic problems for which the unsteady preconditioning approaches 
the no preconditioning formulation. The numerical dissipation is then poorly scale leading to 
inaccuracy. 
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Figure 7.3.4: Diagonal profile of the amplification factor of the MF-SGS(30) scheme at M = 10 3 

and CFLT = 106. Left : CFLU+C = 1. Right : CFLU = 1. 
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Figure 7.3.5: Amplification factor of the MF-SGS(30) scheme with unsteady preconditioning at 
M = 1CT3 and CFLT = 106. Left : CFL,„ = 1CT1. Right : CFL,„ = 1CT2. 
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7.4 Comparison Block / Matrix-Free 

7.4.1 Regular grids 
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Figure 7.4.1: Diagonal profiles of the amplification factor at M = 10~3 and CFLT = 106 with the 
unsteady preconditioning. Top : Comparison between Block-ALGS(l) scheme and MF-SGS(30) 
scheme. Left : CFLU+C = 1. Right : CFLU = 1. Bottom : Comparison between Block-ALGS(l) 
scheme and MF-PJ(50) scheme. Left : CFLU+C = 1. Right : CFLU = 1. 

The results presented in figure 7.4.1 are very interesting since they show that the Matrix-Free 
method coupled with SGS algorithm or PJ algorithm is as efficient as the Block scheme solved 
by ALGS procedure. Indeed, for acoustic and particle problems, that is for CFLU+C = 1 or 
CFLU = 1, the Matrix-Free scheme provides a very good damping of the low-frequency error 
modes which indicates a fast convergence rate. Thus, Matrix-Free method appears to be very 
appropriate for the unsteady flows. 
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7.4.2 Stretched grids 

We first deal with the acoustic problems and we set the aspect ratio at 10~4. For such a case, 
the MF-SGS scheme is very competitive since it provides an excellent damping over the entire 
wavenumber domain and it eliminates completely the pure axial modes (cf. figure 7.4.2). These 
results are surprising because we expected that the method provided a bad damping of the 
longitudinal modes as it is the case for steady flows. 

0.5 

Ç / 7 C 

G 

M = 1CT3, CFL d , = 1 0 6 , C F L = 1 , A R = 1CT4 

BIock-ALGS(l) scheme 
MF-SGS(30) scheme 

0.25 0.5 0.75 
T | / 7 t g / 7 t = 0 ) 

Figure 7.4.2: Left : Amplification factor of the MF-SGS(30) scheme at M = 1CT3, CFLU+C = 1 
and CFLT = 106 with the unsteady preconditioning. Right : Profile of the amplification factor 
along the y-axis (£ = 0) for the same conditions. Comparison between Block-ALGS(l) scheme 
and MF-SGS(30) scheme. 

In fact, according to the chapter 3, we can easily explain this behaviour. Under such conditions, 
the physical time-derivative term is highly dominant for the ir-modes and, consequently, the 
operator matrices H\ and H2 which define the SGS scheme (cf. expression 3.12.1) read : 

Hi 
AT 

Id and Ho 
AT 

Id 
At ^ At 

Moreover, the implicit operator H and the explicit operator K read also : 

H 
AT 

At 
Id and K 

AT 

At 
Id 

As a result VSGS is equal to zero and the amplification matrix of the SGS scheme (GSGS) is the 
same than the Direct scheme's one (G*). Besides, the amplification matrix of the Direct scheme 
is given by : 

G* = H~l .(H-K)n H~l • (^Id - ^Id) 0 

Hence, the damping is maximum for the pure axial modes. 
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Let us now study the particle problem with high aspect ratio grids. A priori, we can ex
pect that, as the physical time-derivative term is less dominant, the behaviour of the MF-SGS 
scheme becomes similar to the steady case. Figure 7.4.3 presents the results obtained for 
AR = 10_1 and AR = 10~3. We notice that, in the manner of the steady case, the amplification 
factor becomes stiff for pure longitudinal modes. 
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"0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 "O 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 

Figure 7.4.3: Amplification factor of the MF-SGS(30) scheme at M = 1CT3, CFLU = 1 and 
CFLT = 106 with the unsteady preconditioning. Left : AR = 10_1. Right : AR = 10 - 3 . 

However, the value of the aspect ratio implies that for longitudinal modes the physical 
time-derivative term becomes larger, and, as a result, the loss of efficiency is expected to be less 
important than for the steady case. In figure 7.4.4, we note that until AR = 10~3, the MF-SGS 
method is competitive compared to the Block-ALGS scheme which is well-known to possess 
good properties in such conditions. Nevertheless, for AR = 10~4, MF-SGS scheme becomes 
too stiff and, like for the steady case, it is unsuited for computing such problems. In spite of 
this weakness, we can conclude that the Matrix-Free method is a valuable choice to carry out 
unsteady computations with reasonable grid stretching. 

7.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we studied the performances of the Matrix-Free implicit method for the Euler 
unsteady equations solved using a dual-time stepping strategy. We described the difficulties re
lated to the low-Mach number computation and we outlined a specific definition of the low-Mach 
preconditioner. Using this unsteady preconditioner, we showed that the Matrix-Free method 
coupled with SGS or PJ algorithm is highly efficient to damp the low-frequency modes for both 
acoustic and particle problems. Furthermore, we emphasized that the method is also versatile 
enough to deal with the intermediate cases that can arise when one uses high aspect ratio grids. 
The theoretical Von Neumann analysis enabled us to study the main features of the Matrix-Free 
implicit method such that we can conclude that this method represents a valuable choice to 
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Figure 7.4.4: Amplification factor of the MF-SGS(30) scheme at M = 1CT3, CFLU = 1 and 
CFLT = 106 with the unsteady preconditioning. Right : AR = 1 0 - 1 . Left : AR = 1 0 - 3 . 

compute unsteady flows. However, as mentioned earlier, we have to take care about the fact that 
the unsteady preconditioner can have a negative effect on the accuracy of the computation since, 
especially for acoustic problems, it approaches the no preconditioning formulation which implies 
a poor scale of the numerical dissipation. We will study all these properties in the numerical 
experiments. 



Chapter 8 

Basic Numerical Experiments 

8.1 Introduction 
CD 
O 
O 

This chapter deals with numerical experiments that have been carried out using a model code, 
with a two-folded objective : 

CO 
CM 

• to confirm by practical computations the a priori analysis of intrinsic efficiency based on 
the study of the amplification factor for the steady and unsteady linearized Euler and 
Navier-Stokes equations, 

CD > 

• to complete the performance analysis of the proposed matrix-free treatment by taking 
into account the computational cost of the method as well as its memory requirements, 
thus gaining access to a preliminary assessment of the global efficiency provided by the 
matrix-free approach. 

"05 

The use of a model code was retained for flexibility reason : this code solely developed for our 
own purpose proved to be a very useful numerical platform for carrying out a large number of 
numerical experiments with several variants of the implicit schemes under study before actually 
implementing in CEA's CAST3M general-purpose platform the best choice identified at the 
conclusion of this preliminary study. The model code is written using a finite-difference approach 
on Cartesian grids. It is applied to three test-cases, designed so as to allow the investigation of a 
wide range of configurations : namely an inviscid steady problem, both in the compressible and 
low-Mach regime (flow over a sine-bump), a viscous low-Mach steady problem (Poiseuille flow) 
and a viscous low-Mach unsteady problem (flow over an oscillating flat plate). For each case, 
we want to outline the different properties of the Matrix-Free method, mainly the convergence 
rate and the memory storage required, and situate these properties with respect to the ones 
provided by standard block-implicit treatments (representative of the available block-implicit 
treatment in CAST3M). The results that we are about to comment will enable us to justify (or 
not!) the valuableness of our method in order to implement it into the CAST3M code of the CEA. 

157 
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8.2 Model platform framework 

Let us present the governing equations and the non-dimensionalization that we applied in the 
model program. Unlike the process that we described in chapter 1, we choose the free-stream 
velocity as the reference speed. It follows that non-dimensional quantities are defined by : 

,^ r p ^ u f p 
tr = j , p = — , u = — , T = ^— , p = _ _2 , 

Li POO UOO - loo P o o ^ o o 

„- * \ X t f F- È H- & 

Poo Aoo Li J Uoo Uoo Uoo 

where subscript oo denotes the reference quantities. We can also define a reference sound speed 
in order to determine the reference Mach number : 

& = 7 i 2 T o o => Ml= U -
iRToo 

Such choices lead to the following dimensionless equation of state : 

The dimensionless Navier-Stokes equations that we implemented in our program are then the 
following : 

' ^ + V • (pu) = 0 

^ + V • (pu u) + Vp = -^ (V • r) 

where the primary dimensionless parameters are given by : 

Re=PooUooL p r = A ^ E c = ^ = (1-l)Ml . 
Poo AQO ' - y p- ' oo 

In order to prevent the round-off errors which can occur at very low-Mach number, we split, 
in the manner of [14], the pressure into two parts, namely a thermodynamic pressure of order 
0(1/M2) which remains constant with respect to the space dimension and a dynamic pressure 
of order 0(1) which varies in time and in space. Hence we have : 

p(t,x) = P0(t)+p'(t,x) 

where p is the total pressure, Po is the thermodynamic pressure and p' is the dynamic pressure. 
Practical implementation in the "maquette" is inspired by the work of Sockol [73]. In the 
following test-cases, the thermodynamic pressure is constant and equal to the initial pressure : 

P0(t)=Po = 
iMl 
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It follows that : 

The density is obtained through the equation of state : 

p = {l+p'/p) /T 

while the total energy reads : 

PE-^ + W + A 

7 — 1 1 

Hence, we can also define a reduced energy : 
e = - + -p{u +v ) 

7 — 1 1 

As a result the new set of conservative variables is the following : 

w = (p, pu, pv, e')T 

In [40], we proved that such a correction enables the code to reach the machine zero even for 
Mach numbers close to 10~8. Moreover, the quality of the solution can be also preserved. 

Let us now describe some features that are common to all test-cases. First of all, we 
only deal with the Roe-Turkel scheme extended to higher accuracy thanks to the non-limited 
MUSCL extrapolation. Second, we evaluate the viscous fluxes thanks to a second-order centered 
formula. Explicit boundary conditions are used by default but, in some case, we will treat the 
boundary conditions implicitly. 

8.3 Flow over a sine b u m p 

8.3.1 Description 

An inviscid flow in a channel is computed. The geometry of the channel consists of a rectangular 
domain (x,y) G [0;4] x [0;1], with a straight upper wall and a curved lower wall, whose 
coordinates are given by : 

x < 1 y = 0 

l > i r > 3 y = 0.1 ( l -cos[ ( i r - l )7r ] ) 

x > 3 y = 0 

In order to adapt this geometry to our Cartesian grid, the lower wall remains straight but, when 
x G [1; 3], the normal to the wall is computed as follows : 

{ nx = —0.1 • 7T • sin[(ir — l)ir] 

ny = l 
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Three grids are employed to carry out the studies, namely a coarse one (81 x 21), a medium one 
(121 x 31) and a fine one (161 x 41). For each grid, we solve the Euler equations for an ideal gas, 
with 7 = 1.4. For M^ < 0.5 the flow remains subsonic, and hence isentropic and irrotational 
(because for higher Mach numbers one gets a transonic flow with a shock), and the Mach isolines 
are expected to be completely symmetrical with respect to the geometry (i.e. potential flow). 
Non-dimensional values are taken as follows : po = l, Uo = l, Vo = 0, Po = 1/jM^. For non-low 
Mach number flows, that is when M^ > 0.1, we consider subsonic boundary conditions : 

• at the inlet (left) we impose the external total enthalpy, the external entropy and the flow 
angle while we extrapolate the pressure from inside; 

• at the outlet (right) we impose the static pressure while we extrapolate the density and 
the velocity from inside. 

On the other hand, when the Mach number is small (M^ < 0.1), we modify the inlet conditions 
by considering "incompressible" inlet conditions. We impose the external density and velocity 
while we extrapolate the pressure from inside. In fact, we want to use the same boundary 
conditions for M^ = 0.1 and M^ = 10~5 so that the comparisons between convergence rates 
are not influenced by the boundary effects. The choice of the incompressible conditions is truly 
justified for M^ = 10~5 but is is of course debatable for M^ = 0.1. At any case, our objective 
in this chapter concerns more the performance properties of our scheme rather than the quality 
of the solution. 

8.3.2 Objectives of the study 

Here, we first want to study the impact of our Matrix-Free framework in terms of CPU time. 
Indeed, the Von Neumann analysis can tell us how the spectral radius simplification alters the 
convergence rate but it fails to inform us about the gain obtained by the simplified procedure 
that we described in chapter 4. For this reason, we created in the code an implicit stage named 
RS (RS standing for "Rayon Spectral" or Spectral Radius). This RS implicit stage is in fact a 
standard block implicit stage in which we replaced the numerical dissipation matrices by the 
identity matrix multiplied by their spectral radius. Of course, such an implicit stage has no 
practical interest since it combines the loss of efficiency due to the RS simplification plus the 
high cost per iteration of the block scheme. However, if one compares this implicit stage coupled 
with a Point Jacobi relaxation procedure with respect to the MF-PJ scheme, one can calculate 
the amount of CPU time saved by the Matrix-Free framework. 

Besides, we want to emphasize the impact of the low-Mach preconditioning in terms of 
efficiency and accuracy. We especially insist on the independence of the convergence rate with 
respect to the Mach number when the inviscid preconditioning is employed. Such results are 
well-established now for the block schemes but they have to be confirmed for the Matrix-Free 
method. Our reference method will be the block-ALGS(l) scheme which is well-known to 
possess very good convergence properties. We will lead systematic comparisons between this 
scheme and our Matrix-Free procedure for a subsonic case at M^ = 0.5 and for a very low-Mach 
case at M^ = 10~5. The MF scheme will be coupled with a SGS or a PJ relaxation procedure. 
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8.3.3 Analysis of the Matrix-Free framework 

Let us consider a subsonic flow at M^ = 0.5. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, we 
deal with a RS implicit stage and the Matrix-Free implicit stage. Both methods are solved by 
the Point Jacobi relaxation procedure and they are employed to compute the subsonic flow on 
the coarse grid. The difference between these two stages stands in the fact that the Matrix-Free 
scheme minimizes the number of operations that are required to invert the system. The results are 
presented in figure 8.3.1. Both methods require the same number of iteration to reach the steady 
state, indicating that the Matrix-Free framework has no negative impact on the convergence 
rate. In [41], we showed the same results for different grid sizes and also for the Poiseuille flow. 
Besides, we notice in the summarizing table that the Matrix-Free framework enables us to save 
CPU time. Indeed, the time to converge is dramatically reduced with the MF scheme (from 
72 seconds to 38 seconds). These first results emphasize that the Matrix-Free method that we 
developed possesses a very low cost per iteration and that the involved simplifications do not 
affect the convergence rate. 

RS implicit stage 
MF implicit stage 

Point Jacobi relaxation procedure (20 inner-iterations) 

Mesh : 81x21 

M = 0.5 

CFL = 106 

Method Iterations CPU 

RS-PJ(20) 

MF-PJ(20) 

900 72 sec. 

900 38 sec. 

400 600 
Iterations 

Figure 8.3.1: Impact of the Matrix-Free framework. Left : Convergence history of the residual on 
the coarse grids for RS-PJ(20) and MF-PJ(20) methods at M^ = 0.5 and CFL = 106. Right : 
Table summarizing the convergence properties of both methods, namely the number of iterations 
to reach the steady state and the associated CPU time. 

8.3.4 Comparison Block scheme / MF scheme for subsonic flow 

In this paragraph, we want to corroborate the results obtained with the Von Neumann analysis. 
Before leading comparisons, we have to define the cost of a numerical method. This cost can be 
expressed as follows : 

C = N-L 

where C is the global cost, N is the number of iterations and Ic is the cost per iteration. In fact, 
the number of iterations can be related to the amplification factor of the method according to 
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the following expression : 

(p(G)) N 

where (){G) is the amplification factor and e is the level of convergence reached after N iterations. 
Thus, one can predict the gap between two methods which reach the same level of convergence 
as follows : 

log(p(Gi)) 
log(p(G2)) 

N2 

N 

This formula is true for one error mode in the Fourier space. In order to get an estimation of 
the gap for all the modes, we can make an average of the amplification factor : 

(KG) 
1 

ave — 9 
7TZ 

0 JO 
p(G(£,r))) d£ dr) 

In table 8.3.1, we present the average amplification factor at M^ = 0.5 of the methods that we 
want to compare, namely the BL-ALGS(l) scheme which is used as the reference one, the MF-
SGS(IO) scheme and the MF-PJ(30) scheme. In the same table, we also provide the theoretical 
ratio between all these methods. We notice that , in theory, the MF-SGS(IO) scheme requires 
2.5 times as many iterations as the BL-ALGS(l) scheme while the MF-PJ(30) scheme needs 2.8 
times as many iterations. Such results emphasize that , if we want the MF-SGS(IO) scheme to be 
competitive in terms of CPU time, its cost per iteration has to be at least 2.5 times less expen
sive than the BL-ALGS(l) scheme's one. This method is just a qualitative tool since the Von 

Method 

P\G)ave 

Ni/Nref 

BL-ALGS(l) 

0.54 

1 

MF-SGS(IO) 

0.78 

2.5 

MF-PJ(30) 

0.80 

2.8 

Table 8.3.1: Average amplification factor of several methods at M^ = 0.5 : BL-ALGS(l) scheme, 
MF-SGS(IO) scheme and MF-PJ(30) scheme. The theoretical ratio of iteration between all these 
methods is also provided, BL-ALGS(l) scheme is chosen as the reference. 

Neumann analysis does not take into account the effects of the boundary conditions. Moreover, 
we know that the convergence rate is mainly driven by the performance at low wavenumbers, so 
we should increase the weight of the low-frequency in order to be more precise. Nevertheless, the 
estimation given by this analysis points out the effort that must be made so that the Matrix-Free 
method is competitive. 
In figure 8.3.2, we present the diagonal profile of the amplification factors of these methods 
and the convergence history of the residuals on the fine grids. We notice that the hierarchy 
provided by the Von Neumann analysis remains the same for the numerical test-case : the BL-
ALGS(l) scheme is the most efficient, it requires Aq = 720 iterations to reach the zero machine; 
it takes N2 = 1320 iterations for the MF-SGS(IO) scheme to reach the same level and N3 = 1400 
iterations for the MF-PJ(30) scheme. We have then the following relative efficiency : 

N 
= 1.83 

Ni 
= 1.94 
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M = 0.5 CFL„ = 20 CFLMF = 10b 

BL-ALGS(l) scheme 
MF-SGS(IO) scheme 
MF-PJ(30) scheme 

0.25 0.5 0.75 
i ; / 7 t = T|/7C 

3 

M = 0.5 Mesh: 161x41 

BL-ALGS(l) scheme 
MF-SGS(IO) scheme 
MF-PJ(30) scheme 

500 1000 

Iterations 

Figure 8.3.2: Comparison between BL-ALGS(l) scheme, MF-PJ(30) scheme and MF-SGS(IO) 
scheme at M^ = 0.5. Left : Diagonal profile of the amplification factors. Right : Convergence 
history of the residuals on the fine grid. 

Thus, the Von Neumann analysis overestimates the loss of intrinsic efficiency related to the 
Matrix-Free method. As explained earlier, the convergence rate relies mainly on the damping of 
the low wavenumbers. Indeed, the comparison of the amplification factors emphasizes that the 
gap between the different methods is less important over the low-frequency region. These results 
then give credence to such an assumption. Nevertheless, an important cost reduction is still 
necessary in order to make the Matrix-Free method competitive. The framework that we present 
in chapter 4 ensures such a reduction. The results obtained at M^ = 0.5 are presented in Table 
8.3.2. The last column is related to the cost per point per iteration, we denote it CPPPI. The 
CPPPI remains quite constant with respect to the grid size, it is therefore very useful to drive 
comparisons. For the fine grid, the relative costs of the methods that we want to compare are 
the following : 

CPPPh 
CPPPh 

= 2.52 
CPPPh 
CPPPh 

= 2.07 

The Matrix-Free framework enables to reduce dramatically the CPPPI. Hence, the Matrix-Free 
method coupled with the SGS algorithm or the PJ procedure becomes globally more competitive 
than the Block scheme. Let us now focus on each technique. As the grid becomes finer, the 
MF-PJ scheme requires a larger amount of inner-iterations in order to remain efficient. This 
is in good agreement with the Von Neumann analysis, the MF-PJ algorithm needs many 
inner-iterations so as to damp correctly the low-frequency error modes. However, we observe 
some instabilities for very low wavenumbers while the scheme is stable in practice. The grid is 
perhaps not fine enough to capture these low-frequency modes, at any case this is another reason 
to increase the number of sub-iterations. On the other hand, the MF-SGS scheme remains very 
efficient for all grids with only 10 inner-iterations. This is also confirmed by the Von Neumann 
results. In the Table 8.3.2, we also provide the results obtained with the RS implicit stage for 
the coarse grid. It is interesting to note that when it is coupled with the ALGS(l) relaxation 
procedure, this method is the most efficient among the MF-type techniques. 
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Hence, the loss of intrinsic efficiency inherent in the spectral radius simplification is bal
anced by the Matrix-Free implicit framework that we outlined in chapter 4. Indeed, the cost 
per iteration is strongly reduced so that the global cost becomes highly competitive compare 
to the classical block scheme. Moreover, we can expect a dramatically decrease of the memory 
requirements, thus, the Matrix-Free method is truly interesting to compute subsonic inviscid 
flows. Let us now carry out studies over the low-Mach regime. 
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NBEL Method CFL Iterations CPU CPI CPPPI 
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1701 BL-ALGS(l) 

RS-ALGS(l) 

RS-PJ(20) 

MF-PJ(IO) 

MF-PJ(20) 

MF-PJ(30) 

MF-SGS(IO) 

MF-SGS(20) 

MF-SGS(30) 

20 

106 

106 

106 

106 

106 

106 

106 

106 

400 

710 

900 

1950 

900 

830 

800 

750 

730 

53 s. 

83 s. 

72 s. 

53 s. 

38 s. 

48 s. 

40 s. 

66 s. 

92 s. 

0.13 

0.12 

0.08 

0.03 

0.04 

0.06 

0.05 

0.09 

0.17 

7.8 • 10"5 

6.9-10"5 

4.7-10"5 

1.6 -10"5 

2.5 • 10"5 

3.4 • 10"5 

3-10"5 

5.1 • 10"5 

7.4 • 10"5 

3751 BL-ALGS(l) 

MF-PJ(IO) 

MF-PJ(20) 

MF-PJ(30) 

MF-SGS(IO) 

MF-SGS(20) 

MF-SGS(30) 

20 

106 

106 

106 

106 

106 

106 

550 

NC 

1250 

1120 

1070 

1000 

970 

169 s. 

-

133 s. 

165 s. 

130 s. 

215 s. 

300 s. 

0.31 

-

0.11 

0.15 

0.12 

0.21 

0.31 

8.2 • 10"5 

-

2.8 -10"5 

3.9-10"5 

3.2 • 10"5 

5.7-10"5 

8.2 • 10"5 

6601 BL-ALGS(l) 

MF-PJ(20) 

MF-PJ(30) 

MF-SGS(IO) 

MF-SGS(20) 

MF-SGS(30) 

20 

106 

106 

106 

106 

106 

720 

3000 

1400 

1320 

1250 

1200 

396 s. 

581 s. 

370 s. 

290 s. 

482 s. 

667 s. 

0.55 

0.19 

0.26 

0.22 

0.39 s. 

0.568 

8.3-lO"5 

2.9 -10"5 

4•10"5 

3.3-10"5 

5.8-10"5 

8.4 • 10"5 

Table 8.3.2: Inviscid steady flow over a sinebump at M^ = 0.5. Regular Cartesian grids with 
AR = 1. The computations were done with a Pentium 4, 2.4 GHz, 1GB RAM memory. NBEL 
is the number of points. CPU is the time required to converge. CPI is the cost per iteration 
while CPPPI is the cost per point per iteration. 
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8.3.5 Comparisons in the low-Mach regime 

Before performing comparisons, we want to outline the necessity of the preconditioning in order 
to preserve efficiency and accuracy Furthermore, we will emphasize the independence of the 
convergence rate with respect to the Mach number when the scheme is preconditioned. 
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BL-ALGS(l) without preconditioning 
BL-ALGS(l) with preconditioning 

M = 0.1 CFL = 50 

Mesh: 121x31 

MF-SGS(30) without preconditioning 
MF-SGS(IO) with preconditioning 

400 600 
Iterations 

400 600 
Iterations 

PREC Method CFL 

No BL-ALGS(l) 50 

MF-PJ(30) 106 

MF-SGS(IO) 106 

Iterations CPU CPI 

850 222 s. 0.26 

NC 

NC 

CPPPI 

6-10"5 

Yes BL-ALGS(l) 

MF-PJ(30) 

MF-SGS(IO) 

50 

106 

106 

470 

990 

790 

144 s. 

144 s. 

96 s. 

0.31 

0.15 

0.12 

8.2 • 10"5 

3.9-10"5 

3.2 -10"5 

Figure 8.3.3: Inviscid steady flow over a sinebump at M^ = 0.1 for the medium grid (3751 
points). Regular Cartesian grid with AR = 1. Top-Left : Convergence history of the residual for 
the BL-ALGS scheme with and without preconditioning. Top-Right : Convergence history of the 
residual for the MF-SGS scheme with and without preconditioning. Bottom : Table summarizing 
the performance of the preconditioned and unpreconditioned schemes at M^ = 0.1. 

In figure 8.3.3, we present the results obtained with the preconditioned and the non-
preconditioned schemes at M^ = 0.1 on the medium grid. As expected, we clearly note that the 
preconditioned schemes are faster than the unpreconditioned ones. As forecasted by the Von 
Neumann analysis, we remark that the Matrix-Free schemes without preconditioning possess 
poor convergence rate. We observe also that for the same grid, MF preconditioned schemes are 
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better at M^ = 0.1 than at Moo = 0.5 since the number of iterations required to reach the 
machine zero is smaller. This behaviour confirms the results of the chapter 5, the spectral radius 
simplification is less penalizing at low-Mach number since the eigenvalues of the preconditioned 
system are very close. 

Figure 8.3.4: Isolines of the Mach number (M0 

scheme. Bottom : Preconditioned scheme. 
= 0.1, mesh (121 x31)). Top : Unpreconditioned 

In figure 8.3.4, we draw the isolines of the Mach number at M^ = 0.1 on the medium grid. 
We note that, even if they converge to machine zero, the unpreconditioned schemes provide an 
incorrect solution. This well-known result is due to the over-dissipation of the numerical scheme 
which arises when the system is ill-conditioned (at low-Mach number for instance). 

Another aspect of the low-Mach preconditioning's effects is the independence of the con
vergence rate with respect to the Mach number. In order to emphasize this property, we make 
a comparison between all the methods on the medium grid at M^ = 0.1 and M^ = 10~5. The 
results are reported in table 8.3.3. As expected, the convergence rates of the different methods 
do not vary much for both Mach numbers. We can therefore carry out all the comparisons for a 
unique Mach number. We choose a quasi-incompressible case, namely M^ = 10~5. 
In the manner of the previous section, we present in figure 8.3.5 the diagonal profile of the 
amplification factors of different methods, namely the BL-ALGS(l) scheme, the MF-SGS(IO) 
scheme and the MF-PJ(30) scheme. We also draw the convergence history of their residuals. 
Here again, the hierarchy provided by the Von Neumann analysis remains the same for the 
numerical experiment : the Block scheme is the most efficient in terms of iteration while the 
MF-SGS scheme is the fastest to reach the machine zero in terms of CPU time. These results 
are confirmed on all grids (cf. Table 8.3.4). As for the subsonic case, the loss of intrinsic 
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MACH Method CFL Iterations CPU CPI CPPPI 

to-1 BL-ALGS(l) 

MF-PJ(30) 

MF-SGS(IO) 

50 

106 

106 

470 

990 

790 

144 s. 

144 s. 

96 s. 

0.31 

0.15 

0.12 

8.2 • 10"5 

3.9-10"5 

3.2 -10"5 

10" BL-ALGS(l) 

MF-PJ(30) 

MF-SGS(IO) 

50 

106 

106 

470 

970 

780 

144 s. 

141 s. 

95 s. 

0.31 

0.15 

0.12 

8.2 • 10"5 

3.9-10"5 

3.2 -10"5 
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Table 8.3.3: Inviscid steady flow over a sinebump at M^ = 0.1 and at M^ = 10~5 for the 
medium grid (3751 points). Regular Cartesian grid with AR = 1. NBEL is the number of 
points. CPU is the time required to converge. CPI is the cost per iteration while CPPPI is the 
cost per point per iteration. 

efficiency inherent in the spectral radius simplification is balanced by the Matrix-Free implicit 
framework. The reduction of the cost per iteration enables the MF scheme to recover a very 
good global efficiency. Consequently, the Matrix-Free method is a valuable alternative to 
compute inviscid low-Mach number flow. Besides, the Matrix-Free implicit method has another 
advantage compare to the Block schemes, namely the reduction of the memory storage. 

M = 10" CFLDI = 50 CFLMR=10° 

^ 0.5 

BL-ALGS(l) scheme 
MF-SGS(IO) scheme 
MF-PJ(30) scheme 

0.25 0.5 0.75 

<D -6 
ai 

BL-ALGS(l) scheme 
MF-SGS(IO) 
MF-PJ(30) scheme 

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 

Iterations 

Figure 8.3.5: Comparison between BL-ALGS(l) scheme, MF-SGS(IO) scheme and MF-PJ(30) 
scheme at M^ = 10~5. Left : Diagonal profile of the amplification factors. Right : Convergence 
history of the residuals on the fine grid. 
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NBEL Method CFL Iterations CPU CPI CPPPI 

1701 BL-ALGS(l) 

MF-PJ(30) 

MF-SGS(IO) 

50 

106 

106 

370 

700 

550 

49 s. 

40 s. 

27 s. 

0.13 

0.06 

0.05 

7.8 • 10"5 

3.4 • 10"5 

3 -10"5 

3751 BL-ALGS(l) 

MF-PJ(30) 

MF-SGS(IO) 

50 

106 

106 

470 

970 

780 

144 s. 

141 s. 

95 s. 

0.31 

0.15 

0.12 

8.2 • 10"5 

3.9-10"5 

3.2 -10"5 

6601 BL-ALGS(l) 

MF-PJ(30) 

MF-SGS(IO) 

50 

106 

106 

560 

1230 

960 

308 s. 

325 s. 

208 s. 

0.55 

0.26 

0.22 

8.3-10"5 

4-10" 5 

3.3 -10"5 

Table 8.3.4: Inviscid steady flow over a sinebump at M^ = 10~5. Regular Cartesian grids with 
AR = 1. The computations were done with a Pentium 4, 2.4 GHz, 1GB RAM memory. NBEL 
is the number of points. CPU is the time required to converge. CPI is the cost per iteration 
while CPPPI is the cost per point per iteration. 

8.3.6 M e m o r y storage 

The Matrix-Free implicit framework that we developed in Chapter 4 was asked by the French 
Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) in order to reduce dramatically the requirements in memory 
storage of the implicit schemes. The objective of such a reduction is to carry out numerical 
simulation of complex industrial problems involving grids with a very large amount of points. In 
this paragraph, we compare, for all grids, the memory requirements of each method with respect 
to the explicit scheme. The results are presented in Table 8.3.5. We note that the MF-SGS 
scheme is a bit more gluttonous with respect to the MF-PJ scheme. It is due to the fact that we 
need to store the states which are evaluated during each sweep so as to compute the next ones. 
On the other hand, the MF-PJ procedure does not need to store anything, this is the reason 
why it is the cheapest implicit method in terms of memory storage. As expected, the Block 
scheme's requirements are the greatest. It needs 110 % more ressources than the explicit scheme 
while the MF schemes require just 60 % more. Hence, the Matrix-Free framework enables to 
reduce of about half the memory requirements of the implicit scheme. Besides, as shown in the 
previous sections, the Matrix-Free implicit method is also very competitive in terms of CPU time 
to simulate low-Mach inviscid flows. 
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Explicit scheme 

MF-PJ scheme 

MF-SGS scheme 

BL-ALGS scheme 

Coarse Grid 81 x 21 

Memory storage 

(MB) 

3.1 

4.7 

4.8 

6.7 

relative 

size 

1 

1.52 

1.55 

2.16 

Medium Grid 121 x 31 

Memory storage 

(MB) 

6.6 

10.1 

10.5 

14.7 

relative 

size 

1 

1.53 

1.59 

2.23 

Fine Grid 161 x 41 

Memory storage 

(MB) 

12.2 

19 

19.6 

25.8 

relative 

size 

1 

1.56 

1.61 

2.11 

Table 8.3.5: Memory storage for all the methods with respect to the grid size. The explicit 
scheme is taken as the reference so as to evaluate the relative sizes. 

8.3.7 Conclusions 

The Matrix-Free implicit method is then a valuable alternative to simulate the inviscid steady 
flows. Indeed, even if its intrinsic efficiency is poor, its cost per iteration is so cheap that the 
method is globally more efficient than a Block implicit scheme coupled with a ALGS relaxation 
procedure. Furthermore, the Matrix-Free framework enables to reduce dramatically the need of 
memory storage. Such results have to be confirmed for viscous flows. That is the subject of the 
next section. 
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8.4 Poiseuille flow 

8.4.1 Description 

A viscous flow in straight channel is computed. The geometry of the channel consists of a 
rectangular domain (x,y) G [0; 10] x [—1;1]. 

h=l 

L=10 

Figure 8.4.1: Computational domain for the Poiseuille flow. 

For an incompressible steady flow without temperature and gravitational effects, the pressure 
function is linear and the Navier-Stokes equations reduce to the momentum one {cf. [66] for 
more details) : 

1 d2u dp 
Re dy2 dx 

where the Reynolds number is given by : 

P o o ^ o o ^oo 
Re = 

Ate 

with loo = h which is chosen as the length scale of the problem. Given to the no-slip conditions 
on each wall, the exact solution is then : 

. Re dp 2\ 
«(y) = - T - ^ - a - y 2 ) 

The velocity profile is therefore parabolic and the maximum value is obtained on the axis of the 
channel : 

Re dp 
2 dx 

The average velocity is easily computed through the following expression : 

Un 

1 
u„ ^ m a x (,-L V ) dy — „ ' Umax 

2 J _ I 

Setting arbitrarily the average velocity equal to unity, the incompressible exact solution is then 
given by : 

u{y) = 1.5 • (1 - y2) 

We expect to obtain the same parabolic profile at the outlet of the channel. Non-dimensional 
values are taken as follows : po = 1, Uo = 1, t>o = 0, Po = l/^M^, M^ = 10~5, Re = 15. We 
consider the incompressible boundary conditions : 
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• at the inlet (left) we impose the density, the velocity and its parabolic profile, and we 
extrapolate the pressure from inside; 

• at the outlet (right) we impose the static pressure while we extrapolate the density and 
the velocity from inside. 

The upper and lower walls are considered adiabatic and the no-slip condition is applied. 

8.4.2 Objectives of the study 

In chapter 6, we studied the impact of the viscous spectral radius simplification with the Von 
Neumann analysis. We outlined that for low-Mach and low-Reynolds flow, the Matrix-Free 
scheme was quite efficient providing that the aspect ratio remains of order one. We also presented 
an enhancement of the viscous preconditioning which enables the Matrix-Free method to remain 
competitive especially for the low-frequency modes. For this test-case, we want to confirm the 
results of the Von Neumann analysis. First, we will study for AR = 1 the performances of the 
implicit methods that we have already compared for the sinebump, namely the BL-ALGS scheme, 
the MF-SGS scheme and the MF-P J scheme. Then, we will emphasize the loss of efficiency of the 
MF schemes when the aspect ratio increases. Finally, we will provide some practical solutions 
in order to recover efficiency. 

8.4.3 Comparison Block scheme / MF scheme for AR = 1 

In this paragraph, we consider a low-Mach viscous flow (M^ = 10~5 and Re = 15) and we 
compute the solution on three grids with an aspect ratio equal to unity : 

• 101 x 21 (coarse); 

• 201 x 41 (medium); 

• 301 x 61 (fine). 

These three sizes of grid correspond to three different cell Reynolds numbers. Using the definition 
(6.2.1), we compute Rem = 0.76, -Re™ = 0.38 and Rem = 0.25. For the fine grid, ie. for the case 
for which the viscous effects are the most important, the acoustic Reynolds number is given by : 

M = ^ k = 2-5 • 104 » 1 . 
c Moo 

We can therefore expect that the spectral radius simplification would be not too penalizing. Let 
us now consider the fine grid. As every implicit scheme is coupled with the same explicit stage, 
all the numerical solutions are the same. In figure 8.4.2, we draw the distribution of the velocity 
at the outlet of the channel and we compare it with the exact incompressible solution. 
The amplification factor at the reference state and the convergence history of the residuals of the 
three implicit schemes are presented in figure 8.4.3. We note that for the very low wavenumbers, 
the Matrix-Free schemes provide an as good damping as the BL-ALGS(l) scheme, indicating 
a good convergence rate. The convergence history of the residuals confirms that Matrix-Free 
schemes (MF-SGS(IO) and MF-PJ(40)) are as efficient as the BL-ALGS(l). It is noticeable 
that both MF schemes provide the same efficiency. However, as the MF-PJ scheme requires 40 
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• Numerical solution 

0.5 

>H 0 

-0.5 

0 0.5 1 1.5 
Velocity 

Figure 8.4.2: Distribution of the velocity at the outlet of the channel at M^ = 10~5, Re = 15 
and for the fine grid (301 x 61). Square symbols represent the numerical solution while the solid 
line stands for the exact incompressible solution. 

inner-iterations, its cost per iteration is higher than the MF-SGS scheme with only 10 inner-
sweeps. The results in Table 8.4.1 emphasize the good intrinsic efficiency of the MF schemes 
for all the grids. This is in good agreement with the observations of Chapter 6, that is the MF 
implicit method is highly competitive to compute viscous flows over grids with aspect ratio close 
to unity. Indeed, the MF method provides high intrinsic efficiency and a low cost per iteration, it 
is therefore very interesting to compute such flows. Nevertheless, computing viscous flows often 
requires stretched grids and we saw in Chapter 6 that the Matrix-Free method coupled with SGS 
or PJ relaxation procedure becomes less efficient for such cases. We will study this issue in the 
next paragraph. 

8.4.4 Comparison for stretched grids 

In order to carry out comparisons on stretched grids, we used three different grids. The two first 
ones are built using constant space steps while the last one was made using variable space steps 
in the y-direction : 

• 21 x 41 with AR = ôx/ôy = 10; 

• 21 x 81 with AR = ôx/ôy = 20; 

• 21 x 41 with ARmax = ôx/ôymin = 50 and ARmin = ôx/ôymax = 2. 

Convergence histories of the residual obtained on each grid are presented in figure 8.4.4. As 
expected, the efficiency of the MF-SGS scheme decrease as the aspect ratio becomes bigger. 
This loss of intrinsic efficiency cannot be balanced by the low cost per iteration of the method as 
it is shown in Table 8.4.2. Hence, the Matrix-Free implicit scheme is not a good alternative in 
such cases. On the other hand, the BL-ALGS scheme remains efficient for all aspect ratio grids, 

Incompressible solution 
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Figure 8.4.3: Comparison between BL-ALGS(l) scheme, MF-SGS(IO) scheme and MF-PJ(40) 
scheme at M^ = 10~5 and Re = 15. Left : Diagonal profile of the amplification factors. Right : 
Convergence history of the residuals on the fine grid. 

NBEL Method CFL Iterations CPU CPI CPPPI 

2121 BL-ALGS(l) 

MF-PJ(30) 

MF-SGS(IO) 

106 

106 

106 

450 

690 

570 

75 s. 

53 s. 

37 s. 

0.17 

0.077 

0.065 

7.9-10"5 

3.6-10"5 

3 -10"5 

8241 BL-ALGS(l) 

MF-PJ(30) 

MF-SGS(IO) 

106 

106 

106 

1300 

1700 

1310 

903 s. 

578 s. 

360 s. 

0.7 

0.34 

0.27 

8.4-10"5 

4.1-10"5 

3.3 -10"5 

18361 BL-ALGS(l) 

MF-PJ(40) 

MF-SGS(IO) 

106 

106 

106 

2780 

2450 

2450 

4375 s. 

2383 s. 

1538 s. 

1.57 

0.97 

0.63 

8.6-10"5 

5.3-10"5 

3.4 4 0 " 5 

Table 8.4.1: Viscous steady flow in a straight channel at M^ = 10~5 and Re = 15. Regular 
Cartesian grids with AR = 1. NBEL is the number of points. CPU is the time required to 
converge. CPI is the cost per iteration while CPPPI is the cost per point per iteration. 

this is in good agreement with the results of Venkateswaran et al. [12]. In order to circumvent 
this issue, we add the implicit treatment of the boundary conditions (IBC) that we described in 
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chapter 4. Unfortunately, it does not enable the method to converge faster when constant space 
steps are used. However, when the aspect ratio is chosen such as to be big close to the wall 
and small far from it, the MF-SGS scheme with IBC recovers a quite good intrinsic efficiency. 
Moreover, such a treatment does not increase the cost per iteration of the method, hence, the 
Matrix-Free scheme can remain very competitive. In figure 8.4.4, we also present the distribution 
of the velocity at the outlet of the channel obtained over each stretched grid. We note that the 
accuracy is quite the same for every mesh and that it is relatively poor. This lack of accuracy is 
only due to the small amount of points along the ^-direction but it was not the main goal of the 
study in this section. 

BL-ALGS(l) scheme 
MF-SGS(IO) 
MF-SGS(IO) scheme with IBC 

Mesh: 21x41 

M = 10"5 

Re = 15 

AR = 10 

BL-ALGS(l) scheme 
MF-SGS(IO) 
MF-SGS(IO) scheme with IBC 

Mesh: 21x81 

M = 10"5 

Re = 15 

AR = 20 

13 
a -4 

"Hi -6 

BL-ALGS(l) scheme 
MF-SGS(IO) 
MF-SGS(IO) scheme with IBC 

Mesh: 21x41 

M = 1CT5 ARm<j[ = 50 

Re = 15 AR =2 

500 1000 
Iterations 

Figure 8.4.4: Convergence histories of the residuals for the BL-ALGS(l) scheme, the MF-SGS(IO) 
scheme and the MF-SGS(10) scheme with an implicit treatment of the boundary conditions 
(IBC). Moo = 1CT5 and Re = 15. Top-Left : AR = 10. Top-Right : AR = 20. Bottom-Left : 
4̂-Rmax = 50 and ARmin = 2. Bottom-Right : Distribution of the velocity at the outlet of the 

channel obtained over each stretched grid. 
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Mesh Method CFL Iterations CPU CPI CPPPI 

21 x41 

AR = 10 

BL-ALGS(l) 

MF-SGS(10)e;cp 

MF-SGS(10)imp 

106 

106 

106 

380 

720 

590 

25 s. 

17 s. 

14 s. 

0.067 

0.024 

0.024 

7.7-10"5 

2.7 -10"5 

2.7 -10"5 

21 x81 

AR = 20 

BL-ALGS(l) 

MF-SGS(10)e;cp 

MF-SGS(10)imp 

106 

106 

106 

570 

1850 

1900 

78 s. 

101 s. 

104 s. 

0.14 

0.055 

0.055 

8.1 • 10"5 

3.2 -10"5 

3.2 -10"5 

21 x41 

ARm&x = 50 

BL-ALGS(l) 

MF-SGS(10)e;cp 

MF-SGS(10)imp 

106 

106 

106 

1240 

2820 

720 

84 s. 

67 s. 

17 s. 

0.068 

0.024 

0.024 

7.9 • 10"5 

2.8 -10"5 

2.8 -10"5 

Table 8.4.2: Viscous steady flow in a straight channel at M^ = 10 5 and Re = 15. Regular 
stretched grids with AR = 10, AR = 20. Irregular stretched grid with ARmax = 50 and 

8.4.5 M e m o r y storage 

The Matrix-Free framework is limited to compute flows with very stretched grids. However, in 
terms of memory storage, the method is still a valuable choice since it requires only 60 % of 
additional memory with respect to the explicit scheme while the Block scheme needs about 110 
% more. There is then a strong reduction of the memory requirement which can justify the use 
of such a method to compute viscous flows. 

8.4.6 Conclusions 

As forecasted by the Von Neumann analysis in chapter 6, the Matrix-Free schemes provide very 
good intrinsic efficiency to solve low-Mach viscous flows with grids whose aspect ratios are close 
to unity. On the other hand, because of the use of the SGS or PJ relaxation procedure, the 
method becomes stiff as the aspect ratio increases and the low cost per iteration inherent in 
the Matrix-Free framework is not sufficient to balance the loss of efficiency. This problem can 
be partially circumvented if one employs both an implicit treatment of the boundary conditions 
and a non-constant aspect ratio (typically big close the wall and smaller far from it). For such 
conditions, the Matrix-Free scheme recovers a very good intrinsic efficiency. Besides, the Matrix-
Free implicit method enables to reduce dramatically the memory requirements which makes the 
method truly interesting to solve viscous flows despite aspect ratio issues. 
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Explicit scheme 

MF-PJ scheme 

MF-SGS scheme 

BL-ALGS scheme 

Coarse Grid 101 x 21 

Memory storage 

(MB) 

3.8 

5.8 

6 

8.4 

relative 

size 

1 

1.53 

1.58 

2.21 

Medium Grid 201 x 41 

Memory storage 

(MB) 

15.3 

23.7 

24.5 

32.2 

relative 

size 

1 

1.55 

1.6 

2.10 

Fine Grid 301 

Memory storage 

(MB) 

33.8 

52.6 

54.3 

71.5 

x 61 

relative 

size 

1 

1.56 

1.61 

2.11 

Table 8.4.3: Memory storage for all the methods with respect to the grid size. The explicit 
scheme is taken as the reference so as to evaluate the relative sizes. 
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8.5 Stokes' second problem 

8.5.1 Descript ion 

Now let us compute the flow over an infinite flat oscillating plate moving at the velocity 
n(t) = ûoocos(u;f). This motion involves steady oscillations that can be calculated analyti
cally : 

u{y, t) = Uoo- exp(-j/W —) • cos(wt - y J —) 

In order to nondimensionalize the problem, a reference length scale has to be defined. To achieve 
this, one can use the velocity ùoo and the pulsation u : 

Y ^ o o 
-^oo = 

IJJ 

7/ T 7/ 
Then using the following Reynolds number definition, Re = —^—— = —2S-, one obtains : 

V V IJJ 

. . û(y,t) . I Re. s / /-Re. 
u{y, t) = —z = exp(-j/W — ) • cos(t - y\ —) 

We can define the thickness 6 of the layer as the point where the velocity amplitude has dropped 
to 1 percent of ûoo- Thus, for the dimensionless problem, we obtain : 

Re, „ „_ _4>6 

or 

exp(-5\/—) =0.01 = e 

A ~ ^ Re 

o ~ à.o • \ —-

We then choose a squared computational domain such as the effects of the oscillating plate are 
negligible at the top of the domain. We typically take : 

L = H>2-5 

Setting the Reynolds number at 10 leads to a thickness of ô = 2, so we can choose L = H = 4. 
The computational domain is therefore chosen squared and it is presented in figure 8.5.1. 

So as to determine the accuracy of each methods, we can compute the skin friction coef
ficient which characterizes the flow : 

2 • TW 2 • p, du 2 du 
p-ù?^ p-ùoc-Lvo dy w Re dy w 

The analytical value of this coefficient is given by : 

2 . 7i\ 
Cw = - = • sin(i - - ) 

VRe 4 
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Figure 8.5.1: Computational domain for the Stokes' second problem. The mesh presented here 
is the coarse one. The oscillating wall is at the bottom. 

The accuracy of a numerical solution would be evaluated through the error deviation which is 
defined as follows : 

Error = 
\ 

2-K 

L<r> 

where the numerical skin friction coefficient is calculated using a second-order formula : 

-u(jw + 2) + Au{jw + 1) - 3u(jw) 
C 

2 

2(vtiw + 1) - V(jw)) 

with j w the value of the space counter at the wall. 

Non-dimensional initial values are taken as follows : M^ = 10~3, Re = 10, po = 1) 
no = 0, Vo = 0, Po = l/7-^oo- The no-slip condition is applied at the moving wall while 
the incompressible conditions are considered for all the others boundaries, that is we impose 
the static pressure and we extrapolate the density and the velocity. In order to compute the 
unsteady flows, we use a dual-time-stepping framework, wherein the physical derivatives are 
employed to follow the physical transients and the pseudo-time derivatives serve as an iterative 
device. Computations are done using two different grids, namely a coarse one (21 x 81) and a 
fine one (41 x 161). 

8.5.2 Objectives of the test-case 

In chapter 7, we outlined a new definition of the unsteady low-Mach parameter. We showed that 
such a definition enables the preconditioned scheme to provide good damping for both acoustic 
and material problems. In this paragraph, we want to confirm that the unsteady preconditioned 
scheme is versatile enough for every type of problems. We will study also the performances of the 
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implicit methods that we have already employed to compute steady flows. The Von Neumann 
analysis emphasized that Matrix-Free schemes should be very competitive compare to the Block 
scheme. 

8.5.3 Unsteady preconditioning 

In chapter 7, we outlined a new definition of the unsteady low-Mach parameter which enables 
us to avoid the tricky choice of a proper length scale. We recall this new definition : 

lôx- ^JCFLU+C 6y • ^JCFLV+C 
fju = mm -1 —, -1 — 

At • C • 7T A t • C • 7T 

Then, the low-Mach parameter is classically defined as follows : 

(3 = min [max(/3s, (3U), 1] 

where f3s is the steady low-Mach parameter. In this paragraph, our objective is to emphasize 
the good convergence rate provided by the unsteady preconditioned scheme for every physical 
time-step. So as to study its properties, we consider the MF-SGS(IO) scheme with a pseudo 
CFL number set at 106. We compute one physical iteration over the fine grid and we alterna
tively choose the no-preconditioned scheme, the steady preconditioned scheme and the unsteady 
preconditioned scheme. The sub-iteration convergence is studied for several time-steps. The 
time-step can be characterized by CFLU = uAt/ôx and, ideally, for efficient time-marching so
lution, this CFL number should be of order unity. 
Figure 8.5.2 shows the results for M^ = 0.001 and Re = 10, and for four values of CFLU. 
At such a speed, for low values of CFLU the steady preconditioner does not converge in the 
dual iteration. The unsteady preconditioner outperforms the non-preconditioned case even for 
CFLU = 10~3. At CFLU = 1, the non-preconditioned case diverges while the steady precon
ditioner provides a quite good convergence rate. However, the unsteady preconditioner is still 
the most efficient. At even higher CFLU = 10, the steady preconditioner performs as well as 
its unsteady counterpart. It is thus clear that in all cases the unsteady preconditioning provides 
optimal performance of the pseudo-time convergence. These results are in good agreement with 
the Von Neumann analyses of chapter 7. 
The dual-iteration convergence is important because it drives the accuracy of the solution : a not-
converged process would lead to an inaccurate solution. In practice, it is not necessary to reach 
machine zero at each physical time-step, we therefore choose a certain level of residual to reach 
so as to ensure efficiency and accuracy. Of course, accuracy relies also on the numerical dissi
pation, hence, a no-preconditioned scheme would generate excessive artificial dissipation leading 
to a wrong solution. Such an issue can also occur when one uses the unsteady preconditioning 
with a small time-step; indeed, in this configuration, the unsteady preconditioning is close to 
the no-preconditioned case and it can therefore provide an inaccurate solution. However, for the 
problem that we are interested in, the time-steps correspond to CFLU f» 1, thus the unsteady 
preconditioned scheme is expected to be as accurate as the steady preconditioned one. We com
puted the steady oscillations during 4 periods over the coarse grid for each method. We used a 
time-step equal to 7r/20 which corresponds to CFLU f» 7r/4. Figure 8.5.3 shows the evolution of 
the skin friction coefficient for the last period computed and the error made by each method over 
the same period. We obtain the same accuracy with both steady and unsteady preconditioning 
techniques : the error committed by each scheme is of the order of the percent on the coarse 
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M = 0.001 Re = 10 CFLU = 0.001 

Mesh: 41x161 

Unsteady preconditioning 
° Steady preconditioning 

A A No preconditioning 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

<D -6 

M =0.001 Re = 10 CFLU = 0.01 

Mesh: 41x161 

Unsteady preconditioning 
Steady preconditioning 
No preconditioning 

50 100 150 
Dual iterations 

100 200 
Dual iterations 

M = 0.001 Re = 10 CFLU = 1 

Mesh : 41 x 161 

Unsteady preconditioning 
• Steady preconditioning 

Mesh: 41x161 

100 200 300 
Dual iterations 

Unsteady preconditioning 
Steady preconditioning 

500 
Dual iterations 

Figure 8.5.2: Comparisons of residual convergence with and without unsteady preconditioning at 
Moo = 1CT3 and Re = 10 and on the fine grid (41 x 161). Top-Left : CFLU = 1CT3. Top-Right : 
CFLU = 1CT2. Bottom-Left : CFLU = 1. Bottom-Right : CFLU = 10. 

grid. The unsteady preconditioning enables to scale properly the artificial dissipation for such 
a case. Besides, as it provides very fast convergence we will employ it for the next comparisons 
between Matrix-Free method and Block scheme. 

8.5.4 Comparisons Block scheme / Matrix-Free scheme 

As we mentioned earlier, practical computations do not require to reach machine zero in pseudo-
convergence at each physical time-step. It is customary to target a certain order of convergence 
before leaving the dual-time loop in the program. In this section, we want to emphasize that 
the choice of the order of convergence is the main parameter which drives the efficiency of our 
Matrix-Free implicit schemes. In figure 8.5.4, we present the dual-time convergence history of 
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Unsteady preconditioning 

Steady preconditioning 

Analytical solution 

Preconditioning 

Steady 

Unsteady 

Error 

1.17-10" 

1.17-10" 

Figure 8.5.3: Left : Skin friction coefficient for the last period computed. M^ = 10 3, Re = 10, 
At = 7r/20 and mesh 21 x 81. Right : Table summarizing the error for each method. 

the residual after one physical iteration for BL-ALGS(l) scheme, MF-SGS(IO) scheme and MF-
PJ(30) scheme at M ^ = 10"3, Re = 10, At = vr/20 and on the fine grid (41 x 161). 

M = 0.001 Re =10 At = 7t/20 

CFLT = 1 0 Unsteady preconditioning 

Mesh : 41 x 161 

BL-ALGS(l) scheme 
MF-SGS(IO) scheme 
MF-PJ(30) scheme 

Residual 

100 200 300 
D u a l i t e ra t ions 

Method Dual Iterations 

8 BL-ALGS(l) 

MF-SGS(IO) 

MF-PJ(30) 

95 

180 

180 

BL-ALGS(l) 

MF-SGS(IO) 

MF-PJ(30) 

45 

60 

60 

Figure 8.5.4: Left : Dual-time convergence history of the residual after one physical iteration at 
MQO = 10~3, Re = 10, At = 7r/20 and on the fine grid. Right : Table showing the amount of 
dual-iterations required to reach a certain order of convergence for each method. 

We observe that Matrix-Free schemes require about 2.7 times as many iterations as the Block 
scheme to reach machine zero. On the other hand, this figure decreases to 2 to reach 8-order 
convergence and about 4/3 to reach 4-order convergence. Hence, according to the order of 
convergence which is targeted, the performance of the Matrix Free schemes can be very different. 
To emphasize that, we compute successively four periods of the steady oscillations for different 
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levels of convergence. In Table 8.5.1, we present the results obtained when 8-order convergence 
is required. The Block scheme provides of course the best intrinsic efficiency, however thanks 
to their low-cost per iteration the Matrix-Free schemes, especially the MF-SGS one, remain 
competitive. On the other hand, when only 4-order convergence is required, the Matrix-Free 
schemes become very efficient in terms of iterations and CPU time. Besides, we notice that the 
accuracy does not deteriorate. In fact, accuracy is mainly driven by the time-step size rather than 
the order of convergence. Of course, a too small order of convergence would lead to inaccurate 
solution. In practice, 4 or 5-order convergence is required to ensure accuracy. The Matrix-Free 
implicit method is therefore very interesting to compute unsteady low-Mach flows. 

Mesh Method CFL Dual Iterations CPU CPI CPPPI Error 

21 x 81 BL-ALGS(l) 

MF-SGS(IO) 

MF-PJ(30) 

106 

106 

106 

7130 

16305 

16545 

981 s. 

905 s. 

1106 s. 

0.138 

0.056 

0.067 

8.1-lO"5 

3.3 -10"5 

3.9-10"5 

1.17 -10"2 

41 x 161 BL-ALGS(l) 

MF-SGS(IO) 

MF-PJ(30) 

106 

106 

106 

13700 

25465 

26425 

8265 s. 

7632 s. 

9572 s. 

0.6 

0.3 

0.36 

9.1-10"5 

4.5 -10"5 

5.5 • 10"5 

5.8-10"3 

Table 8.5.1: Viscous flow over an oscillating flat plate at M^ = 10~3 and Re = 10. The physical 
time-step is equal to 7r/20 in every case while the pseudo-CFL number is set at 106. The order 
of convergence required for each physical time-step is set at 8. 

8.5.5 Conclusions 

In this test-case, we studied the modification of the unsteady preconditioning selection that we 
outlined in chapter 7. Such a modification significantly enhances the capability of the dual-
time scheme, enabling it to handle unsteady flows over a wide range of Mach numbers and time 
scales. Specifically, the new definition of the unsteady low-Mach parameter improves efficiency 
by optimizing the number of dual-iterations required at each physical time-step without defining 
a specific length scale. Besides, the preconditioned dual-time Matrix-Free schemes were shown 
to be very competitive with respect to classical Block formulation. When the required order of 
convergence is not too large, the Matrix-Free method clearly outperforms the Block algorithm. 
Furthermore, the reduction of memory requirements that we emphasized for steady flows is still 
valid, making our Matrix-Free formulation very interesting to compute unsteady flows. 
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Mesh Method CFL 

21 x 81 BL-ALGS(l) 106 

MF-SGS(IO) 106 

MF-PJ(30) 106 

Dual Iterations 

3315 

4795 

5000 

CPU 

460 s. 

268 s. 

335 s. 

CPI 

0.138 

0.056 

0.067 

CPPPI 

8.1-10-

Error 

3.3 -10"5 1.17 -10"2 

3.9-10"5 

41 x 161 BL-ALGS(l) 

MF-SGS(IO) 

MF-PJ(30) 

106 

106 

106 

5320 

7665 

8885 

3075 s. 

2300 s. 

3229 s. 

0.58 

0.31 

0.36 

8.8-10"5 

4.5 -10"5 

5.5-10"5 

5.8-10"3 

Table 8.5.2: Viscous flow over an oscillating flat plate at M^ = 10~3 and Re = 10. The physical 
time-step is equal to 7r/20 in every case while the pseudo-CFL number is set at 106. The order 
of convergence required for each physical time-step is set at 4. 
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Chapter 9 

Matrix-Free Implicit Strategy for 
Unstructured Grids 

CD 
O 

9.1 Presentation of the CAST3M code 
c 
03 

—) During certain postulated accidents, hydrogen may be released or generated into nuclear reactor 
containments, tokamak vacuum vessels and more generally into industrial units where hydrogen 
risk analysis has to be taken into account. As combustible quantities of hydrogen, air and steam 
may form locally, it is necessary to predict accurately the distribution of the different gases within 
the geometry in order to simulate the combustion of the hydrogen. Indeed, depending on the 
local concentration and/or the presence and activation of mitigation devices, hydrogen may burn 
following different modes (diffusion flames, local or global deflagration, accelerated flames, det
onation), or may not burn at all. However, the simulation of H2 distribution and combustion in 
such geometries is a challenging task from the point of view of numerical simulation, as it involves 
quite disparate length and times scales, which need to be resolved appropriately and efficiently. 
The French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) is involved in the development and validation of 
codes to model such problems, for external clients such as IRSN, TECHNICATOME, or for its 
own safety studies. All these codes are implemented and developed in the same computational 
platform, the CAST3M code. 

The CAST3M code incorporates both lumped-parameter and multi-dimensional formulations. 
The lumped-parameter approach enables to represent the main flow of the mixture and the com
partment average distribution for the different mixture species with a relatively small number 
of compartments and junctions between them. Hence, the simulation can cover several hours of 
physical time at a relatively low CPU cost. However, due to the limitations of the approach, 
multi-dimensional effects such as local heat transfer cannot be modeled. Multi-dimensional ap
proach has to deal with a wide range of spatial and time scales. The release and mixing of gases in 
case of stratification is a long process, while the combustion phase is a short-lived phenomenon. 
Furthermore, the burning modes of H2 range from nearly incompressible (deflagration) to highly 
compressible (detonation). 

A possible option to cope with this challenging simulations is to develop for each type of flow 
the most suitable numerical method. Thus, the CAST3M code features a pressure-based solver 
so as to carry out distribution calculations and a density-based solver in order to solve com
bustion calculation. The pressure-based approach relies on an asymptotic approximation of the 

187 
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Navier-Stokes equations in the limit of small Macli numbers and leads to elliptic models in which 
the acoustic waves have been filtered out. Moreover, the spatial discretization of the equations 
is obtained by a Finite Element method while the time discretization is obtained through an 
incremental implicit second order projection method. On the other hand, the density-based 
solver uses shock-capturing conservative methods featuring different schemes such as Roe, Van 
Leer or AUSM. It is applied in a unstructured cell-centered Finite Volume framework for the 
spatial discretization. Explicit and implicit time-integrations are available, and in the latter case 
a Newton-Krylov strategy was first used. 
An alternative option to face with the different scales is to develop a single method suitable for 
all flows regimes. Compressible flow solvers modified through the use of "preconditioning" tech
niques enables to preserve efficiency and accuracy even when the Mach number becomes small. 
The preconditioning matrix rescales properly the numerical dissipation and improves the con
dition number of the system. Turkel-type preconditioning for Flux Difference splitting schemes 
[75] and a low Mach number version of the AUSM+ scheme [25] have been implemented. Then, 
the system is solved with the implicit Newton-Krylov technique. This method enables the use of 
large time-steps to compute low-Mach number flow but it requires also the storage of Jacobian 
matrices, which can become prohibitive when dealing with problems with a high number of de
grees of freedom. 
The Matrix-Free implicit framework that we presented in the previous chapters aims precisely 
at reducing the memory overhead by simplifying the resolution of the system. In this chapter, 
our objective is to extend the Matrix-Free implicit method to the unstructured Finite Volume 
formula. We will see that such an extension can be carried out straightforwardly. Next chapters 
will be dedicated to the study of the efficiency of the Matrix-Free technique with respect to the 
existent methods in CAST3M. 

9.2 Numerical methods for unstructured grids 

A time-accurate solution of the Navier-Stokes equations is computed for flows at all speeds by 
solving : 

„ i dw dw 
P~ 1 

dr dt Hi 
k 

TT/^k-fi!k)^i,kSi,k = 0 (9.2.1) 

where w is the vector of the conserved variable, r is the pseudo or dual-time, t is the physical 
time, Hi is the volume of the i-th. cell (cf. figure 9.2.1), ffk and ffk are respectively the convective 
and viscous fluxes at the face k, n^k is the outward normal and Sitk is the surface of the face k. 
Eventually, P is the low-Mach preconditioning matrix presented earlier. 
System (9.2.1) is solved using the numerical scheme : 

(P )i ^Tn,m H -£- ^f[. 2_^Vi,k-^i,k) -nitk bitk = 0 [9.2.2) 
* * k 

where m is the pseudo-iteration counter, n is the time step counter, Awn'm = wn'm+l — wn'm, 
Aw™"1 = wn — wn~l and Tfk

x (respectively ^k) is the numerical approximation of the flux 

1Only preconditioned numerical inviscid fluxes are used in this chapter but for the sake of clarity we will omit 
the superscript" 
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Figure 9.2.1: Control cell for unstructured grid. 

vector fE (respectively f v ) . In the manner of the Cartesian case, the linearization of the 
numerical fluxes around pseudo-time level (n, m) leads to : 

(Pc -l\n,m A T 

AT 

3Aw i ' 
2 At Q: Yl A^km • ™*.fe $.* = ~nT (9.2.3) 

where the explicit residuum is given by : 

^i =~tt-2-^ j"k ' Hi'k 'k 

3 / n%m 

IK' 
w \^<-x 

At 
(9.2.4) 

and T = TE — JrV. As far as the RHS of (9.2.3) is concerned, inviscid fluxes are computed using 
classical upwind schemes (Roe, AUSM+), extended to higher order using the primitive variable 
reconstruction of Barth and Jespersen, described in [2] and belonging to the MUSCL family; 
besides the numerical dissipation of the inviscid schemes is corrected by taking into account Low 
Mach number preconditioning. Viscous fluxes are approximated using a linearly-exact extension 
of the diamond method of Noh [60]. On the other hand, the inviscid fluxes of the LHS of (9.2.3) 
are evaluated using first-order space accuracy. Such a choice has no effect on the accuracy of the 
solution since at convergence we have : 

lim Awn'm = 0 
m—>oo 

and, as a result, the LHS of equation (9.2.3) goes to zero. For a large class of schemes, we then 
have : 

^ffc • rô»,fc = g ( ^ ' Hi'k + f$i,k) ' Hi>k) + 2Q^'k (Wi ~ W°(*>fc)) ' (9.2.5) 

where QE is the (positive-definite) numerical diffusion matrix and the index o(i, k) refers to 
the element which shares with the i-th. element its k-ih interface ("o" standing for "opposite" 
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element (see also figure 9.2.1)). The time increment of the numerical inviscid flux is then given 
by : 

(A^k)
n'm • nhk = \ ((Affrm - (Af*mrm) • nhk + ^A (Q&fa - wo{l>k)))

n'm 

2K ' 2 (9.2.6) 

« I ((A/f )™'™ - (Af0
E

{hk)r
m) • nhk + \{Qf>kT'mA (Wl - wo{hk))

n'm 

E i^)n,m • fkkSi,k = (Ar,E)n,m • ( E ™ ^ ^ ) = °> 
k V k J 

Since 

n,m 

it follows that, using formula (9.2.6), 

§ E (A^f'm • *,**,* = \ ( E (A4,fc)J • nhkShk 
C\| k \ k / 
C 
CD 

—i 
CO 
CM 

2 ( E (Qf,kY'm A (W* - Woftfc))™'"1 Si ) f e • I 

(9.2.7) 

As far as the evaluation of the diffusive flux in the LHS of (9.2.3) is concerned, we neglect the 
dependence of the viscous flux with respect to the derivative of the variables in the tangential 

(/> 
CD 
> 

direction (t). Thus, we have : 

F» • n„ = An.,, • ( ^ ) + AhM . [-,) « A,.„ • ^ 

Then, we evaluate the normal derivative of w in the n-direction as follows : 

'dw\ w0(i,k)-Wi 

dn)ik d(i, (i, k)) + d((i, k),o(i, k)) 

where (d(i, (i, k)) + d([i, k), o(i, k))) is the sum of the distances between the involved cell-centers 
and the interface {cf. figure 9.2.1). Eventually, we obtain the following expression : 

FÏ,h • tii,k = QÏ,k • (wo(i,k) ~ Wi) (9.2.8) 

where the matrix QYk is defined as follows : 

QV = I A^ 
V*'fc d(i,(i,k)) + d((i,k),o(i,k)) n'hk' 

Using formula (9.2.8) and neglecting the variation of Qv
k from m to m + 1 yields : 

E ( A ^ f ' m • rihkShk = - ( E (Qlk)
n'm A (Wi - womrm Sitk) . (9.2.9) 
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Finally, inserting (9.2.7) and (9.2.9) into the LHS of equation (9.2.3), we find the implicit scheme 
for unstructured grids : 

n,m A n,m D''m • Aw (^Ç(A4: fe) ' Tli.k &i fe Di,k 

1Y.(QV+\Q 
a 

E \ A n,m & \ ^r,n,m 
•Awoii,k)si,k]=-ni 

i,k J 

(9.2.10) 

with 

jjn,m _ I ->- p-l 1 

2AtId 4 i a. wX(Qv + W <~>i,fe 
i,k 
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In the particular case of the Cartesian grids, one recover the numerical scheme detailed in the 
first part of the thesis. 

9.3 Matrix-Free implicit treatment 

The Matrix-Free framework can be straightforwardly applied to the unstructured scheme (9.2.10). 
First, we proceed to the spectral radius simplification on the dissipative terms of the LHS : 

Qi,k « P(PAE\k • P~k
l = Plk • P'k 

Qï,k ~ p(QÏ,k) •Id = PÏ,k •Id 

The unstructured scheme then becomes : 

T\n,m A n,m 
Di - A w i 

with 

(èÇ(A4. fe) ' IT'i.k ^i,k fiT2^Ci,fe -Awokk) Si,k\ 
spn,m 

jjn,m _ I ->- p-l 1 

A~T^ 

c%r = (pvid+±pEp-1 

2At 

i,k 

Id w.E(pVld+lpEp-1) M > n i,k 

In order to produce a Matrix-Free implicit method, all the non-diagonal terms are relaxed in the 
manner of the Point Jacobi procedure to yield : 

Dn'm-Aw{l+l) = -Un'm-
1 2tti ^ V -kfr 
\ fe 

fe) 
(0 

«»,fe Sik + (*?« 
n'm • A ? « W 

i,k ^Wo(i,k) A w K l ,, Si<k 

(9.3.1) 
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In the particular case of the compressible flows, in which the preconditioning is not required, the 
preconditioner P is equal to the identity matrix so that the coefficients D and C reduce to : 

r-.n,m i n,m . ,n,m\ Tj 
Di = ( V + V )Id, 

CT=[PV + T,PE 

i,k 

with 

n,m 
a„- = AT' èrX{p E \n,m Q 

i,k) Di,k and o- = 
2Ai fl 7^E(^r ,m^ 

Thus, the unstructured scheme (9.3.1) is truly Matrix-Free and it does not require neither 
matrix inversion nor matrix storage. However, when we compute low-Mach number flows, 
the preconditioning matrix differs from the identity. Consequently, the diagonal coefficient 
D becomes a full matrix to be inverted, and C are also block coefficients, so that storage 
requirement and operations count of the implicit treatment significantly increase. Nevertheless, 
as shown in the Cartesian case, it is possible to take advantage of the properties of P to keep 
the preconditioned approach as simple as its compressible flow version. 

In the first chapter, the Turkel preconditioner written in conservative variables was pre
sented : 

P = Id + (I32 - 1) • Q 

with 

Q = 
7 - 1 

c2 

\e-= > 2 + , 2 ) 
2 

uq 2 

vq 
Hq2 

—u 

-u2 

—uv 
-uH 

—v 

—uv 
-v2 

-vH 

1 

u 
V 

H 

7 - 1 
c2 

Y l \ u 
V 

\H) 

•(q2 -u ; -v; 1) 

The matrix Q is idempotent, i.e. Q2 = Q, hence, the preconditioning matrix can be inverted 
explicitly : 

P-l=Id+{jp-l)-Q 

In order to exploit this property, in the matrix D™1'™1, we evaluate all the matrices P at the center 
of the i-th. cell, thus, we obtain : 

r\n,m n,m / r>—\\n,m i,n,m T -, 
D-' = a, ' (P ) . + 0„- ' Id 

Then, the matrix is inverted in the same way of the Cartesian case : 

1 
(D. n,m\ — l Id 

a {/32 - 1) 
a + b/32 Q 
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Besides, in coefficient C, we can also evaluate the matrix P at the center of the i-th. cell which 
leads to the following expression : 

Awf+l) = (D^'myl -^ , r a -^E{^( A 4 ) f c ) ) ( 0 -^ - (pr f c r m -A«$ifc)} sitk 

(Dn,myl . (pn.myl 
^ E ^ l • Awo!i,k) • Si,k 

(9.3.2) 

As shown in chapter 4, the product D l • P l is explicitly given by : 

1 (Dn,myl . (pn,myl 
I a + b 

Hence, the expression (9.3.2) reads : 

f > ( / ? 2 - i ) 

Aw, 0+i) 1 Awf] + A«4° 
(a + by; 

w * -1 
((a + 6)(a + 6/32))™' 

(9.3.3) 

C aAwf} + 6A«4° 

with 

Aw (0 -^,ra - ^ E {5 (A4>fc))
(0 • *.* - (p&)n,ro • A«$ifc)} ^ 

A ^ ^ ^ E ^ l - A w S U - ^ 

This implicit treatment enables to decouple nicely the standard Matrix-Free implicit treatment 
used for compressible flow (/? = 1) from the added treatment specific to low-Mach number flows 
(/? T^ 1). Moreover, in the manner of the chapter 4, the treatment (9.3.3) becomes wholly Matrix-
Free if the specific expression of matrix Q is employed to compute a matrix-vector product such 
as Q • X under the form : 

Q • X = 1-^ (q2xW - uX® - vX^ + X<4)) • 

/ 1 \ 

u 

V 

with X(m> the components of vector X. Eventually, Aw\ can be computed at a low cost and 
with a reduced memory storage using the following expression : 

Aw 0+i) 
(« + 6) 

Aw[l) + Awf A</>, (0 
/ 1 \ 

u 

V 
(9.3.4) 
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where the increment A<f>\ is given by 

A ,(l) n,m T 2 / A (1) i z. A (1) 
A<fi\ = Xi Q ( aAw{ ' + 0AW2 

u ( aAwf} + bAwf] 

-v ( aAwf} + bAwf} aAwj4) + 6Aw^4) (0 

with 

Xi' = 
7 - 1 ( / 3 2 ) - l 

c2 (a + 6)(a + 6/32) 

9.4 Conclusion 

Thus, the Matrix-Free implicit framework extends easily to the unstructured grid formulation. 
The form of the final algorithm remains the same than for the Cartesian case. Let us notice 
that the previous algorithm can be coupled also with the Symmetric Gauss-Seidel relaxation 
procedure, which is expected to improve the convergence rate of the method. Next chapters 
are dedicated to the validation of the Matrix-Free technique that have been implemented in the 
CAST3M code. We will compare it with respect to the Newton-Krylov algorithm and we will 
also carry out comparisons with the asymptotic pressure-based solvers of CAST3M. s 



Chapter 10 

Validation of the Matrix-Free Method 
for 2D-3D Euler Test-Cases 

CD 
O 
O 

10.1 Introduct ion c 
03 

The Newton-Krylov approach, which has been firstly implemented in the CAST3M code, theo
retically allows to compute stationary solutions without time steps restriction linked to the CFL 

•5- condition. However, it requires computing and storing Jacobian matrices and, consequently, 
when meshes with a huge number of elements are used, memory storage becomes an important 
issue. The Matrix-Free implicit treatment which was presented in the previous chapters has 
been developed to reduce the memory storage and it is also hoped that by simplifying the res
olution, gains in CPU can also be achieved. This Chapter is devoted to the validation of the 
newly implemented method in CAST3M over 2D-3D Euler test-cases. The promising properties 
of the MF schemes which were exhibited in the Cartesian tests are expected to be preserved over 
unstructured grids. 

o 
i 

CD 

10.2 Flow over a sine b u m p 

10.2.1 Position of the problem 

An inviscid flow in a channel is computed. The geometry of the channel consists of a rectangular 
domain (x,y) G [0;4] x [0;1], with a straight upper wall and a curved lower wall, whose 
coordinates are given by : 

x < 1 y = 0 

l > i r > 3 y = 0.1 ( l -cos[ ( i r - l )7r ] ) 

x > 3 y = 0 

Four irregular grids are employed to carry out the studies : 

• a coarse grid with 878 triangular elements (cf. figure 10.2.1); 

• a medium grid with 3468 triangular elements; 

195 
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Figure 10.2.1: Stationary flow over a sine bump. Irregular coarse mesh with 878 triangular 
elements. 

• a fine grid with 7898 triangular elements; 

• a very fine grid with 14104 triangular elements. 

For each grid, the Euler equations are solved for an ideal gas, with 7 = 1.4. For M^ < 0.5 the 
flow remains subsonic, and hence isentropic and irrotational (because for higher Mach numbers 
one gets a transonic flow with a shock), and the Mach isolines are expected to be completely 
symmetrical with respect to the geometry (i.e. potential flow). Non-dimensional values are taken 
as follows : po = 1-4, no = M^, VQ = 0, Po = 1. Subsonic boundary conditions are considered : 

• at the inlet (left) we impose the external total enthalpy, the external entropy and the flow 
angle while we extrapolate the pressure from inside; 

• at the outlet (right) we impose the static pressure while we extrapolate the density and 
the velocity from inside; 

• at the top and at the bottom, we impose wall boundary conditions. 

10.2.2 Purpose 

Three different values of the inlet Mach number are considered, namely M^ = 0.1, M^ = 10~4 

and M = 0.5. Our purpose is to evaluate in terms of CPU time the following approaches : 

• the Point Jacobi Matrix-Free method with a inner-iterations that we will denote MF-PJ(a); 

• the Symmetric Gauss-Seidel Matrix-Free method with a inner-iterations that we will denote 
MF-SGS(a); 

• the Newton-Krylov algorithm (GMRES with ILUT preconditioner, Krylov space dimension 
equal to 50) for which we consider that the convergence of the iterative scheme for the linear 
system is achieved once the linear residuum is lower than 10 _ a (NK(a)). 

We directly solve the stationary Euler equations and we use the AUSM+(P) scheme introduced 
by Edwards & Liou [25] and coupled with a non-limited linearly exact reconstruction. All the 
following computations were performed using Intel Xeon 3 GHz with 2 GB RAM Memory. 
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10.2.3 Numerical results at M = 0.1 

At such a Mach number, the AUSM+(P) scheme provides a very correct solution since, as one can 
see in the figure 10.2.3, the isolines of the Mach obtained on the finest grid remain symmetrical 
with respect to the sinebump. 

AM =0.0015 
0.085 

V \ | | 
0.1 0.115 0.13 Fl 0.145 

Figure 10.2.2: Stationary flow over a sine bump at M^ = 0.1. Isolines of the Mach number 
obtained on the finest grid. 

In order to perform comparisons between the different methods described earlier, the criterion 
which is used to determine the convergence rate is first defined. We retain the L2 norm of the 
residual : 

Res(n) = 

NBEL 

NBEL 

\ 1=1 

where "NBEL" is the number of elements and w denotes either the density, the momentum or 
the energy. 
In table 10.2.1, we present the results that we obtained with these different methods. Let us 
precise the meaning of some acronyms. "NBEL" is the number of elements, "Iterations" and 
"CPU" are respectively the number of non-linear iterations and the CPU time required to achieve 
convergence, "CPI" represents the cost per iteration while "CPPPI" denotes the cost per iteration 
and per element, finally, "MEO" is the fraction of CPU time consumed by the Most Expensive 
Operator. In the case of the Matrix-Free schemes, most of the CPU time is spent during the 
sub-iterative process of the relaxation procedure (Point Jacobi or Symmetric Gauss-Seidel) while 
in the case of Newton-Krylov algorithm, the CPU time is mainly consumed to find the solution 
of the involved linear system. 

As expected, Newton Krylov algorithm requires few iterations to achieve the convergence. In 
this table, one can notice that, for the coarse grid, the NK scheme is strangely less efficient 
than for finer grids since it requires 120 non-linear iterations to reach the steady state while it 
takes only 45, 75 and 65 on the other finer grids. The reasons of such a behaviour are not well 
understood. At any case, the NK scheme provides a very good intrinsic efficiency, however, as its 
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cost per iteration is highly expensive, the global computational cost is not so small. Moreover, it 
is noticeable that the cost per point per iteration (CPPPI) rises as the grid becomes finer. This 
cost can be reduced a little by diminishing the amount of linear residuum required to achieve 
the iterative process. Indeed, the NK(3) scheme provides the same efficiency than the NK(10) 
scheme for a reduced computational cost. As a result, we did not perform the computation with 
the NK(10) scheme on the finest grid. 

On the other hand, the Matrix-Free schemes need a large amount of iteration to achieve the 
convergence and, as forecasted by the Von Neumann analysis, this amount increase as the grid 
becomes finer. In order to maintain a good damping of the low-frequency error modes, it is 
necessary to increase the number of sub-iterations, especially for the Point-Jacobi algorithm (cf. 
chapter 5). However, as the costs per iteration of the Matrix-Free schemes are dramatically 
small, these schemes are globally more efficient than their Newton-Krylov counterparts. 
In figure 10.2.3, the convergence history with respect to the number of iterations and with 
respect to the CPU time is presented for the finest grid. We can clearly observe the strong 
intrinsic efficiency of the NK scheme but, thanks to their very cheap costs per iteration, the MF 
schemes are more competitive in terms of CPU time. 
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Flow over a sine bump 

AUSM+ (P) scheme 

Mesh : 14104 triangular elements 
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Flow over a sine bump 

AUSM+ (P) scheme 

Mesh : 14104 triangular elements 

M = 10"' 

Block - NK(3) 
MF - SGS(40) 
MF - PJ(120) 

Figure 10.2.3: Stationary flow over a sine bump at M^ = 0.1. Convergence history with respect 
to the number of non-linear iterations (Left) and with respect to the CPU time (Right) for the 
finest grid. 

10.2.4 Cancellation error problem 

Before studying the performance properties of each method at M = 10~4, let us deal with 
the problem of the cancellation errors that occurs when the Mach number is very small. As 
the Mach number decreases, we observe that the convergence of the preconditioned scheme 
does not reach the zero machine. In figure 10.2.4, we clearly notice such a behaviour. First 
propositions to circumvent this issue can be found in [14] but further explanations and solutions 
were given by Millier in [58] and by Sesterhenn et al. in [70]. In fact, for low Mach number 
problem, the average pressure is of the order of unity while its spatial variation is of the order 
of square of the Mach number. Then, the more the Mach number decreases, the more the 
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NBEL Method Iterations CPU CPI CPPPI MEO 
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878 MF-PJ(50) 

MF-SGS(15) 

NK(10) 

NK(3) 

200 

190 

120 

120 

14 s. 

12 s. 

71 s. 

51 s. 

0.07 

0.06 

0.6 

0.43 

8•10"5 

7.2 -10"5 

67-10"5 

48•10"5 

79% 

76% 

72% 

62% 

3468 MF-PJ(80) 

MF-SGS(20) 

NK(10) 

NK(3) 

290 

300 

45 

45 

127 s. 

92 s. 

188 s. 

120 s. 

0.44 

0.31 

4.2 

2.7 

12.6-lO"5 

8.8 -10"5 

120-10"5 

77-10"5 

90% 

86% 

88% 

82% 

7898 MF-PJ(IOO) 

MF-SGS(40) 

NK(10) 

NK(3) 

380 

370 

75 

75 

474 s. 

472 s. 

1156 s. 

682 s. 

1.25 

1.28 

15 

9.1 

15.8 -10"5 

16 • 10"5 

195•10"5 

115-10"5 

9 3 % 

9 3 % 

9 3 % 

9 3 % 

14104 MF-PJ(120) 

MF-SGS(40) 

NK(10) 

NK(3) 

430 

430 

-

65 

1120 s. 

970 s. 

— s. 

1707 s. 

2.6 

2.27 

-

26 

18.5 • 10"5 

16.1 -10"5 

-

184 •10"5 

94% 

9 3 % 

- % 

9 3 % 

Table 10.2.1: Stationary flow over a sine bump. M = 0.1. NBEL is the number of elements, 
Iterations is the number of non-linear iterations to achieve the convergence, CPU represents the 
CPU time, CPI is the cost per iteration, CPPPI is the cost per iteration and per element, MEO 
is the fraction of CPU time consumed by the "Most Expensive Operator". 

spatial variation of the pressure becomes small with respect to its average value, and the more a 
numerical algorithm involving a single pressure becomes intrinsically inaccurate because of the 
cancellation error. For instance, in our case, the computed variation of the pressure is about 
10"8 at M = 10"4. Then, if the pressure converges to the zero machine, namely 10 15, the 
spatial pressure variation is only accurate till the seven-th digit. This round-off error affects the 
equations and, consequently, the convergence error cannot reaches the zero machine. In order 
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to circumvent this issue, it is necessary to decouple the thermodynamic pressure from its spatial 
dynamic part so as to eliminate it from the momentum equation. We introduced such corrections 
in our Finite-Difference code and we succeeded in reach the machine zero for Mach numbers of 
about 10"8. The corrections of the CAST3M code require a large amount of modifications 
and precautions. Besides, the flow speeds that we are interested in are usually of the order of 
M = 10~4 for which the accuracy is sufficient. Thus, we did not proceed to these modifications. 
Nevertheless, it would be profitable to implement the corrections in the future. 
In the figure 10.2.4, we can also notice that, although the minimum level of the residual increases 
because of the cancellation errors, the convergence rate does not vary with respect to the Mach 
number. This emphasizes a well-known property of the preconditioning techniques which remains 
valid for the Matrix-Free implicit treatment. 

10° 

10"2 

10" 

S io-« 

-a 

8 io"8 

oi 

10° 

100 200 300 400 

Iterations 

Figure 10.2.4: Stationary flow over a sine bump. Convergence history of the MF-SGS(20) scheme 
on the second grid (3468 elements) for several Mach numbers. Emphasis of the cancellation error 
problem. 

Flow over a sine bump 

AUSM+ (P) scheme 

Mesh : 3468 triangular elements 

MF - SGS(20) 
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1 0 . 2 . 5 N u m e r i c a l r e s u l t s a t M = 1CT4 

In the manner of the previous paragraph, we present in figure 10.2.5 the isolines of the Mach 
number obtained on the very fine grid. The solution remains symmetrical for this low-Mach num
ber case confirming the good properties of the AUSM+(P) scheme in the quasi-incompressible 
regime. 

| | | | y AM=1.5.10"6 

8.50E-05 1.00E-04 1.15E-04 1.30E-04 1.45E-04 

Figure 10.2.5: Stationary flow over a sine bump at M^ = 10 4 . Isolines of the Mach number 
obtained on the finest grid. 

The independence of the convergence rate with respect to the Mach number, that we showed 
earlier, is valid for all the implicit schemes. Besides, owing to the cancellation errors, it takes 
less iterations for every method to achieve the convergence. For instance, in figure 10.2.4, it is 
noticeable that , for the MF-SGS(20) scheme on the second grid, the residual stagnates after 160 
iterations at M = 10~4 while it reach the machine accuracy after 300 iterations at M = 10 _ 1 . 
These results are aslo confirm in table 10.2.2. As a result, CPU time consumption is smaller. 
Nevertheless, one can notice that for the NK schemes the cost per point and per iteration in
creases a little with respect to the case at M = 0.1. Indeed, we observed that the NK method 
became less robust when the Mach number decreased and required more linear iterations to reach 
the same level of linear residuum. It explains why the CPPPI is bigger than for the previous 
case. Moreover, for the finest grid, this lack of robustness cannot be circumvented by enlarging 
the size of the ILUT matrix because it then requires too much RAM memory. Thus, the question 
of the memory requirements is a big issue even for a classical 2D test-case. 
On the other hand, the cost per point per iteration does not vary much in the case of the 
Matrix-Free schemes. They remain robust at small Mach number and, as noticed in the previous 
section, MF-PJ and MF-SGS schemes provide quite the same efficiency Moreover, they are more 
competitive than their Newton-Krylov counterpart and it is noticeable that it takes less CPU 
time to simulate the flow over the finest grid with the Matrix-Free schemes than to compute the 
same flow over the third grid with the NK(3) algorithm. Furthermore, we did not meet any issue 
with the memory requirements. 
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Method Iterations CPU CPI CPPPI MEO 

878 MF-PJ(50) 

MF-SGS(15) 

NK(10) 

NK(3) 

100 

100 

40 

40 

7.6 s. 

7.8 s. 

44 s. 

32 s. 

0.076 

0.078 

1.1 

0.8 

8.6 -10"5 

8.9-10"5 

125 • 10"5 

91-10"5 

79% 

76% 

84% 

78% 

3468 MF-PJ(80) 

MF-SGS(20) 

NK(10) 

NK(3) 

150 

160 

22 

22 

69 s. 

52 s. 

184 s. 

146 s. 

0.46 

0.33 

8.4 

6.6 

13.3-10"5 

9.4 -10"5 

241•10"5 

191 •10"5 

90% 

85% 

94% 

92% 

7898 MF-PJ(IOO) 

MF-SGS(40) 

NK(10) 

NK(3) 

180 

175 

22 

22 

228 s. 

227 s. 

1058 s. 

590 s. 

1.27 

1.3 

48 

27 

16 -10"5 

16.4 • 10"5 

610-10"5 

340 • 10"5 

9 3 % 

9 3 % 

98% 

96% 

14104 MF-PJ(120) 

MF-SGS(40) 

NK(10) 

NK(3) 

225 

220 

-

NEM* 

585 s. 

514 s. 

— s. 

— s. 

2.6 

2.34 

-

-

18.4 • 10"5 

16.6 -10"5 

-

-

9 3 % 

9 3 % 

- % 

- % 

Table 10.2.2: Stationary flow over a sine bump. M = 10 - 4 . NBEL is the number of elements, 
Iterations is the number of non-linear iterations to achieve the convergence, CPU represents the 
CPU time, CPI is the cost per iteration, CPPPI is the cost per iteration and per element, MEO 
is the fraction of CPU time consumed by the "Most Expensive Operator". NEM means Not 
Enough Memory. 
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10.2.6 Numerical results at M = 0.5 

In this section, we study the performances of our Matrix-Free implicit treatment in the case of 
subsonic flows. We then set the Mach number at M = 0.5 and we compare the method with 
the Newton-Krylov approach. The results are given in table 10.2.3 and we can observe that, 
compare to the low-Mach number cases, the Matrix-Free schemes require a larger amount of 
iterations to reach the steady state. This is in good agreement with the Von Neumann analysis 
that we performed in Chapter 5. For subsonic flows, the eigenvalues take very disparate values so 
that the spectral radius simplification is very penalizing for the convergence rate. On the other 
hand, when the preconditioning matrix is applied at small Mach number regimes the condition 
number is very close to unity which ensures that the Matrix-Free simplification does not really 
deteriorate the efficiency Moreover, we note that the NK approach also requires more iterations 

NBEL Method Iterations CPU CPI CPPPI MEO 

878 MF-PJ(50) 

MF-SGS(15) 

NK(3) 

390 

340 

122 

29 s. 

22 s. 

49 s. 

0.074 

0.065 

0.4 

8.5 • 10"5 

7.37 -10"5 

46•10"5 

78% 

75% 

60% 

3468 MF-PJ(80) 

MF-SGS(20) 

NK(3) 

410 

420 

65 

184 s. 

136 s. 

158 s. 

0.45 

0.33 

2.4 

12.9-10"5 

9.4 -10"5 

70 •10"5 

90% 

85% 

80% 

7898 MF-PJ(IOO) 

MF-SGS(40) 

NK(3) 

480 

480 

90 

604 s. 

624 s. 

714 s. 

1.26 

1.3 

8 

15.9 -lO"5 

16.4 • 10"5 

100 • 10"5 

9 3 % 

9 3 % 

87% 

14104 MF-PJ(IOO) 

MF-SGS(40) 

NK(3) 

650 

610 

75 

1455 s. 

1432 s. 

1443 s. 

2.24 

2.34 

19 

15.9 -10"5 

16.6-10"5 

136 • 10"5 

9 3 % 

9 3 % 

91 % 

Table 10.2.3: Stationary flow over a sine bump. M = 0.5. NBEL is the number of elements, 
Iterations is the number of non-linear iterations to achieve the convergence, CPU represents the 
CPU time, CPI is the cost per iteration, CPPPI is the cost per iteration and per element, MEO 
is the fraction of CPU time consumed by the "Most Expensive Operator". 

to converge. However this increase is less important than for the MF schemes. Indeed, when the 
ratio in terms of iterations between the MF-SGS scheme and the NK algorithm is of about 6.6 for 
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the finest mesh at M = 0.1, it reaches 8.1 at M = 0.5. However, these loss of intrinsic efficiency 
is just sufficient to make the NK approach as competitive as its Matrix-Free counterparts. 
The figure 10.2.6 presents the isovalues of the Mach number for this subsonic case. The solution 
is still symmetric since the Mach number remains smaller than unity at the nozzle. 

| | ~ | AM =0.015 

0.42 0.675 0.93 

Figure 10.2.6: Stationary flow over a sine bump at M^ = 0.5. Isolines of the Mach number 
obtained on the finest grid. 

10.2.7 Conclusions 

For all the configurations that were studied, the Matrix-Free implicit treatment designed for the 
unstructured grids was shown to be as efficient as its Cartesian version. This new implicit scheme, 
coupled with either SGS or PJ relaxation procedure, enables to reduce dramatically the cost of the 
computations with respect to the former Newton-Krylov implicit algorithm especially for the low-
Mach number flow. Moreover, even if the case considered was only 2D, we had to cope with the 
issue of the memory requirement for the NK approach. On the other hand, the simplicity of the 
Matrix-Free method allows to perform fast simulations with regular computers. As forecasted by 
the Von Neumann analysis and the Cartesian test-cases, the MF-SGS scheme ensures a very good 
convergence rate even when the mesh becomes very fine thanks to its good damping properties 
over the low-frequency region, while the MF-PJ scheme requires more inner-iterations so as to 
eliminate efficiently all the error modes. However, the latter remains a competitive alternate 
approach for computing all speed flows over unstructured grids. Convergence performances will 
be now studied for 3D configurations for which the question of the memory requirements will be 
a crucial issue. The next section will aim at outlining whether the Matrix-Free schemes enable 
to compute flow over grids involving a large amount of points or not. 
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10.3 3D Inviscid Sinebump Channel 

This test-case is a three-dimensional simulation of a two-dimensional flow. It is used to emphasize 
the efficiency and the robustness of the new Matrix-Free implicit treatment. The initial and 
boundary conditions remain the same with respect to the previous test-case. The geometry is 
now a parallelepiped (x, y, z) G [0; 4] x [0; 0.5] x [0; 1] with a straight upper wall and a curve 
lower wall : 

x < 1 z = 0 

< l > i r > 3 2 = 0.1 ( l -cos[ ( i r - l )7r ] ) 

x > 3 z = 0 

The lateral walls of the computational domain correspond to the surface of the 2D domain. 
Hence, four different grids using six-face prisms are available as for the 2D test-case : a coarse 
one with 4390 elements and 12103 faces (cf. figure 10.3), a medium one with 34, 780 elements 
and 91, 428 faces, a fine one with 118,470 elements and 306, 323 faces, and a very fine one with 
282, 080 elements and 723, 304 faces. 

Figure 10.3.1: 3D inviscid sinebump channel. Coarse unstructured grid with 4,390 elements 
(prisms) and 12,103 faces. 

The solution of this test for its 2D counterpart, is symmetrical and isopotential. In 
figure 10.3, the isoligns of the Mach number (top) and the isobaric curves (bottom) are presented. 
They were computed with the Matrix-Free scheme over the finest grid at M^ = 0.1. This 
numerical solution computed with the AUSM+(P) approach is in good agreement with the 
theoretical solution. 
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Figure 10.3.2: Stationary flow in a 3D sinebump channel at M^ = 0 . 1 and over the finest grid 
(282080 elements). Top : Isoligns of the Mach number. Bottom : Isobaric curves. 
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The results are summarized in the table 10.3.1. As expected the Newton-Krylov is highly limited 
by its prohibited memory requirements. Indeed, from the second grid with only 34, 780 elements, 
the memory storage is too big for the capacities of regular computers. Moreover, for the coarsest 
mesh, the method suffers from its great cost per iteration which makes it totally inefficient 
compare to the Matrix-Free schemes. 

NBEL Method Iterations CPU CPI CPPPI MEO 

4,390 MF-PJ(50) 

MF-SGS(20) 

NK(3) 

210 

220 

120 

149 s. 

153 s. 

17500 s. 

0.71 

0.71 

146 

1.6 -10"4 

1.6 -10"4 

332 • 10"4 

8 3 % 

8 3 % 

95% 

34,780 MF-PJ(80) 

MF-SGS(40) 

NK(3) 

310 

340 

NEM* 

2570 s. 

3180 s. 

— s. 

8.3 

9.3 

-

2.4 -10"4 

2.7-10"4 

-

85% 

88% 

- % 

118,470 MF-PJ(IOO) 

MF-SGS(50) 

410 

460 

15000 s. 

18800 s. 

37 

41 

3.1 -10"4 

3.5 • 10"4 

85% 

89% 

282,080 MF-PJ(120) 

MF-SGS(50) 

580 

630 

62400 s. 

65000 s. 

107 

103 

3.8 • 10"4 

3.7 -10"4 

86% 

89% 

Table 10.3.1: Stationary flow over a 3D-sine bump. M = 0.1. NBEL is the number of elements, 
Iterations is the number of non-linear iterations to achieve the convergence, CPU represents the 
CPU time, CPI is the cost per iteration, CPPPI is the cost per iteration and per element, MEO 
is the fraction of CPU time consumed by the "Most Expensive Operator". NEM means Not 
Enough Memory. 

On the other hand, the Matrix-Free technique enables to deal with grids involving a very large 
number of elements with only 2 GB of RAM memory. In addition, the method provides a truly 
competitive efficiency since computing the solution over the third grid takes as much CPU time 
as for simulating the same flow on the coarsest grid with the NK approach. The objective of 
reducing the memory requirements without deteriorating the efficiency is therefore reached. 
As far as the Matrix-Free schemes are concerned, the hierarchy obtained for the 3D case is not 
the same than the one derived from the 2D case. Indeed, it is noticeable that the MF-PJ scheme 
is the more efficient. In fact, the convergence rate of the MF-SGS approach deteriorates with 
respect to the 2D case while it remains the same for the MF-PJ technique. This loss of intrinsic 
efficiency is accentuated by an increase of the CPPPI . Such a behaviour can be explained by 
the fact that the intrinsic efficiency of the MF-SGS relies on the ordering of the mesh cells {cf. 
[72]). As no re-ordering technique devoted to this technique is available in the CAST3M code, 
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it is necessary to build the grid carefully in order to improve the efficiency. However, it does 
not circumvent the problem of the increase of the CPPPI. As the SGS algorithm requires the 
knowledge of the connectivity of the mesh cells and as the number of cells rises a lot for the 3D 
cases, the cost of the method becomes more expensive. On the other hand, the Point Jacobi 
procedure is not dependent on the ordering of the mesh cells and until the third mesh, its cost 
per iteration remains quasi constant. This method seems therefore well-suited to perform fast 
3D computations. However, it is noticeable that we should increase strongly the number of 
inner-sweeps for the finest grids so as to damp correctly the low-frequency error modes. The 
SGS algorithm becomes then competitive to carry out 3D calculations over grids involving very 
small cells as shown in figure 10.3. 

Flow over a 3D sine bump Flow over a 3D sine bump 

AUSM+(P) scheme 

Mesh : 282080 elements 

M = 0.1 

CFL = 106 

Figure 10.3.3: Stationary flow in a 3D sinebump channel at M^ = 0.1 over the finest grid 
(282080 elements). Convergence history with respect to the number of iterations (left) and with 
respect to the CPU time (right). 

10.4 Conclusions 

This chapter was devoted to the comparisons between the implicit treatments available in the 
CAST3M code over 2D and 3D inviscid test-cases. We aimed at confirming the very good 
properties of the Matrix-Free framework in the case of unstructured grids. This method was 
compared to the Newton-Krylov approach involving a GMRES algorithm preconditioned using 
an ILUT technique. 
The computation of an inviscid flow in a 2D sinebump channel at subsonic and low-Mach number 
regime demonstrated that the newly implemented Matrix-Free approach was globally as efficient 
as its Newton-Krylov block counterpart. Moreover, even for this simple 2D test-case, we had 
to cope with the issue of the memory requirement for the NK approach. Indeed, a certain lack 
of robustness obliged us to increase the size of the preconditioner ILUT which could not then 
be treated by regular computers. On the other hand, the simplicity of the Matrix-Free method 
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allowed to perform fast simulations for all the configurations. Both MF-PJ and MF-SGS schemes 
provides good convergence rates; however, it is necessary to increase the number of inner-sweeps, 
especially for the PJ procedure, in order to eliminate efficiently all the error modes when the 
mesh becomes finer. In spite of this large amount of inner-iterations, both methods remain very 
competitive to compute inviscid stationary flows. 

The 3D test-case aimed at checking the ability of the Matrix-Free implicit treatment to deal with 
grids involving a large amount of points. We then built a 3D version of the previous 2D test-
case. As expected, the Newton-Krylov scheme was quickly limited because of its huge memory 
requirements. Indeed, the memory resources of regular computers (2GB RAM memory) are not 
sufficient to deal with more than 10, 000 elements in 3D. On the other hand, using Matrix-Free 
schemes allowed to compute flow over grids involving more than 592,350 elements on the same 
machines. In a 3D context, the MF-PJ scheme is surprisingly the most efficient. In fact, the 
efficiency of its MF-SGS counterpart relies on the ordering of the cells and, moreover, it requires 
the knowledge of the connectivity of the cells which contributes to increase the cost per iteration. 
The MF-PJ method seems to be a very competitive approach to perform fast 3D computations. 
This technique is also very attractive since, as it is said in [72], it can be easily implemented in 
a parallel code. 
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Chapter 11 

Modelling of a Tee Junction at 
Low-Mach Number Regime 
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11.1 Introduction 

The mixing of an hot and cold fluid in a tee junction (simplified scheme in figure 11.1.1) has 
been the object of several investigations in Nuclear Energy Industry (see for instance [33, 32]). 
Indeed in the region in which hot and cold flow streams join, random fluctuations of the coolant 

^3 
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^ 
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I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I 
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L. 

I , I , I , I , I , I , I , I , I , I , I , I , I , I , l ~ T i 
7 T T -

i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i vi i r 

H/ 

L„ 

Figure 11.1.1: Tee junction. H represents the inlet of the hot fluid, C of the cold one and 0 is 
the outlet. 

temperature can occur. Such fluctuations can cause cyclical thermal stresses (already known as 
thermal striping) and subsequent fatigue cracking of the piping. Accidents linked to thermal 
striping already occurred at some nuclear power plants (Oskarshamn/Ringhalsl /Barsabeck2 in 
Sweden, Tsuruga in Japan, Civaux in France), which increased the interest on this phenomenon. 
As mentioned in [13], such accidents are very complex to analyze. Indeed several fields are 
involved: thermal-hydraulics, heat transmission, mechanics and material science. Each field has 

211 
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its limits, which makes this phenomenon difficult to understand. 
The understanding of thermal stripping is beyond the purpose of this study. In fact, this chapter 
displays a comparison between the asymptotic solver available in CAST3M [61] and the newly 
implemented low-Mach matrix-free treatment for the case of laminar, low-Mach number, steady 
and unsteady flows in a 2D Tee junction. The study aims at confirming the interest of the new 
implicit algorithm for efficient computation of low-Mach number (single-species) flows. 

11.2 The steady problem 

Let us present the stationary problem we solve. We suppose to deal with a calorically perfect 
gas (for instance air). As shown in figure 11.1.1, such gas enters the inlet H with temperature 
TH and momentum m# and the inlet C with temperature Tc and momentum mc- The inlet 
temperatures are constant in space and time. The inlet momenta are parabolic, symmetric and 
parallel with respect to the tube axis (zero at the surfaces): 

s being the distance with respect to the tube axis, m# and fhc the average momentums. At 
the outlet 0 , the pressure is constant (in space and time) and equal to PQ (plus the hydrostatic 
component). Walls are impermeable and adiabatic everywhere. The velocity is zero at the wall. 
For the sake of simplicity, we consider constant dynamic viscosity and thermal diffusivity. 

11.3 Governing equations 

We consider the Navier-Stokes equations for compressible, calorically perfect gas, namely : 

f ^ + V • (pu) = 0 
at 

dpù 

dpË 

V • (pu ig) ù + pi) = pg + V • f 

(11.3.1) 

- V • (puH) = pg- u + V • (f • u) + V • (ÀVT ) 

p = pRT = (7 - l)p ( E - -u • u 

where 

f = p(v^n+ (y®uj --(y-uji 

Let us carry out the non-dimensionalization of the equations (11.3.1). First of all, we define the 
following coefficients : 

Af = fH-fc , f= H
0

 C , e = — , mt = mH + mc , aH = - ^ • (11.3.2) 
2 2T mt 
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Then, the reference values are chosen as follows : 

Ï -A P - P ~ - _5l. ~ - ™L r _ d 
i-ref — Q> i *ref — *0 > Pref — ~ > Uref — ~ > ^ref — RT Pref Uref (11.3.3) 

Kef = HPref, Pref) , Pref = PiPref, Pref) • 

In the system (11.3.1), dimensional values are replaced by : 

r , Uref r u p p pet 

r = ~— , t = j—t , u = -— , p = -^— , p = -— , pet = -~— 
Iref hef Uref Pref Pref Pref 

rr, _ T - T \ _ ^ _ & _ lref -. 
1 — —77?T ' A — r > A4 

(11.3.4) 

l\± Kef Pref Pref Uref 

After straightforward calculations, the following system of equations is found : 

' ^ + V-(pu) = 0 

^ + V.(pu^)^pe-u+^V.(z.u) + 2e^^V.(AVT) 

p = p(l + 2eT) = (7 - l)p (E - ^ 2 £ n • u 

where 

(11.3.5) 

2 

Ml = P"f"t = ̂ S-Rf , P r = à ^ ^ - i î , ite = ^ ^ , F r = ^ ^ 1 

°° 7^re/ 7 ^ / ' À re / 7 - ! ' /^re/ ' ^ Pref J gtef 

(11.3.6) 

Let us introduce the boundary conditions under dimensionless form. As the system is opened, 
P(t) is given by the boundary conditions in the outlet O, i.e. P(t) = Po{t)/Po- The inlet 
temperatures are : 

rri rri rji rji rji rji rji rji 
^ J-H — J- J- H — J-C ^ J-C — J J-C — J H 
TH = ~ = —^—z— = o.5, TC = ~ = — - =— = - 0 . 5 . 

AT 2(TH-TC) AT 2(TH-TC) 

The inlet average dimensionless momentum are given by : 

m H = PH -UH = OLH -frit , rhc = pc • uc = (1 - aH) • m • 

The non-dimensional solution of this problem depends on the following non-dimensional param
eters: Li/d, Lijd, and Ls/d (which are non sensibly influent in the mixing region if they are big 
enough), the specific heat ratio 7, the Reynolds number Re, the Prandtl number Pr, the Froude 
number Fr, the Mach number, the ratios an and e. It follows that, if we take as non-dimensional 
parameters 
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Lj/d L2/d 

12 9 

La/d 

7 
J_ e an 
1.4 0.2 0.8 

Pr Re 

100 
M Fr 

1/300 1/9 

and we fix the numerical values 

d = 1 m , p = —=• = 1 kg m~3 , mt = 1 kg m~2 s _ 1 , R = 288 J kg - 1 K_ 1 , 
RT 

we can compute all the dimensional quantities involved in the problem (SI units): 

Li 

12 
L2 

9 
u 
7 

u 

1 
Po 

64290 

T 

223.2 

TH 

267.8 

Tc 

178.6 

mH 

0.8 
mc 
0.2 

Po 
0.01 

Ao 
14.4 

Conservation properties 

The stationary solution of this problem must satisfy the divergence condition : 

V • (pv) = 0 . (11.3.7) 

If we neglect the contribution of the heat diffusion at the inlet and at the outlet (approximation 
which is correct if the sections are far enough from the mixing region), it must be : 

H 
dS(pHv •n dS (pHv • n\ = - / dS[ pHv • n ) , (11.3.Î 

.e., by neglecting the terms 0(M2) : 

fdsUs.a) + /ds(,K.*) = -/dsUs.a) 
H JC JO 

Since we are dealing with a calorically perfect gas and the so-called thermodynamic pressure is 
constant, it follows that : 

f ds(v-n) + I ds(v-n) =- I dS (v • n\ 

dWV-û) =0 . (11.3.9) 

From equation (11.3.8), we can also deduce that : 

'ITIHTHSH + rhc'TcSc = — dS ( pHv • n 

If the outlet section O is far enough from the tee junction, the outlet T is constant, namely : 

(11.3.10) To = ^ T H + ^Tc=aHTH + (l-aH)Tc = 250 K . 
m0 So m0 So 
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11.4 Numerical approaches 

11.4.1 Fully compressible solver 

The conservative compressible equations (11.3.1) are solved using the compressible density-based 
solver of CAST3M which employs an unstructured Finite Volume approach. As described earlier, 
the inviscid fluxes are computed using classical upwind schemes, extended to higher order using 
the primitive variable reconstruction of Barth and Jespersen, described in [2] and belonging 
to the MUSCL family; moreover the numerical dissipation of the inviscid schemes is corrected 
taking into account Low Mach number preconditioning. Viscous fluxes are approximated using a 
linearly-exact extension of the diamond method of Noh [60]. Concerning the time discretization, 
the Euler implicit scheme is used. The non-linear problem arising from the time discretization is 
solved via the Matrix-Free implicit method that we introduced in this thesis. Besides, we couple 
the MF scheme with a Symmetric Gauss-Seidel relaxation procedure. 

11.4.2 Low-Mach asymptotic compressible solver 

In order to provide comparisons, the Tee junction problem is also computed using a pressure-
based solver of the CAST3M code. In such solver the compressible equations arising from 
one-time scale and one-space scale low-Mach number asymptotics are solved, namely, one has to 
compute the (constant in space) thermodynamic pressure P(t), the speed ù(f, £), the temperature 
T(f,t), and the dynamic pressure p'((r,t)), solution of the initial value problem : 

7 P dt V ) 7 p V ) 

-^~ + (u-V)u=-r(-Vp' + V-z)+g (11.4.1) 

.f+(-)-^?(f + v«) 
The space discretization is performed using a Galerkin Finite Element approach. Velocity and 
temperature shape functions are quadratic (triangular elements with 7 degree of freedoms and 
quadrangular ones with 9) while pressure shape functions are linear (triangular elements with 
3 degree of freedoms and quadrangular ones with 4). Concerning the time discretization, the 
BDF1 implicit scheme is used. The non-linear problem arising from the time discretization is 
solved via a fixed-point scheme : 

~ ra+l (11.4.2) 

ÀVT ra+l 

As shown in [61], this algorithm has also been validated in computing the solution of a square 
cavity with large temperature differences. 
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Dimensionless boundary conditions 

Unlike the fully-compressible case for which we impose the dimensionless average momentum at 
each inlet, here, we impose the dimensionless average velocities as follows : 

UH = -— = —: ^r- = aH{l + 2eTH)— = aH(l + e) — , 
Uref PH Vflt P P 

uc = (1 -aH)(l _ e ) p • 

Besides, at the outlet, we impose that the velocity presents a profile which is parabolic and 
symmetric with respect to the tube axis. The constant coefficient involved in such parabola is 
determined using the divergence equation (first equation of (11.4.1)). 

11.5 Numerical solutions 

11.5.1 Convergence analysis 

First of all let us perform a convergence analysis with respect to the mesh dimension. In the 
case of the pressure-based solver, the coarsest has 3135 elements (15 elements per tube section 
(cf. figure 11.5.1)) while the medium mesh has 5580 elements (20 elements per tube section) and 
the finest mesh has 8725 elements (25 elements per tube section). In the case of the density-

Figure 11.5.1: Tee junction. The coarse mesh (3135 elements). 

based solver, we take meshes with more elements (note that neither the degrees of freedom 
nor the accuracy of the approach are the same as in the pressure-based solvers). The coarsest 
grid has 12630 elements (30 elements per tube section). The medium mesh has 22400 elements 
(40 elements per tube section) while the finest mesh has 35000 elements (50 elements er tube 
section). 
In figure 11.5.2 we represent the streamlines and the temperature isolines. As one can see, 
the hot and the cold fluid do not mix, i.e. the heat transmission arrives by thermal diffusion. 
In figures 11.5.3, we represent the solution on the sections P23P33, P22P23 and P22P32 that 
we obtained using the asymptotic pressure-based compressible solver. On the other hand, in 
figures 11.5.4, we represent the solution on the sections P23P33, P22P23 and P22P32 that we 
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Figure 11.5.2: Tee junction. Stationary solution. Streamlines (top) and temperature isolines 
(bottom) given by the density-based compressible solver. 

computed using the density-based compressible solver. As one can see, all the presented results 
are quite mesh-independent. 
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11.5.2 A s y m p t o t i c pressure-based solver vs density-based solver 

Accuracy 

In figures 11.5.5 we represents the evolution of the temperature and the velocity on sections 
P23P33, P22P23 and P22P32 that we obtained with both approaches. As one can notice, the accu
racy provided by the preconditioned density-based solver coupled with the Matrix-Free method 
is very similar to the one obtained with the asyptotic pressure-based solver. 

Performance 

All the computations has been carried out on Pentium 4, 2 GHz CPU with 2 GB memory. As 
mentioned earlier, the number of elements for each method cannot be compared since it does 
not involve the same degrees of freedom in each case. Typically, the number of elements of the 
asymptotic method has to be multiplied by 4 to approximate the real number of computation 
points. In table 11.5.1, we report this approximate number for every grid, in order to perform 
the comparisons. 

Mesh NBEL Method Iterations CPU CPI CPPPI 

Coarse 12540 

12630 

Asymptotic 

MF-SGS(15) 

180 

1050 

4185 s. 

1190 s. 

23 

1.13 

185•10"5 

8.97 -10"5 

Medium 22320 

22400 

Asymtotic 

MF-SGS(15) 

220 

1380 

7775 s. 

2770 s. 

35 

2 

158-10"5 

8.96 -10"5 

Fine 34900 

35000 

Asymptotic 

MF-SGS(15) 

260 

2200 

13000 s. 

6930 s. 

50 

3.15 

140 • 10"5 

9 -10"5 

Table 11.5.1: Tee junction. Stationary flow. NBEL is the number of computation points. 
"Iterations" denotes the number of non-linear iterations to converge to the steady state. CPU is 
the CPU time to converge. CPI represents the cost per iteration while CPPPI denotes the Cost 
per iteration and per number of points. 

As one can notice, the asymptotic pressure-based solver is strongly efficient in terms of iterations. 
However, its cost per iteration and per points (CPPPI) is very large. On the other hand, the 
Matrix-Free implicit scheme possesses a small CPPPI which enables the method, despite a large 
amount of non-linear iterations, to be more competitive in terms of CPU time. Hence, the 
Matrix-Free method appears as a valuable alternative technique to compute complex steady 
viscous flows with CAST3M. 
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11.6 Non-stationary case 

11.6.1 Description of the problem 

Let us now study a non-stationary version of the tee junction problem. Starting from the 
stationary solution previously computed, we modify the boundary conditions for the inlet H. More 
precisely, we consider the same momentum rhn and we choose a time-dependent temperature 
TH as follows : 

fH(t) =fH(t = 0)(l + A sm(u)t)) 

where A and ui denote respectively the amplitude and the pulsation of the fluctuations. 
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Figure 11.6.1: Tee junction. Non-stationary solution. Evolution of the temperature TH as 
function of the time. All quantities are expressed in the SI units. 

Different characteristic times are involved in this problem. First, since the convection velocity 
is about 1 m/s, and the diameter is 1 m, the characteristic time for the temperature convection 
can be expressed as follows : 

_d_ 
£con,ref — ~^ — ^ S 

U 

Thus, it takes one second for a fluid element to run one diameter. Second, the diffusion coefficient 
for the temperature reads : 

«ref = -
A-f = 1 4 4 . °-4

 = 0.0143 m2 s"1 

P cP 1.4-288 

Hence, the characteristic time for the temperature diffusion can read : 

d2 

£dif,ref 
«ref 

= 70 S 

Eventually, acoustic waves travel at sound speed, namely 

cref = 1/7— = 300 m s : . 
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The characteristic time for acoustic wave is then the following : 

d _3 
fac,ref = ~ = o.oo • il) S 

Cref 

Table 11.6.1 resumes these characteristic times and their associated pulsations (2-ïï/t). In order to 
observe significant temperature variations in the flow field during one period, we have to choose 
a pulsation smaller than unity and a non-negligible amplitude. We therefore take the following 
values : 

A = 0 .1 , w = 0.1s"1 

The period of the temperature fluctuation at the inlet H is then 2-7r/0.1 = 62.8 s (cf. figure 11.6.1 
for the representation of the temperature T# during one period). 

Acoustic 

Convective 

Diffusive 

£ref (s) 

3.33 • 10"3 

1 

70 

27r/tref (Hz) 

1890 

6.28 

0.0898 

Table 11.6.1: Tee junction. Characteristic times. 

11.6.2 Numerical solutions 

In figure 11.6.2, we present the temperatures isolines in the hot tube at different times, from 
t = 7.85 s to t = 31.4 s. We clearly observe the propagation of the temperature fluctuations. 
In order to investigate further the effects of these variations, we focus on the section P23P33-
In figures 11.6.3 and 11.6.4, we draw the velocities ùx and %, and the temperature T for every 
time level described in figure 11.6.1. At t = 7.85 s (label 2), we observe a large variation of the 
velocity ùx whereas the fluid elements coming from the hot inlet have not reached the section 
(cf. figure 11.6.2 top-left frame). Such a variation can be explained as follows. In fact, as the 
inlet momentum TTIH remains constant with time, the inlet velocity varies with the temperature 
as follows : 

X'H = —jÇRTH • 

Besides, according to asymptotic analysis, the speed divergence is subjected to the following 
condition : 

V • u = ^J-V . (xvf) . 

In the hot tube, that is between P23P33 and P24P34, the RHS remains small such that V • n ~ 0. 
This elliptic constraint is responsible for the fact that the variation of the inlet velocity ûx H 
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Figure 11.6.2: Tee junction. Non-stationary solution. Fully-compressible solver. Temperature 
isolines (°K) in the hot tube at t = 7.85 s (top-left), at t = 15.7 s (top-right), at t = 23.55 s 
(bottom-left) and at t = 31.4 s (bottom-right). 
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immediately affects the speed ùx in section P23P33- On the other hand, the temperature does 
not vary much. This is due to the fact that, as mentioned earlier, the fluid elements arriving 
from the hot inlet have not already reached the section. As the temperature remains constant 
while the local velocity ùx increases, the local momentum on the section increases. This reduces 
the impact of the cold fluid and, as a result, it diminishes the ùy speed. 
Let us now compare the solutions at t = 7.85 s (label 2) and at t = 15.7 s (label 3). As the fluid 
elements coming from the hot inlet have reached the section (cf. figure 11.6.2 top right frame), 
the variation of the temperature is very important. Notice that the increase of temperature is 
higher in the middle of the tube where the speed is the largest, i.e. where the heat exchanges 
by convection are the most important. Besides, the speed along x has increased as well as its 
y-component. The increase of ùy is related to the decrease of the momentum mx with respect 
to its value at t = 7.85 s, and also to the fact the the buoyancy force has increased because the 
temperature increases. 

From t = 15.7 s to t = 23.6 s (label 3 and 4 in figure 11.6.3), the velocity ùx decreases with 
time as expected. Nevertheless, because of the time delay linked to the fluid transport, the 
temperature in the section keeps on increasing. 
From t = 23.6 s to t = 31.4 s, the temperature decreases. Once again, it decreases more at 
the tube center than at the tube wall, where the speed is more important, i.e. where the heat 
exchange by convection is more important. 
At the other time levels, the behavior is qualitatively the same, namely the velocity ùx immedi
ately follows the variation of the temperature (and of the speed) at the hot inlet; the temperature 
is affected by a delay time due to convection, while the velocity ùy follows both temperature and 
momentum variations. 
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Figure 11.6.3: Tee junction. Non-stationary solution. Evolution of the temperature and velocity 
on the section P23P33 at different times (label 1 refers to the initial time, label 5 to half-period 
time, as one can see in figure 11.6.1). All quantities are expressed in the SI units. 

11.6.3 Density-based solver vs asymptotic pressure-based solver 

Accuracy 

In order to obtain the same accuracy with both solvers, convergence analyses with respect to the 
mesh dimension and the time-step are performed. For both methods, computations showed that 
the fine grid used for the steady case was sufficient. 
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Uy Uy 

Figure 11.6.4: Tee junction. Non-stationary solution. Evolution of the temperature and velocity 
on the section P23P33 at different times (label 5 refers to half-period time and label 9 to the final 
time, as one can see in figure 11.6.1). All quantities are expressed in the SI units. 

For unsteady flows governed by the particle wave speeds, it was shown in chapter 8 that the 
particle CFL number (i.e. CFLU = uAt/ôx) should be of order unity (or less) so as to ensure 
temporal accuracy. From the CPU time point of view, however, it is customary to resort to 
greater values of this parameter. In practice, great time-step are first choosen then their value 
is decreased until the numerical solution does not vary much. Thus, the optimal time-steps for 
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both approaches were likely established. These time-steps were defined as follows : 

71" 1 

u) N 

where N is an integer. It was found that for the asymptotic pressure-based solver the optimal 
value for N was 80 while for the density-based solver the optimum was 160. Comparisons between 
both methods are presented in figures 11.6.5 and 11.6.6. The temperature and the velocities in 
section P23P33 are plotted for the following time-levels : t = 15.7 s and t = 31.4 s (figure 11.6.5), 
t = 47.1 s and t = 62.8 s (figure 11.6.6). As one can notice, the density-based solver coupled 
with the low-Mach precondioning provides a solution as precise as the one computed using the 
asymptotic pressure-based approach specially devoted to this type of unsteady low-Mach number 
flows. 

Performances 

All the computations were performed using Intel Xeon 3GHz with 2GM Ram memory. As far 
as the asymptotic pressure-base solver is concerned, we recall that the linear system derived 
from the Finite-Element space-discretization and the BDF2 time-discretization, is solved using 
a Picard type fixed-point scheme. The convergence criterion between two physical time levels is 
based on the loss of five orders for the temperature residual during the iterative process. 
In the case of the density-based solver written in a dual-time stepping framework and solved by 
the MF-SGS scheme, the conditions of the computation are a little bit more complex. Indeed, 
setting an appropriate value for the unsteady cut-off appeared to be quite difficult. In chapters 7 
and 8, a new definition of this parameter was exhibited and it was shown that it provided a good 
convergence rate for both acoustic and particle problems. This unsteady cut-of is here recalled : 

I3U = 
Sx ^JCFLU+C 

At c 

Unfortunately, numerical experiments emphasized that for such a definition the dual-time step
ping scheme suffered from a lack of efficiency and robustness. On the other hand, choosing 
a greater value for this parameter (about ten times the initial value) ensured robustness and 
enabled to loose 3 orders for the energy residual. However, a precise analysis of the results out
lined significant differences between both methods for the uy velocity in the section P23P33 {cf. 
figure 11.6.7). 

The exact values of the cut-off were precisely examined since this latter governs not only the 
convergence rate but also the accuracy of the solution. Indeed, as it was mentionned in chap
ters 7 and 8, and as it was brought up in [62], a too big cut-off scales unproperly the numerical 
dissipation leading to an inaccurate solution. The studies revealed that in our case, the modified 
unsteady cut-off was thirty times as much as the reference Mach number of the problem. Con
sequently, so as to ensure both robustness and accuracy, we opted for the following strategy : 
first, we set a great value for the cut-off then we diminish it during the dual-time convergence 
process until reaching a value of the order of the Mach number. Thus, it was likely to maintain 
a good convergence rate and to recover the same accuracy than with the pressure-based solver. 
Nonetheless, it is necessary to outline that such a strategy provides fluctuating performances with 
respect to the problem which is studied. Moreover, it is not always possible to reduce the cut-off 
so as to scale properly the dissipation without deteriorate the robustness of the scheme. A likely 
solution would be to separate the preconditioning formulation used for the time-derivative (which 
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Figure 11.6.5: Tee junction. Non-stationary solution. Comparison between the presure-based 
and the density based-solvers. Temperature (top frames), ux velocity (middle frames) and ùy 

velocity (bottom frames) are represented on section P23P33 and for the following time levels : 
t = 15.7 s and t = 31.4 s. All quantities are expressed in the SI units. 

is responsible for convergence efficiency) and that used for the artificial dissipation terms (re
sponsible for accuracy). Such a formulation may be implemented within a multiple pseudo-time 
framework as recently discussed in [82]. Implementation of such a multi-level preconditioning 
formulation will have to be the subject of future work. 
Despite a certain loss of efficiency with respect to the steady case, the density-based solver 
coupled with the MF-SGS implicit treatment provides an accurate solution for a reasonable 
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Figure 11.6.6: Tee junction. Non-stationary solution. Comparison between the presure-based 
and the density based-solvers. Temperature (top frames), ùx velocity (middle frames) and ùy 

velocity (bottom frames) are represented on section P23P33 and for the following time levels : 
t = 47.1 s and t = 62.8 s. All quantities are expressed in the SI units. 

computational cost as one can see in the summarizing table 11.6.2. As mentioned previously, 
the single dual-time stepping formulation cannot enable to define a versatile unsteady cut-off in 
order to ensure both efficiency and accuracy. Moreover, the density-based solver requires twice 
as many physical-time iterations as its pressure-based counterpart which penalizes significantly 
the global computational cost. The reasons of the need of a smaller physical time-step have not 
been clearly established yet. 
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Figure 11.6.7: Tee Junction. Non-stationnary solution. Comparison between the density-based 
solver and the pressure-based solver. Curves of the velocity ùy in section P23P33 at time level 
t = 15.7 s for a big value of the unsteady cut-off. All the quantities are expressed using SI units. 

Mesh NBEL Méthode CPU 

Fine 34900 

35000 

Asymptotic 27000 s. 

MF-SGS(30) 36500 s. 

Table 11.6.2: Tee Junction. Unsteady flow. NBEL is the number of computation points. CPU 
is the global compuattion cost. 

11.7 Conclusions 

This last chapter enabled to validate the Matrix-Free implicit method over an application of 
interest for the LTMF laboratory, namely the modelling of Tee junction at low-Mach number, 
for steady and unsteady regimes. Performances of the Matrix-Free implicit scheme both in terms 
of accuracy and computational cost were compared with the asymptotic pressure-based solver 
available in CAST3M. 

In the case of the low-Mach number steady flow, the newly implemented Matrix-Free implicit 
scheme ensures the same level of accuracy than its asymptotic pressure-based couterpart. More
over, for a same number of computational points, it provides a significant gain of CPU time. 
The Matrix-Free implicit treatment can be regarded as a genuine competitive alternative for the 
computation of viscous low-Mach number steady flows. 
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On the other hand, the preconditioned dual-time stepping implicit scheme is less competitive 
to deal with the low-Mach number unsteady flows. The loss of efficiency is mainly related to 
the difficulty of defining an unsteady cut-off that ensures both good damping and accuracy. 
Indeed, when the value of this parameter is widely greater than the local Mach number, a fast 
convergence is obtained at the expense of a lack of accuracy. Conversely, when the cut-off is of 
the order of the local Mach number, accuracy is preserved but the scheme then suffers from a 
lack of robustness and when it remains stable its convergence rate becomes poor. Moreover, it 
appears that the Matrix-Free implicit framework is more sensitive to this kind of instabilities 
than its block counterpart. However, this difficulty might be circumvented through using separate 
preconditioners for the dissipation and pseudo-time derivative terms. The former then controls 
the accuracy of the discrete formulation, while the latter controls convergence efficiency of the 
sub-iterations. This technique has already been developed in [82] via a multi-level preconditioning 
formulation and will be certainly implemented in the future. However, in spite of its lower 
efficiency, the preconditioned density-based solver coupled with the Matrix-Free implicit scheme 
is still attractive for the simulation of unsteady flows since, unlike its pressure-based couterpart, 
it can handle with a wide range of speeds for reasonable computational cost and memory storage. 
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Conclusions 

The present thesis was motivated by a demand from the CEA for more efficient implicit treat
ments in the context of unsteady low-Mach number flows, computed using preconditioned 
density-based upwind schemes. The existing implicit treatments in CEA's numerical platform 
CAST3M were oriented towards the maximization of intrinsic efficiency at the expense of a high 
unit computational cost and, most of all, stringent memory requirements that were becoming 
prohibitive when large-scale computations were undertaken. The choice was made in this work 
to target an implicit treatment favoring the minimization of the unit computational cost and 
the minimization of memory requirements. Naturally, it was admitted from the start that such 
a method would provide a poor intrinsic efficiency and thus require a large number of iterations 

o 
o 
CM 

c 
—} 

to reach a steady-state (be it in physical or dual time); however the objective was to reduce the 
unit cost of the method in such a way it would balance anyhow the lack of intrinsic efficiency 
and allow the method to remain competitive in terms of global computational cost with respect 
to the existing treatment, while offering modest memory constraints. 
In the course of this work, it appeared rapidly a so-called matrix-free approach was a good can
didate for being retained as a low-cost alternative implicit treatment in CAST3M. Some issues 
had to be solved however : 

CM 
CO 

• it was imperative to make the approach attractive for the whole Mach number range but 
the use of a preconditioning matrix was likely to increase the unit cost of the method 
by making it lose its truly matrix-free character. Taking advantage of the fact Turkel's 
preconditioning matrix is idempotent allowed to fix this problem since the "matrix-free" 
treatment can then be expressed under a form that remains cheap to compute even when 
the preconditioning is on; consequently, the matrix-free treatment remains globally efficient 
for all-speed flows. 

• the matrix-free treatment as such defines an implicit stage that must be solved using some 
kind of (iterative) solution technique. The choice of an efficient solution technique was 
constrained by the need to use the method in a unstructured grid context, which ruled out 
for instance any line-relaxation technique. An a priori Von Neumann analysis allowed to 
select a Symmetric Gauss-Seidel (SGS) approach as a better choice over a basic Point Jacobi 
(PJ) technique. However, the efficiency of the SGS procedure relies on the ordering of the 
mesh cells and, moreover, for 3D computations, it requires more connectivity information 
than the PJ approach. At any case, both approaches are easy to implement within an 
unstructured framework and enable to reduce dramatically the memory storage of the 
implicit treatment. 

• it appeared also necessary to adapt the definition of the low-Mach cut-off in order to ensure 
the efficiency of the Matrix-Free method for solving unsteady viscous low-Mach number 
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flows. The Von Neumann analysis of the amplification matrix for the linearized Euler and 
Navier-Stokes equations enabled to design and calibrate these cut-off values which play a 
crucial role in the performance of preconditioned upwind schemes. Some choices were then 
proposed for these values, that proved to perform well on real-life applications. 

The assessment of the proposed matrix-free treatment for all-speed flows has been carried out 
in two stages : a preliminary set of validations for a large spectrum of test-cases (inviscid and 
viscous, steady and unsteady, low-Mach and compressible flows) has been computed using a 
structured flow solver specifically tailored for this sole purpose. The results obtained in terms 
of global efficiency and memory requirement were convincing enough to undertake an imple
mentation within the general-purpose CAST3M code. The results obtained from a comparative 
study between the existing implicit treatment (block-implicit stage solved by a Newton-Krylov 
approach) and the low-cost approach demonstrate the interest of the matrix-free treatment both 
in terms of global computational cost and memory requirement. The computation of a low-Mach 
number unsteady viscous flow in a tee configuration presented in the last chapter of this thesis 
shows in particular the preconditioned implicit density-based solver is a genuine alternative to 
an existing pressure-based solver of a low-Mach asymptotic model. 
However, some remaining unsolved issues deserve to be pointed out and the developments yet 
to perform in order to make our tool applicable to the targeted hydrogen combustion problems 
mentioned in the introduction of this thesis must be recalled : 

• the matrix-free treatment presented in this thesis has also been applied to internal flow 
problems, such as the differentially heated square cavity or an injection problem [61]. It 
appears that, for this type of problems, the efficiency of the low-cost treatment degrades 
in such a proportion the method eventually becomes (much) less efficient than the existing 
block-implicit approach. It is postulated this lack of efficiency can be related to the 
treatment of boundary conditions but further studies are strongly needed in order to make 
the low-cost treatment globally efficient for such configurations. 

• only a single-species version of the free-matrix treatment has been implemented within 
CAST3M. The (truly straightforward) extension of the approach to multi-species flow 
problems is of course needed for tackling hydrogen combustion problems and such a task 
should probably be the first step to take following the conclusion of the present thesis. 

• eventually, we want to stress that it is still a challenging task to apply preconditioned 
compressible upwind solvers to the resolution of unsteady low-Mach number flows. Indeed, 
the new definition of the unsteady cut-off designed for the Matrix-Free implicit treatment 
cannot ensure simultaneously efficiency and accuracy demands. Thus, elaborate strategies 
have to be developed for each case so as to unify these both requirements. A likely solution 
to circumvent such issues, would be to separate the preconditioning formulation used for 
the time-derivative (which is responsible for convergence efficiency) and that used for the 
artificial dissipation terms (which control accuracy). Such a promising formulation may 
be implemented within a multiple pseudo-time framework [82] and would be certainly the 
subject of future developments. 
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Appendix A 

Matrices of the Navier-Stokes System 
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A.l Euler Equations 

A. 1.1 Jacobian Matrices for the inviscid fluxes [31] 

The dimensionless system of the Euler equations can be written under the following form : 

Wt + (fE(w))x + {gE{w))y = 0 (A.1.1) 

where t is the dimesionless time, x and y are the spacial coordinates, w = w(x, y, t) is the vector 
of conserved variables, and fE and gE are the inviscid flux vector functions, 
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w = 

( p \ 
pu 

pv 

\pE J 

fE = 

( pu \ 
pu2 + p 

puv 

\ puH ) 

( pv \ 

ga = 
puv 
,,2 

pv +p 

\ PvH J 

(A.1.2) 

where all the dimensionless quantities have been already defined in the first chapter. The system 
is closed by the dimensionless equation of state : 

p = pT = (1-l)p[E-l-\u\2) = ( 7 - l ) p e (A.1.3) 

The dimensionless sound speed is defined as follows : 

= vrr = J-^ IP 

The specific total energy and enthalpy can then be defined as : 

E = 
7 ( 7 - 1 ) 2 

+ \{u2 + v2) , H = 1 

( 7 - 1 ) 2 + ô(« +« ) 
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Now, we can easily compute the inviscid Jacobian matrices : 

/ 0 1 

AE = 

: t V + 2 | i v2 

-uv 

( 3 - 7 ) u 

0 \ 

-(7 — l)v 7 — 1 

u 

(AAA) 

\ -juE + (7 - l)u(u2 + v2) ^E - ^(v2 + 3u2) - ( 7 - 1 ) ™ 7U J 

( 0 0 1 0 \ 

BE = 
-uv u 

7~3„,2 _L 7 - 1 M2 
(A.1.5) 

0 

2~u, — (7 —l)u (3 —7)f 7 — 1 

\̂  - 7 v £ + ( 7 - ]>(u 2 + t>2) - ( 7 - l ) n f 7 ^ - l ^ - ( u 2 + 3t>2) 7t> J 

A. 1.2 Transformation matrices [31] 

In order to obtain the eigensystem derived from the Euler equations, we need the transformation 
matrices such that the Jacobian AE is diagonalized as follows : 

/ \ 

P 7 1 -AE-PA = u 
u + c 

\ • • • u — c ) 

The general expression of these transformation matrices is given by 

PK = 

1 

u 

V 

u2+v2 

0 

Pky 

—pnx 

idi.ik,,. 4- vk,„. 

P 
2c 

£(u + ckx) 

&{v + chy) 

\ JLfTJ + rV-lA P_ 

P 
2c 

2^(U — CKX 

2̂  (v — cky 

(H -rV • 

and 

/ 1 _ JzAM
2 

-{VKX — UKy) 

p-1 = 

( 7 - 1 ) 1 ( 7 - 1 ) 1 7-1 
r2 

c-r^±M2-^) i ^ - f r - i ) * ) l ( ^ - ( 7 - l ) , ) ^ PK 2 

V ^ ^ + ^f ) -J(^ + (7-l)^) -J(^ + (T-l)c) ^ / 
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When K, = A then kx = 1, ky = 0 and 1K = lx. On the other hand, when K, = B then kx = 0, 
ky = 1 and 1K = ly. 

A.2 Navier-Stokes equations 

A.2.1 Viscous Jacobian matrices 

The dimensionless system of the Navier-Stokes equations can be written under the following 
form : 
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wt + (fE(w) - fv(w,wx,Wy))x + (gE(w) - gv(w,wx,Wy))y = 0 

where fv and gv denote the viscous fluxes, 

/ 0 \ / 0 \ 

(A.2.1) 

fv r = i 

~R~e 

_ 4 2 
^ica; — 3 / ^ a 3 A^j/ 

\ 1J>TXX + VTXy -\- JxfCx J 

9 v 1 Tya — l-l\V'y ~~r ^ a j 

4 2 

y nr̂ ai + fTTO + ^ey J 

(A.2.2) 

All the dimensionless quantities are defined in Chapter 1. The viscous Jacobian matrices are 
expressed as follows : 

QfV 
A%(w,wx,wy) = ——(w,wx,w yj > B^{w,wx,wy) = ——{w,wx,Wy) 

\V, df v 
Al(w,wx,wy) = -—(w,wx,Wy) ; 

A\{w,wx,wy) = -—(w,wx,wy) ; 

iV dg v 
B1 (W, Wx, Wy) = (W, Wx, Wy) 

dwx 

iVf 
dg v 

B2 (W,WX,Wy) = (W,WX,Wy) 

In order to ensure the diagonal dominance of the implicit upwind scheme, we neglected the 
contribution of the tangential Jacobians in the implicit operator (cf. Chapter 1), more precisely 
in the ^-direction we only retained the Jacobian A\ while in the y-direction we retained B\ (see 
also [16]). These Jacobian matrices can be written as follows : 

/ 

j ^ v _ I1 ^v _ I1 

1 Re p l Re 
u 

0 0 0 \ 

I o o 

0 1 0 

7 \̂  -au2 - f3v2 - ^E au f3v ^ J 
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B\ = 
fi 

Re p 
BX = fi 

Re p 

-u 

3 u 

0 

1 

0 

-av Pu2 — ÎLE f3u av 

0 \ 

0 

0 

Pr / 

with 

4 
a = 3 

J_ 
Pr 
—— and '3=l-Wr 

To define the explicit operator, we also need the matrix S which is given by : 

/ 

SV = AX B\ = fi 

3Re p 
Sv = 

fi 

3Re p 

0 

-v 

-u 

2uv 

0 

0 

1 

V 

0 

1 

0 

u 

o\ 
0 

0 

o / 

A.2.2 Viscous spectral radius 

As A\ and B\ are lower triangular matrices, their spectral radius can be computed straightfor
wardly. Moreover they share the same diagonal terms, involving that their respective spectral 
radius are equal. This spectral radius is given by : 

PV = 
ft 

Re p max 
7 4 

P r ' 3 

For the air at moderate temperature, we then have : 

PV = 
fi 7 

Re p Pr 
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Appendix B 

Von Neumann Analysis 

B.l Introduction 
CD 
O 
O 

Several methods have been developed in order to study the efficiency of numerical schemes. In 
most of these methods, one neglects the effect of the boundary conditions by assuming that the 
computational domain is limitless or by using periodic boundary conditions. The Von Neumann 
method used in this work to study the stability of several numerical schemes is based on the 

•5- Fourier transform and the spectral analysis of these schemes. In practice, one checks that the 
value of the amplification factor of the schemes remains smaller than unity on the whole domain. 
The Von Neumann analysis enables also to estimate how fast the error will be damped (or 
amplified), providing an idea of how the convergence rate of the algorithm evolves. Of cource, 

_̂" the results obtained by such a method have to be commented carefully. Indeed, the Von Neumann 
theory requires a linear problem which means that the coefficients of the equations are constant 
and, as mention earlier, periodic boundary conditions are assumed which enables the use of 
Fourier series. In spite of these limitations, stability results were shown to be meaningful for 
practical computations. Besides the Von Neumann method can be used very easily through a 
computer program in order to lead systematic studies. 

B.2 Basic principles 

In order to understand the fundamental principles of the Von Neumann analysis, let us consider 
the linear scalar advection problem. 

B.2.1 Linear scalar advect ion equation 

du du .„ „ „. 

Let u be the exact solution of the equation (B.2.1), a discrete solution of this equation reads : 

n™ = n™ + e™ (B.2.2) 
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where e™ denotes the error at time level tn = n • At and at mesh point x% 
centered scheme reads : 

u?+1 - û? e?+1 - e? 

At At 2ôx H+l ai-l) 2ÔX H+l H-lJ 

or 

e™+1 - e? 

At 2ôx yH+1 l~l> 

The error e is also a solution of the discrete advection equation. 

i • ôx. Thus, the 

(B.2.3) 

(B.2.4) 
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CM 
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03 
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CM 

B.2.2 Fourier Series 

If the boundary conditions are assumed to be periodic, the error e™ can be decomposed into a 
Fourier series in space at each time level. Since the space domain is of a finite length one will 
have a discrete Fourier representation summed over a finite number of harmonics. 

In a one-dimensional domain of length 2L, the maximum wavelength that can be captured with 
a mesh (cf. figure B.2.1) is : 

A, = 2L (B.2.5) 

c 
o 
w 
CD 
> 

CM 
CO 
CD 
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o 

I 

CD 

/ \ mQY — ZJ\—I 

Figure B.2.1: Maximum and minimum wavelengths captured by a finite mesh 

On the other hand, the minimum wavelength that can be obtained relies on the size of the mesh 
6x : 

"min — ZOX 

Wavenumbers associated with the wavelengths can be determined as follows 

k - A 

Hence, one gets: 

7T 

(B.2.6) 

(B.2.7) 

kr. 

kr. 

L 
7T 

ÔX 
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Let N be the number of space-steps Sx requiered to discretize length L, the harmonics represented 
on the mesh are given by : 

kj = j • kmm = i - \ Vj G [|0;iV|] (B.2.8) 

The error e™ is decomposed into a Fourier series as : 

N 
ei = Yl E™ eMi • kj • iôx) (B.2.9) 

j=-N 

Th produce kj • ôx denotes a phase angle, or reduced wavenumber, in the Fourier space : 

<t> = kj • Sx (B.2.10) 

Thus, the Fourier series read : 

N 

Y^ E™exp(i-i$) (B.2.11) 
j=-N 

The reduced wavenumber covers the domain [—7r; 7r] in steps of IT/N : 

Sx 
Dmin — J ' 7T 

The region around 0 = 0 corresponds to low frequencies while the region close to <ft = TT is 
associated with the high-frequency of the spectrum. In particular, the value <ft = TT is associated 
with the highest frequency resolvable on the mesh, namely the frequency of wavelength \min = 
2Sx. 

B.2.3 Amplif ication factor 

The problem is assumed to be linear, each harmonic of the error e™ is therefore a solution of the 
discrete equation : 

77177, I 1 ZT 'T ï 

— : exp(ï i<P) + 7^~- (En exp(i (i + 1)0) - En exp(i (i - 1)0)) = 0 (B.2.12) 

Dividing by exp(« i<f>) leads to : 

En+1 _En + * En(exp(t ^ _ exp(_t ^)) = Q (B.2.13) 

aAt 
where a = ——. 

ox 

Th stability condition is satisfied if the amplitude of any error harmonic En does not 
grow in time, that is, the ratio 

™+i 
IGI = — — < 1 V0 . (B.2.14) 
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G is the amplification factor, that is a function of time-step At, reduced wavenumber <fi and mesh 
size ox. For the centered scheme, one has : 

G = 1 - i a sin(0) (B.2.15) 

The modulus of G is, in this case, greater than 1 for all reduced wavenumbers : 

\G\2 = 1 + a2 sin2((/>) > 1 V<£ (B.2.16) 

Consequently, the centered scheme is unconditionally unstable. 

B.3 System of equations 

B.3.1 Linearization of the sys t em 

Let us consider the hyperbolic system of conservation laws : 

wt + f(w)x = 0 (B.3.1) 

where w(x, t) is a vector of m components and / is a flux function associated with the Jacobian 
matrix A = df/dw. The system (B.3.1) can be approached by a first-order accurate upwind 
explicit scheme : 

<+1 " < = ~ ( W - \ S(\An\Swn)?J (B.3.2) 

We recall that the space discretization is achieved using difference operators : 

ST ST 1 ST 1 ST 

5W(x)] = ^x + - ) - H x - - ) , M(x)] = ^{x + - ) + -^{x--) (B.3.3) 

where ip is defined at each mesh point Xi = i • ox and 5x is the constant mesh size. First, the 
system is linearized by assuming that the Jacobian matrix A is constant. Thus the flux function 
reads : 

f(w) = A-w (B.3.4) 

Second, the linear scheme is made implicit : 

V n e N H- Awn = -lC-wn (B.3.5) 

where 7i and K, are linear operators defined as : 

1 \A\ ^ ) A < 
with A = -z—A and 8Z = 5 o 5 . VieZ < 

H • A < = {Id + A11Ô-- \A\ 52)Aw? _ A i 

lC-w? = (Anô-- \A\ 5z)wri 
1 , J, c2\ r,. àx' 

(B.3.6) 

In order to study the amplification factor of the implicit upwind scheme associated with the 
system of conservation laws, one need to use the Fourier transform. 
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B.3.2 Fourier transform 

Since the numerical solution is not necessarily periodic, one uses the Fourier transform. First, 
one extends the linear scheme (B.3.5) to functions defined not only at the spatial mesh points 
x = i-ôx, but for all x G R. For tp G L2(R)m , let tp = <f>(ip) denote the spatial Fourier transform, 
that is the function of L2(R)m defined as : 

1 f+oc £ 
$(V0 = ^(0 = ~^= / exp(-i -f- x) ib(x) dx . (B.3.7) 

V2ÎT J-oo SX 

where £ denotes the reduced wave number and i2 = —1. For any function tp g L2(R)m, combi
nations of space difference operators read : 

/ r ,x / . tb(x + ôx) — tb(x — ôx) 
(S(ii))(x) = , 

(ô2tp)(x) = tp(x + ôx) — 2tp(x) + tp(x — ôx) , 

Applying the Fourier transform to these functions leads to : 

$(5ijUiV>)(0 = i s i n ( 0 ^ , 

$(5i20)(O = - 2 ( l - c o s ( O ) ^ , 

Thus, the transformed space difference operators and their combinations take a very simple form. 
By transforming each side of equation (B.3.5) one obtains : 

H • Aw™+1 = -K • w™+1 , (B.3.8) 

where H, K and wa+l denote the transformed functions of H., K, and wn+l respectively. The 
operators H and K read : 

K = | i | ( l - c o s ( 0 ) + i ^ s i n ( 0 

H = 7 d + | i | ( l - c o s ( 0 ) + i ^ s i n ( 0 

B.3.3 Amplif ication factor 

The amplication matrix of the linear implicit upwind scheme associated with the system of 
conservation laws is defined as follows : 

V n e N wn+1 =G-wn (B.3.9) 

In the present case, one gets : 

G = Id-H'1 • K (B.3.10) 

The Von Neumann stability condition is defined by : 

V £ e [ - 7 r , vr] p(G(0) < 1 (B.3.11) 

where (){G) is the spectral radius of the amplification matrix G. Given to the large number 
of parameters that one has to take into account to analyse the stability of such a scheme, a 
numerical study using sweeps over the space of the parameters is requiered. The way to analyse 
the amplification factor is explained further. 
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B.4 Analysis of the amplification factor 

B.4.1 An example : the amplification factor of the Direct Solver 

Let us consider the implicit upwind scheme for the Euler equations in which the explicit stage is 
of third-order while the implicit stage is of first-order. For two-dimensional problem, two reduced 
wavenumbers have to be defined in each direction : £ in the ^-direction and r\ in the y-direction. 
After the Fourier transform, the linear implicit scheme reads : 

with 

H • Aw£l = -K • w£l 

K = -[Dl-zl+D2-z2 

(B.4.1) 

ÀE 1 
i [A* Sl ( 1 - - Zl; BE s2 (1 - | z2, 

H = Id + 2 ( A • 2i + D2-z2j + i I^A^S! + Bas2> 

Thus the amplification matrix associated with the Direct Solver reads : 

G* = Id- H~l • K (B.4.2) 

The Von Neumann analysis is based on the study of the spectral radius of this amplification 

H 

Figure B.4.1: Amplification factor for the Direct Solver, M = 0.5, u/v = 1. 

matrix. If p(G) < 1 the errors in the system are damped whereas if (){G) > 1 the errors are 
amplified leading to instability. The use of a computer program enables us to draw the value 
of the amplification factor with respect to the wavenumbers £ and r\. For the sake of simplicity, 
in this appendix, we would consider that £ = Tj. For M = 0.5, u/v = 1 and several CFL 
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numbers (CFL = 10, CFL = 102 and CFL = 103), the amplification factor of the direct solver 
is represented on figure B.4.1. We can note that, for each CFL number, the amplification factor 
remains smaller than unity for all wavenumbers which means that the Direct Solver scheme is 
stable for such conditions. Obviously, the increase of the CFL number enables to improve the 
efficiency of the scheme. Indeed, we can note that the value of the amplification factor decreases 
for high CFL numbers. However, we also note that the decrease is not uniform upon the whole 
space of the wavenumbers. For high frequencies, that is for wavenumbers close to -K, increasing 
the CFL number does not provide a great improvement since the amplification factor does not 
change a lot. On the other hand, there is a great interest to take high CFL numbers in order to 
obtain a better damping in the low frequency area (that is for the wavenumbers close to zero). 

B.4.2 Link with the convergence rate 

j i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 

50 100 150 200 250 
Iterations 

Figure B.4.2: Convergence history in bump-channel with 3600 elements, M = 0.5. 

In this appendix, we want to show that the results from the Von Neumann analysis are meaningful 
for practical computations. We computed the flow over a bump in a channel at M = 0.5 using a 
Block Line Jacobi implicit treatment with 10 sub-iterations. The plot of the amplification factor 
of such a method is very close to the one obtained with the Direct Solver scheme. We used a mesh 
with 3600 elements and we chose the same CFL numbers than for the Von Neumann analysis. 
The results are presented in figure B.4.2. As forcasted by the Von Neumann analysis, there 
is a great difference between the convergence rate obtained with CFL = 10 and CFL = 103. 
Besides, the convergence rates with CFL = 102 and CFL = 103 are very close as expected. 
We can conclude from these results that the convergence rate of a method is mainly driven by 
its efficiency in the low frequency area. Indeed, for high frequencies, the amplification factor is 
approximatively the same for all CFL numbers while it is very different for low frequencies. The 
practical computations on an academic test-case of a flow over a bump in a channel outline the 
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strong influence of the choice of the CFL number on the convergence rate, and this behaviour 
can be only due to the differences observed in the low frequency domain. 

B.4.3 Effect of the mesh size 

Let us consider a domain with a length of 2L and a constant mesh size ox. We showed in section 
B.2 that the wavelengths which can be captured on such a domain range from 25x to 2L. The 
corresponding reduced wavenumbers range from TT5X/L to -K. Thus, the size of the spectrum 
relies on the mesh size. We saw that the region around TT is related to the short wavelengths 
while the region around 0 represents the long wavelengths. Let us precise how the notion of 
short or long wavelength is mesh dependent. 

Let us consider three meshes, a coarse mesh, a medium mesh and a fine mesh defined 
as : 

5xc = 2 • 5xm = A-5xf (B.4.3) 

The minimum wavenumber (k = 2ir/\) obtained on these three meshes is the same, namely : 

kf'n = k™n = kf'n = Y . (BAA) 
it 

1 
On the other hand, the maximum wavenumbers are : 

7T 2 * 7T 4- * 7T 
l,max " i,max _ i^max _ {-r> A K \ 
K -Jx~c'

 km - J x ~ c ' kf ~Jx~c-
 ( B A 5 j 

Now, let us consider the reduced wavenumber whose definition is given by : 

<t> = k - 5 x (B.4.6) 

It appears clearly that the reduced wavenumber TT would correspond to a different wavenumber 
with respect to the mesh size. For the finest mesh, we have : 

k™ax -Sxf = j , kZax • Sxf = | , kfax •Sxf=ir, (B.4.7) 

while for the coarse mesh, k™x and k1V'ax are not represented so we have : 

k™ax -5xc = ir . (B.4.8) 

Thus, for the coarse mesh, the wavenumber k™ax belongs to the high frequency area whereas for 
the fine mesh, it belongs to the low-frequency area. There is a shift towards the low-frequency as 
the mesh size diminishes. The high frequencies of a coarse mesh moved to the low-frequency part 
of the spectrum {cf. figure B.4.3) when the mesh size falls off. As a result, the same wavelength 
would be damped differently with respect to the mesh size. For instance, for the Direct Solver 
scheme using CFL = 103, the wavelength related to k™ax would be damped according three 
different amplification factors : 

p ( G ( C r a ) ) l c = p(G(vr))=0.33, 

p ( G ( C r a ) ) L = p(G(vr/2)) = 0.6, 

p ( G ( C r a ) ) l / = p ( G ( 7 r / 4 ) ) = 0 . 5 7 . 
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The other effect of the mesh size is related to the accuracy. As the mesh becomes finer, the 
representation of the longest wavelength is more accurate and the minimum reduced wavenumber 
becomes very close to zero. The method becomes less efficient because the amplification factor 
tends to unity for such reduced wavenumbers. Moreover, we showed that the efficiency upon 
low-frequency area mainly drives the convergence rate, hence, a slowdown of the convergence 
rate would be expected as the mesh size becomes finer. In practice, this phenomena is truly 
observed. 
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